


THE LAST RETORT 

Ebony R.I.P. 

The Whistler Answer Guide , 
as well as being the ultimate 
source of useful information in 
the western world, is a fine ex
ample of contemporary Cana
dian literature to boot, and is 
pro.duced entirely by people 
who count themselves 
members of this sleepy little 
mountain hamlet. A more 
diverse group could not be 
found. But one common trait 
that all share is a deep feeling 
for Whistler . Leading off this 
press gang and considering age 
before beauty we present sure
ly t e most fit member of this 
fraternity , master athlete Le~ 
McDonald, who leads us not 
down the garden path but over 
the Lost Lake Ski Trail. Les 
is Secretary and unofficial bard 

of the Alta Lake Sports Club 
and represented them at the 

_ last Socialist Congress. A 
strong trade unipnist with a 
passion for Scotch, McDonald 
in this issue kicks and glides us 
through practically everything· 
you've ever wanted to know 
about cross -country ski 
ing. . .Our resident snow ex
pert , Chris Stetham, has of
fered a treatise on safety in 
the backcountry. Chris is an 
avalanche instructor and con
sultant and is a former head of 
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mountain safety for Whistler 
Mountain. Chris's passion for 
mountaineering finds him 
spending more time skiing the 
backcountry than the lifts , and 
his advice is to be heeded 
whether on a day hike on 
Whistler Peak or an assault on 
Mi. McKinl e y ... Jim 
(Mogul) ~onahan is our resi
dent hack and minor regional 
author. Besides turning swell 
bashing into a major local 
sport, Jim has carved himself a 

comfortable niche in the 
Whistler Mountain Empire . He 
has produced many notable 
yarns over the years and was 
once the national anthem singer 
at the hockey games in the 

·Squamish Arena . H e is 
presently writing a collection of 
haikus chronicling a journey 
from Horseshoe Say to the 
Husky Station ... Peter 
(Peru) Chrzanowski is on a 

. 
in the fanny packs of the ski 
patrol. Ian has chosen the right 
medium, the cartoon, to com
m e nt on Whist ler 
culture ... th e peak ex 
perience in cartooning is sup
plied by Roxy, who tries to be 
anonymous but should try 

permanent odessey of ex- harder ... Professor T.A.D. 
treme skiing. Peter has gain- Frills is a product of the 
ed a certain notoriety for his ex- Saskatchewan educational 
ploits on and around steep system and is Whistler's resi
mountains and although his ex- dent historian . A one-timer 
plciits have raised eyebrows in squatter, Frills likes water 

~---••••••••••••••••••• .. ~ certain circles, his enthusiasm sports and was once head 
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brevity . . . Steve (Nurse) 
Johnston is a local real estate 
typhoon and athletic sup
porter. Nurse's piece on sum
mer air should have all the 
potential air puppies out there 
in printland involuntarily 
reaching for their sunscreen . 
Nurse's exploits are best not 
repeated here. . . Whistler's 
golf course promises to be no 
hole, as Bob Wick, the coor
dinator, points out in progress 
report for all the duffers. . .A 
Swiss who has lived in Canada 
13 years, Herb Bleuer, is the 
head mountain guide in the 
Whistler area and is responsible 
for most of the helicopter 
skiing in the Costal Range . 
With mountaineering ex
perience. in Europe , Alaska, 
New Zealand and the Arctic , 
Herb is more than qualified to 
guide you through a mountain 
experience , or, as indicated in 
this issue , tell you about 
them . .. The real rogues 
gallery is the staff , who are- -.::---
responsible for cajoling , 
badg~ring and generally doing 
whatever is necessary to make 
this thing happen. The latest 
victim is Shelley Glenwright 

who , besides being a much 
needed ornament around the 
office, worked her exquisitely 
formed and well rounded little 
butt off chasing down some of 
the stiffs in the advertising 
world . .. Mike (Ground 
Control) Leierer led us to 
believe that he was in charge of 
flow charts, cost overruns, cash 
flow and other assorted ob
fuscations. Mikey's creed is 
"never space tomorrow what 
you can space to 
day". . .Building demolition 
was supplied by the great and 
wonderful Bob Colebrook, a 
close personal friend of Nancy 
Greene Raine . .. And last but 
certai~ly least, the legendary 
Charles Doyle, a young lion 
in his own right who has shown 
re markable pa tie nce and 
reserve under the most trying 
conditions . G ertrude Stein 
would've approved. 
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THE HOW, THE WHY AND THE WHEN BY L ES McDONALD 

The Lost Lake cross-country ski trail begins 
and ends at the Myrtle Philip School, ' which 
squats a little to the side of the town centre . 
You can't miss either of them in the Whistler 
Valley . 

The track starts on the school soccer field . 
Make a couple of experimental loops of it to 
test the was, the legs, and the heart. Then with 
skis zinging, the wax going clickety-click, head 
for the gap in the trees on the carefully groom
ed track, set by enthusiasts of the Alta Lake 
Sports Club. But wait a minute, we are a little 
ahead of ourselves, for all good stories should 
begin at the beginning, and this one should be 
no exception. 

In relative terms, cross-country arrived only 
. yesterday at Whistler. It is undoubtably part of 
the rapid growth of the sport experienced 
everywhere where folk ski , or that snow flies. 
Sociologists will trace its growth (4 million 
cross-country - 2 million alpine in Canada) and 
note a parallel surge in jogging, in lift line-ups , 
ticket prices, stiff boots, and frozen toes. Along 
with a whiff of nostalgia for the simple 'good 
old days,' the discovery of wheat germ and 
rose hip tea , cross-country has arrived . 

But it did flit briefly here in the past. Back in 
1966 the then coach of the University of British 
Columbia ski team, AI Fisher, organized a race 
laid out at the top of Whistler. The course 
navigated its way around the lower T-bar and 
the Round House . (A race won incidentally by 
David Turner). 

This event was a last gasp from a withering 
sport , dominated bY. a hardy breed of Nordic 
types . Although they only came from Oslo and 
Helsinki, by way of Prince George and Burns 
Lake, they may as well have come from An
dromeda or the Crab Nebula, so different were 
they from anything known in this tiny corner of 
the cosmos. 

To ski cross-country ·then, and for the 
previous 500 years, probably meant your 
name was Haende Oppmekilten or Oyve 
Frossanakkeroffs, or some equally romantic 
Nordic appelation . They appeared to survive 
on a diet of raw herring or kuakke brod, wore 
the latest haute couture from Jones Tent and 
Awning, and their breath always reeked of 
Ovaltine. 

Trail grooming and track setting were simple 
delights . On Saturday morning, after the 
prim us had sputtered to a halt, after every flake 
of oatmeal porridge had been coaxed from the 
corners of the U.S . Army issue mess can, it was 
out the tent door and on with the snowshoes 
(whose sinews had been masticated and lov
ingly created by Algonquins) to pack down the 
snow for 10 kilometres , four abreast.Sunday 
morn they got to snap on the skiis , hand made , 

16 layers of hickory covered in a pine tar wax 
brew that would have turned Merlin gr~en with 
envy. 

The leader would then press out a track on 
the newly packed snowshoe trail (provided it 
hadn't snowed overnight!) , those behind 
following piously in his tracks. When this labour 
of love was complete it was usually pitch dark, 
snowing, with the wax balling up , the tent lost , 
and past time to go home . 
The New Era 

A decent period of grace followed the 
demise of this most masochistic of all sports 
(outside of bullfighting without a cape and 
skydiving without you know what.) 

Three important technological inventions 
joined together in the '70's to produce the con
temporary cross-country ski scene . (No, it 
wasn't the advent of Lifa underwear, $200 car
bon ski poles, or milti-use oral, snow and rectal 
thermometers.) 

Fischer-Rossingnol-Kneissl started to churn 
out fibreglass skinny skiis , the way they'd been 
churning out downhill skiis: unbreakable, no 
waxing, and a camber that stayed put. It end
ed , overnight, half a millenium of steam over 
ski tips and horse's hoof glue laminations of the · 
Norwegian ski cottage industry. (Not too good 
for the Oslo capitalists, but a big relief for the 
wild ponies of the Joteuheiman Fjells!) After 
300 years of mushing from Chicoutimi to Lac 
St. Jean in the dead of winter to collect 
firewood, a Quebecois invented the Bombadier 
Skidoo. The third item, a simple sled with two 
metal skiis underneath , a 'track-setter,' pulled 
behind the machine of 'Jean-Baptiste,' ac" 
complishes more in 30 minutes than what it 
took the pioneer two days. 

You will excuse this laboured introduction to 
the Lost Lake Trail , for in these unsophisticated 
times the majority of souls gliding their way 
around the trail on mechanically groomed 
tracks are completely unaware of how they 
came to be there . Most of these worthy folk in
variably hurl insults, or worse, at the innocent 
machine and its operator, as they trundle on 
their worthy way, assuming, one can only im
agine, that the perfect symetrical tracks grew, 
like. Boletus mushrooms, by magic, out of the 
ground. 
Ski Touring 

There are in fact two kinds of cross-country 
skiing, and about as akin td one another as sur
fing and water skiing. Those poets and other 
romantics seeking the solace of the wilderness 

· and the acres of untracked virgin snow can find 
plenty of it in the valley. You should avail 
yourself of the booklet Cross-country Skiing at 
Whistler, by Monique McDonald, available at 
all reliable gas stations and drug stores, and go 

• 
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1 Lap of Lake = 2.5 Kilometres 

for it. On the other hand , ·those who seek the 
camaraderie and the pleasure of a groomed_ 
trail should go to Lost Lake. 
Lost Lake Ski Trail 

Along with the mechanical . gear and the 
flashy skiis, one also needs a trail. Since 1972 a 
group of refugees from the alpine slopes, form
ed into the Alta Lake Sports Club, have been 
hacking and hewing at the trees, and the rocks, 
around and about Lost Lake and have fashion
ed , with what existed, and latterly with the sup
port of the municipal council , about 15 
kilometres of trail. 

The trail has become a labour of love for the 
club and sections of it bear the names of people 
who worked far beyond the call of duty. Joe 
Csizmazia was one such person , and although 
a Hungarian he is no fool. By profession a 
.forester, he was always at pain to express his 
great sorrow at felling the forest giants. To him, 
and Joe's Cut-off, the A.L.S.C. offer a ditty on 
his zeal. 

I'm a certified woodman 
Said Joe with his axe 
And laid his hand to his task 
With his ears full of wax 
And his eyes brimmed with tears 
But his actions were bold 
As he hacked at the helpless 
The sick and the old. 
There we~e some who applauded 
And others who wept 
While the rest made a fumbling 
Noise as they slept. 
And a handful revolted 
By stirring their tea 
But not one was half 
As revolting as he! 
The trail is groomed and track-set by the club 

on a volunteer basis , and forcrowdsof ecology 
freaks who claim to detest the noisy foul smell
ing skidoo, strangely enough there is never a 
shortage of volunteers to drive it. They hold 
three citizens-tour races per year, run a junior 
programme and try to discourage dogs and 
people from walking on the track, the latter 
task being by far the most difficult. 

This season , given financial assistance from 
the council, it will be set all week. To . 
paraphrase Samuel Johnson, "Friendship, like 
fences and cross-country ski trails , should be 
kept in a state of constant repair ." 

The complete circuit of the trail is about 
eleven kilometres as shown on the map, 
although you may ski it in any direction you. 
wish , the path shown by the arrows is the way it 
is laid out the most natural , with no nasty cor
ners you ~an't navigate , and hills that have a 
run out, rather than hurling you into the 
bushes. After a couple of inches of fresh snow 
on a s·et of newly laid track( you should be 
able, like a fried egg gliding across a ballroom 
floor to glide around the . course in a carefree 

' I 50 minutes. 
I 

The Rotary Loop 
A pleasant 2 kilometre loop, nicely worked 

over by the local Rotary Club, a good place to 
practice on stormy days. Complete with a 
wooden bridge over a babbling brook, or the 
wild raging Blackcomb torrent depending on 
your luck. One lap of the Rotary is the usual 
race distance for the school kids . 

When we get it flood-lit , alpine skiers will be 
able to work out the aches and kinks from their 
bodies of an evening. The more fanatical of the 
skinny ski crowd will be able to log in some 
more miles before hot cocoa and beddy-byes . 
Blackcomb Bridge to Vimy Ridge 

As you emerge -from the Rotary Loop to the 
Blackcomb Road , avoid the temptation of turn
ing right for a quick access to the lake via Pea
sant's Corner. You could get creamed by so
meone coming down, and if you have to herr
ingbone to get up, you'll invariably obliterate 
the track, in which case you could get scream
ed at , so . . .turn left over the Blackcomb 

·Bridge , heading up to White Gold Estates, and 
smartly right up the hill before you get there . 
And yes I am Irish . -

After the somewhat previous cranky section 
this next kilometre is classical cross-country 
running, rounded hills , easy to diagonal stride, 
with the smoothness of the real McCoy. 

No matter how cold you thought you were 
back at the school , you should be sweating (or 
gently glowing if you're a lady) like a United 
church missionary in a cannibal's pot . 
Vimy Ridge to Student's Slot 

You can never tell with instant place names 
whether they'll survive the test of time . Mons 
down in the valley sure has . The scene of some 
desperate conflicts in 19 17 for Canadians in far 
off Belgium, some from the logging camps of 
this valley. Volunteers fbr the First World War 
(would that it had been the last) walked out of 
the woods down to the P .G. E. crossing at 
Mons leaving all behind . 

While cruising the woods for the ski trail in 
'72 members of the A.L.S .C . stumbled upon 
an ~ld logger's cabin, hidden by dense foilage , 
and inside they found a table and chair , and 
from the roof a pantry suspended by wire, safe 
from animals, lined with a copy of the Van
couver Sun , year 1914! So to keep Mons com
pany in the valley, we have Vimy Ridge, nam
ed for the long curving twisting hill which takes 
us to the high point of the trail , and for another 
of those desperate battles in Flanders . 

The view from here has to be one of the 
grandest in the Whistler valley. Those wishing 
to avoid the rigours of the climb and seeking 
the quickest route to Lost Lake should turn 
right down and over the Fitzpatrick Bridge 
(He's the man that built it) and high tail it to 
Crap Corner. 
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OK kiddies, let's get right 
after those swells . Bruno Ger
ussi , star of wonder , star of 
light, and long running Cana
dian television series The 
Beachcombers is one step 
ahead of the posse and holed 
up in the Blackcomb Lodge . 
It seems the citizens of one 
Gibson's Landing are upset 
with remarks attributed to the 
aging scion of the performing 
arts . To wit: after twelve sum
mers of location shooting in 
B.C. , Bruno had proclaimed 
the territories a cultural gulag .. 

Poor Bruno , he missed the 
Ontario Arts Centre , the 
Stratford Shakespearian bash, 
Yonge Street, Wayne · and 
Shuster, Cabbagetown , the 
warmth , excitement and 
vitality of Toronto. Bruno 
missed being "seen". 

He was ankling his way 
across the courtyard as a 
twenty tonne cement truck 
backed its way through a nar
row collage of construction 
rubble between the pub and 
an unfinished ice arena . 

"Hey Jackass!" the driver 
screamed through a spray of 
phlegm. "Hey Jackass , get 
outta the road." 

Bruno was nonplussed . 
About that time my friend 

Rafferty was in town to attend 
a fund raising dinner. Picture 
it this way: Religion had been 

·declasse for several decades . 
Culture scores a lot of points 
but is in the same division as 
the Ed Sullivan Show. The 
only truly gala moment at the 
opera or symphony is at inter
mission when they turn the 
foyer into a sa loon .Culture for 
the nouveau chic is totally 
youth oriented. Help the kids, 
2 to 20 set, Canadian Youth 
Orchestra , School of Fine 
Arts stuff. Art , well, that's 
more Rafferty's department . 
The answer is, if you will 
hand me the envelope 
please: Charity, baby! 

Here is a dinner soiree so 
grand in scale there isn't a res
taurant or dining facility in the 
valley large enough to hold it. · 
The event takes place in the 
Myrtle Phillip Elementary 
School gymnasjum , art deco , 
just add Perrier and water. 
Twelve apostate chefs from 
Vancouver's most exclusive 
restaurants are barbecueing 
lamb over charcoal braziers . 

It's three hundred a plate 
for something called the Whi
stler Hospital Society (hold 
the one-liners , you may need 
it someday) . Herb Capozzi is 
standing beneath an avant 
garde work of purple crepe 

, ribbons . He is surrounded by 
a group of lesser satellites and 
is saying: "ever tell you about 
the time at training camp with 
the Lions when we were play
ing a little late night poker in 
one of the rooms and a guy 
is trying to sneak in after cur
few through the flower beds 
and an open window when 
the coach comes round the 
corner with a pail of water 
and . .. " 

Enter the flagship , Provin
cial Minister of Tourism, the 
Honourable Grace McCarthy, 
with an entourage of short 
order cooks, head waiters , 
media stiffs · and embalming 

parlour personnel. Tom 
Jones, the Welsh warbler , 
was there in a satin jacket and 
charcoal pants. He bought 
them at a fire sale, and just 
painted them on, or so Raf
ferty says. 

Total take for the evening: 
one hundred and six thous
and dollars , baby . Rafferty 
says he only cracked for two 
grand . It cost him his mar
riage . 

...................... 
We're standing at the pub, 

as usual, on a Saturday after
noon . To our right is a swing
er whose sweetheart distracts 
him by fingering the hair at his 
neck. Her eyes are a bit wide 
set in an otherwise pretty 
face . She could be a cover girl 
for an automotive trade mag
azine, in stiletto heels , shorts 
and halter top, endorsing a 
re-adjustment valve for an 
overhead cam shaft assem
bly . 

To the far left is a sawed-off 
little man in a chequered shirt 
and glasses opening a ·set of 
architects blueprints across 
the bar. Standing beside him 
is a pipe smok,ing individual , 
wearing a multi-buttoned pea 
jacket that a sailor wouldn't be 
caught dead in . The door 
opens and a guy with two lad
ies in tow saddles up to the 
bar between the pipe holder 
and Rafferty. 

He is wearing a set of Eddie 
Bauer hand stitched mocca
sins, tan coloured wide waled 
cords with cuffs, pleats and 
slash pockets, $125 at Chap
mans and a navy, raglan 
sleeved crew sweater, $115 
at Holt Renfrew . He has a 
dark complexion , curly hair 
and a big honker of a nose . 

The first gal wears a set of 
pantaloons like Charlie Finley 
designed for the A's, silver 
buckled patent leather slip 
ons and a snow white , high 
collared puffed sleeved satin 
blouse. The Victorian school
boy look at well under $500 
from Suzannes on Broadway. 
Her pal is wearing · roller 
skates, striped wool'leggings, 
jeans and a red throw-away 
sweater. Her hair is tied at 
either side above the ears, 
and she needs only for some
one to paint the freckles . The 
rag doll look, cheap but cam
py, from Saint Vincent de
Pauls, on Hastings in Bur
naby . 

with 

ijenry 
6ondorll 

They were drinking cham
pagne, not from glasses, but 
right from the bottle, Satur
day afternoon at Whistler. 

"What do you do for a liv
ing, if you call that living," 
cracked Rafferty . 

"Tax collector," ~nswered 
the crew sweater, obviously 
lying. 

Rafferty holds tax collectors 
in the same regard as lawyers 
and child molesters but still he 
popped out his art dealers 
card . Rafferty made his mon
ey shooting snooker at Sey
mour Billiards until he mar
ried Money. He chiselled her 
out of the upper Granville St . 
location and left her a tiny 
gallerina in Gastown, full of 
trendy sort of stuff, suitable 
for a townhouse , I suppose . 
A sad affair , but there were 
no children . 

"And it's a good place to 
put your money for a while ," 
grinned Rafferty . . 

"Planned scarcity," said the 
little guy at the end of the bar 
rolling up his blueprint , "It's 
better than stealin' ... " 

How about some more 
Bruno bashing here , the old 
goat is just st<;trting to get up . 
It's an ancient Oxfam routine 
with Lotta Hitchmanova . 
"Aw, poor leetie Bruno , 
doesn't anybody care, e as to 
spen es sommers on de wes 
coas, vatching reruns o de 
beechcomber, won' sombody 
pleez ." 

We were waiting for the 
bartender to turn a cassette in 
the tape machine when the 
guy with the big honker 
yawns and says : 

"Think I'll go across to the 
Keg and have about a dozen 
escargot." 

Henry Gondorff is a lead 
character played by Paul 
Neuman in The Sting . That 
is to say a con artist, an old 
drunk sleeping in the back 
room of a brothel and repair
ing a musical ride . The que" 
tion is , will the real Henry 
Gondorff please stand up? 
What ... you kiddin me? 

"Hey Riff, y'know ... " 
Rafferty was beside him

self, the whole left side of the 
bar had emptied . He was star
ing at his card left floating in 
champagne residue . 

"The stiff," he muttered . 
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Blackcomb face with general 
improvements . There are 
new trails in Horstman drain
age , several new cuts for late 
spring skiing and improved 
signage and loading facilities . 
As of this writing (mid-Nov
ember) Blackcomb is waiting 
for the two most important 
deliveries it will receive this 
season: you and mass quanti
ties of knee-deep powder 
snow. 

Don Ross has been instal
led as Marketing Director of 
Blackcomb and brings an un
bridled enthusiasm to the 
post. It is his job to sell a . 
mountain that sells 'itself. He 
brings an upbeat and innova
ted approach to the mountain 
that is as refreshing as a dip in 
Lost Lake on a sultry August 
afternoon. 

"If you want some idea of 
what our runs are like ," says 
Ross , "just let your imagina

' tion go on their names . Gear
jammer, Choker, Gandy 
Dancer and Jersey Cream. " 

It is sweet , Don , to be sure . 
But the fertile imaginatin that 
can experience the orgasmic 
joy of wailing down Spring
board on a warm spring day 
has yet to be invented. You 
had to be there. 

Those with their heads in 
the clouds will be. ecstatic with 
the news that Blackcomb has 

constructed an FIS Freestyle 
aerial jump at the bottom of 
the hill . This permanent earth 
jump site is within 500 metres 
of the day lodge in order to 
facilitate spectators and tele
vision crews. 

Lome Borgal, Blackcomb 
Administrative Manager, stat
ed that "due to the high spec
tator appeal of the aerial com
petition, we wanted to afford 
all spectators, both those on 
and off skiis, the ability to 
watch the aerials without hav
ing to trek to the top of the 
mountain ." _ 

"The FIS representative will 
be out in the near future to 
examine our· work and , when 
it passes, we will have one of 
the finest permanent FIS
sanctioned aerial freestyle 
jumps on the circuit ," contin- · 
ued Borga!. 

It is excellent that such faci
lities are being built , consider
ing that freestyle skiing will be 
an Olympic event at Calgary 
and Canada will be expected 
to produce a good showing. 

Which brings us to the fu
ture Olympians . Blackcomb 
has an extensive program for 
the little people . The Nancy 
Greene League is an exten
sive program that will ensure 
that kids get the best coaching 
possible. Special rates for chil
dren are $4 for seven to thir-

teen year olds, $12 for four
teen to seventeen year olds , 
and children under six ski 
free. And the Skidder Chair is 
always free to any one enrol
led in Ski-ed. For those over 
65 it is free. 

So whether a toddler or an 
oldster, Blackcomb is ready 
for you this year. Just don't 
forget your smile. 

Whistler 
The "Big Old Softie" is 

what Whistler Mountain is 
now billing itself as in order to 
let people know that it isn't 
only an expert mountain. It 
has miles and miles of begin
ner and intermediate runs 
too! 

"We want to show that 
Whistler is not only for ex
perts," says Whistler's public 
relations and marketing man 
John Creelman. "Skiing is 
fun , Wistler is fun, and we're 
having fun." 

Quite simply , Whistler is 
such a . giant operation that 
there is .plenty for everyone ; 
whether powder hound, 
mogul basher, extreme artist, 
ski bunny or toddler . If you 
want it it's there in large quan
tities . 

Whistler Mountain, with a 
vertical of 1,305m (4,280ft.) 
a:nd thirteen lifts servicing 

nes 
endless alpine bowls and over 
50 runs, is the big daddy of 
Canadian skiing . It is also the 
largest employer in the valley 
with 220 winter employees . 

Particular emphasis will be 
placed this year on customer 
service and there will be no 
shortage of mountain 
hostesses to answer your 
every question . They are at
tractive girls dressed in red 
suits and their number has 
doubled to twelve this year. 

Monday to Friday they are 
available at 9:30 at the gon
dola base and in Whistler 
Village for mountain tours . In 
the afternoons the tour starts 
from the Roundhouse area at 
1:15 and weekend tours can 
be made by special arrange-
ment. · 

David O'Keefe, Whistler 
Mountain's North Side co
ordinator and head of public 
information, ski school and 
hostess. service, looks forward 
to a good year,· the highlight 
of which will be the Molson 
World Cup Downhill on 
February 27th preceeded by 
the Shell Canadian Cham
pionships. "It's a well situated 
course," says O'Keefe, referr
ing to the new downhill that is 
second in length to Wengen, 
Switzerland. 

One particular advantage 
to the new course is that it will 
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2'12 Mi. North 
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Fine Continental Cuisine 

2 fireplaces 
cozy rustic atmosphere 

piano bar 
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Reservations 932-5565 

finish up near Whistler Village 
and save spectators on foot a 
substantial hike. 

The north side of Whistler 
is also an excellent beginner 
area, with increased groom
ing and widening on th Olym
pic and Village chairlifts . This 
area was designed with the ski 
school in mind and Bob 
Dufour, the handsome and 
angular jawed ski school 
director, will be running a 
school with a staff of twelve 
full-time instructors 
augmented by 10-20 part
timers . 

This year will also see the 
first organized ski school bus 
package from Vancouver. 
The Bright Crystal Ski 
School, in conjunction with 
the Whistler Mountain Ski 
School, will be runnin buses 
to Whistler from · various 
Lower Mainland locales . 

The Whistler Mountain Ski 
School is offering its widest 
curriculum ever, with 
everything from a special 
woman's package to video 
clinics, racing programs, ski 
weeks, wine parties, as well 
as the standard beginners in
struction . 

For those who desire a real
ly memorable experience, 
Jim McConkey , a legend in 
the powder skiing world, is 
available for one-half and full 
day sessions. McConkey can 
offer the best in expertise , as 
well as stories about his 
crossbow hunting expeditions 
with his good .friend Stein 
Erickson . 
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The Nomad Staff, 
State of the art for 
serious hiking. 
Perfect balance,light weight and 
rugged. Made of aircraft grade 
aluminum and stainless steel. 
Hand grip is special moisture 
absorbing neoprene for se
cure grip. Threaded positive 
locking joint allows staff to 
separate to become a bi

A ~tAFF 
CONSUMER REPORT 

fkoPvvr$1Al£ tA# Po ltJirH-olf-l 
Condominium 

Living 

Contact us early 
SUPER SAVER 

Mid-week packages 

4200 Whistler Way 
Whistler, B.C VON 1BO 

Vancouver 669-2661 

(604)932-4146 

Outside Vancouver 

pod, tent frame, splints, 
hammock support, etc. 
A6 The Nomad Staff 568.50 
ACcessories include: 
A2&4 Snow basket and pike. 
for winter use. S I 0.50 
A I Sierra Cup attaches to save un-

packmg to get to stream 52.50 

AS 
Camera 
swivel 
mount. 58.50 

A3 Emergency 
fishing or 

snake 
gig. s2o 

Add SS.OO for 
shipping. Calif. 
Residents add 6% 
tax. For more infor
mation send s I .00 
brochure. Send to: 
UEnglnHrlng 
Station 8Pl23456, 
P.O. Box 1708, 
Thousand Oaks. 
CA91360 
Mstr.Chrg.!VJSA. OK 
give#, also bank #and 
exp.date · 
30 chly moneyb.tc 
guar.uee dealers inquiries 
invited 

Natural foods 
M11VERAL5, VITAMIN=>~ HER&$ 
OILS, LOLAL HONEY • LRAFrs 
TRAt L M 1)( E!S .i .BvLK Foops 

I 

The Crealive Kitchen 
YouR NA1URAL Foop~ 

"ESIAlJRANT . 
BOX 1593, (CLEVELAND AVE.) 

SQUAMISH, B.C. 
892-3817 

I bring terrible news. Dev
astating. 

Just when you thought that 
with the help of Procter and 
Gamble and similar multina
tionals you had conquered 
dandruff, beaten halitosis, 
smashed underarm pollution , 
squeezed acne out of the pic
ture, trodden on stinkfoot, 
shrank hemorrhoids, exting
uished heartburn , and licked i 
jock itch, along comes a mal- I 

ady that you may not have 
heard of. 

This new affliction first 
came to my notice in TO
DAY, the only rotogravure in 
the country. A quarter page 
ad announced to the world 
that the Facelle Company has 
come up with a remedy for 
this most serious medical pro
blem. 

The ad was headlined: 
"Some reassuring news about 
an age old problem." 

The ad itself was effective, 
for I had to read on to find out 
just what this "age old pro
blem" with the "reassuring 
news" was. 

The first word of the copy 
told me, sort of. Inconti
nence was the first word, in
deed the first sentence, writ
ten in English bold type . My 
first reaction was, normally 
enough, "Maybe I've got it?" 
Maybe incontinence sufferers 
are always the last to know? 
As I didn't know the differ
ence between incontinence 
and a Lincoln Continental, I 
read on. 

"Whether you look after 
someone who suffers from it, 
or, if you suffer from it your
self, you know it's a difficult 
and worrying problem," the 
ad announced. I was some

---------------------------- what relieved, for I know I Some reas. sunn· . g news don't look after someone who 
suffers from it because I don't 

ab ld 1-.1 look after anyone at all, self out an age 0.1 prou1ern... included. And it said that if I 
suffered from it myself, I 

lnoontblence.VVhether 
you look after someone who 
suffers from it or. if you 
suffer from it yourself, you 
know it's a difficult and 
worrying problem. 

That's why Facelle intro
duced ·Assurance pads and 
briefs. the new incontinence 
protection system. Quite 
simply it's designed to make 
incontinence a lot easier to 
cope with. 

Inside the 
Assurance package 
you·n find 12 incon
tinence pads and · 

· 1 pair of briefs. The 
pads are specially 
designed to absorb 
fluids away from 

( ASSURANCE ) 

the body. They are more 
absorbent than cloth. more 
comfortable than plastic 
and. best of all. disposable. 

The fully washable 
briefs are designed to keep 
the pads snug and secure. 
preventing any unsightly 
bulge. 

The Assurance incontin
ence protection system. 

A convenient solution to 
a sensitive problem. 

AVN~INDRUGSTORES 

ASSURANCE T.M., FAc:EU.E COMPANY ut.tTED 

would know what a difficult 
and worrying problem it was. 
I know no such thing, ergo I 
do not have it. I was relieved, 
for now I could devote all my 
energy toward my terminal 
jock itch . 

(It is not true, as Ann Lan
ders says, that jock itch is 
caused by congress with poi
son ivy.) 

In order to find out just 
what I didn't have, I read fur
ther. "That's why Facelle in
troduced Assurance pads and : 
briefs, the new incontinence 
protection system. Quite sim
ply it's designed to make in-

: continence a lot easier to 
. cope with ." 

Incontinence protection 
system? Could this be a strat
egy developed by NORAD? 
They'd make incontinence a 
hell of a lot easier to cope 
with if they mentioned what 
it is. 

The ad then says that the 
pads are specially designed to 
absorb fluids away from the 
body. Much too vague for my 
liking. What fluids? Gin and 
tonics? Bulk oil? Phlegm? 

-
At this point my imagina-

tion failed me. I know that a 
pad is a beatnik's abode. I 
know that cats pad about. I 
know that pad is what-you do 
to your expense account. I 
know that a pad is what I 
write my grocery list on. I 
know that the Space Shuttle 
is launched from one. I know 
not, however, what an incon
tinence pad is, and as for in
continence briefs, I can only 
assume that they are mano
evers utilized by the legal pro
fession . 

Undaunted , I finished read
ing the ad . "The fully wash
able briefs are designed to 
keep the pads snug and se
cure, preventing any insightly 
buldge." I presume that these 
wonderful contraptions don't 
prevent sightly bulges as well. 
Td like to know who the ad
vertising wizard is who de
clares things to be unsightly. 
Personally, I thought that 
panty lines were anything but 
unsightly. At least they broke 
up the monotony and estab
lished the parameters. 

Anyway, to meander back 
to the point, here I was, al
most eighteen years old with 
no idea of what incontinence 
is. I could find no explanation 
for my ignorance. In my 
youth I had clandestinely per
used the obligatory medical 
manuals, placing particular 
emphasis on orfice!? and ap
pendages and their various 
functions , including an intern
ship on Lenora, who lived 
next door and was surely a 
hypochondriac. I had once 
glanced at the JOY OF SEX, 
had seen various cinemato
graphic feasts at the SeaVue 
theatre and was a subscriber 
to Playboy magazine, but no
where had I come across in
continence. 

The only thing for me to do 
was to consult someone with 
a greater intellect to explain 
it to me, but there being a po
verty of savants in the Whist
ler area, I was forced to resort 
to FUNK AND WAGNELLS 
STANDARD COLLEGE 
DICTIONARY. 

As I was thumbing through 
the pages I thought that may
be this thing was so horrible 
and obscene that it wouldn't 
be listed . 

I was wrong. There it was: 
incontinence - the quality 

or condition of being incontin
ent. 

Who wrote this dictionary -
bureaucrats? 

Moving down the page to 
incontinent I found my an
swer. 

(Read no further if you are 
squeamish or in any way of
fended by bodily functions.) 

incontinent - unable to con
trol bodily discharges, as 
urine . 

My, my, my. I then realized 
how gross the ad was. These 
jerks are selling diapers for 
adults couched in language 
that suggests they are expect
ing a Nobel Prize for medi
cine. 

Nappies for Nana. 

I am sure that this new in
ver:.1tion is cause for much cel
ebration by incontiniacs ev
erywhere . This does to geria
trics what rota rooter did for 
plumbing. 

I am sure that the rubbies 
in the gutter of East Hastings 
will be pleased to no end . No 
more little rivers will be seen 
flowing across the · sidewalk . 
from camatose figures. Some 
brilliant marketing man might 
even come up with the brilli
ant idea of wrapping every 
bottle of Calona Red Dry in 
one incontinence pad . 

Perhaps an incontinence 
consession stand could be set 
up beside the giant roller 
coaster at the PNE. 

A law could be passed forc
ing all campers and hikers to 
wear incontinence pads and 
briefs in order to protect our 
fragile environment. 

Public swimming pools 
would make incontinence 
pads mandatory, for we all 
know everyone is an incon
tiniac in this circumstance. 

Organizations could be 
formed. lncontiniacs Anony
mous. Incontinence Libera
tion. Lobby groups could put 
pressure on the government 
to initiate a Royal Commis
sion. An incontinence week 
could be proclaimed. Annual 
outings to Niagara Falls could 
be arranged . Incontiniacs 
everywhere could come out 
of the closet, demonstrate 
and be proud of their unique
ness . The United Nations 
could proclaim an Interna
tional Year of Incontinence . 
And "We're number one" 
chanted by fans at sporting 
events would take on a new 
meaning. 

I wonder if the Facelle com
pany realized what it has un
leashed in this attempt to 
dam trouser flooding. 

Madison Avenue will go in
to a frenzy. Celebrities will be 
lined up for the television 
campaign. 

"I'm Lome Greene and I'd 
like to say 'a few words about 
Jiffy Disposable Incontinence 
Pads and new Jiffy Heavy 
Duty Beer Drinking Pads, for 
those days when 'it' goes right 
thr01:1gh you. I use Jiffys be
cause they're safe, cheap and 
ultra-absorbent. And Jiffys of
fers fourteen colours as well 
as paisley. Remember, if you 
have a problem going to the 
biffy, stock up on Jiffy." 

Fade in . Roaring surf on 
sandy beach. Violins and cel
los. Brunette on horseback 
galloping. Voice over (mel
low): "Did you know that you 
can now do all those fun 
things without worrying about 
incontinence? Yes, with new 
fully disposable Clampons 
you can once again become a 
productive member of soci
ety . The no nonsense com
puter engineered pee-pee 
protection system." Fade out. 

And while we're on fade 
outs, this column will now 
fade out, fo'r I'm completely 
pissed off with the entire topic 
of incontinence. 



A POUND of GROUND ROUND 
LOUOLV S.Q. \1\/0ULDSTIFF 

· ONE FOR THE SMUT ... Here's another 
really funny original joke that I blatantly and 
shamelessly plagerize from Gary Dunford of 
the Toronto Sun. A chap was rowing down the 
Thames one Sunday when he lost one of his 
oars and it drifted to midstream. He tried to 
paddle with the other but found ·it difficult. Just 
then, coming downstream he noticed a boat with 
a man and two women in it , all rowing . "I say ," 
he shouted across the water, "lend me one of 
your oars ." The other man looked up indignant
ly . "They're not 'ores," he protested. "They're 
me mother and sister." 

* * * 
WHISTLER'S FODDE.R ... letters are 

Yep . They were overheard to be discussing the 
possibility of legalizing gambling in Whistler . 
What odds will you give on the possibility of their 
elopement to Banff? .. . Our. highly reliable 
source in Deep Cove tipped us on a little egg on 
the face of none other than Bruno Gerussi. 
Seems the famed labotomy box star was trying 
to refuel his friend's thrity footer at the Deep 
Cove Marina . Seems that Bruno had the gas jet 
back out the spout right into his face . Marina staff 
were very entertained by his performance , which 
consisted of him running around in circles , cry
ing, ''I'm blind , I'm blind ." Eventually , they had 
to throw him to the deck and spray water on the 
face of the squirming star. 
WATERMELON . MAN .. . Everybody's best 
freind and saloon keeper, John Reynolds, had 
accepted a mission to walk his little Scottie dog 
peacefully through the. town centre. This 
meditiative process was interruped severly one 
night when the door of the Brass Rail flew open 
and out lunged one Bosco Bear. The brute 
took one look at Mr . Reynolds and the little 
pooch and yelled "fumble" and pounced on the 
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flooding into this office with suggestions on how 
best to put Whistler's almost-soon-maybe-to-be
newly-completed Recreation Centre to use. A 
wonderful $5 mrllion dollar roof is nice for sure , 
but without anything inside it resembles some of 
the people around here. Lots of beautiful win- . 
dow dressing on the outside but very little of 
substance inside . Some of the finer suggestions 
we have received are now available for public 
perusal. Remember , you read it here first. Anne 
Bright suggested that it be turned inot the 
world's largest mud wrestling arena . Kinky , 
Anne, but right on! Greg Lee, a former profes
sional ski racer and disciple of Lolita , suggested 
that it be flooded in order to stage large mock 
navy battles . You're all wet , Greg. The most 
ludicrous suggestion to come down the pike was 
from none other than the Land Company. They 
suggested that it would be ideal for a natural ice 
rink. Stupid twits should 've built the roof over 
Alta Lake . Our prize goes •to that swashbuckling : 

pooch. The dog has been mounted and hangs t'-'""-~.&...,jL....I~4f 
over the bar in Tapley's ; Bosco is serving fifteen ________ .;.. _______________ ...J 

892·3912 
days for unnecessary roughness. Pete Rozelle 
is undertaking an investigation. 

* * * 
STAR WARS ... The award winning Cana-
dian made documentary , The Man Who Skied 
Down Everest , is going it again . The sequel , cur
rently being filmed at Whistler , is entitled , sur
prise , The Man Who Skied Down Everest 2 . Ac
tion shots are now being filmed on the Green 
Chair , with Rob Webster doing the trick skiing . 
The mountain hostesses are looking particul_prly 

For Lower Prices and Friendly Faces and the Largest 
Selection of Groceries and Fresh Produce 

t) 
Overwartea 
IJI'OOD c•NT.A& 

SQUAMISH 

OVERWAITEA Harry the Pear, who suggested they used it as 
storage for all the other white elephants we've 
managed to accumulate . .. Speaking of white 
elephants , who was that that was seen dumping 
carton after carton of our competitor's the 
Whistler Magazine into the compactor? Gotta 
keep that circulation up somehow , eh Paul? 

good as Sherpas . . . Also on location is the------------------------~ 
Fellini remake of the Odd Couple, with Harry 

* * * COUNCIL BIKINI BRIEFS. . .Rumour has 
it that Whistler Mayor and Dixon coffee 
representative Pat Cartoon will be opening 
town centre's fi rst smoke and joke shop. Known 
widely for his sharp wit and his mighty hand
shake , Pat will specialize in joy buzzers and cof
fee cup tie clips that shoot water. It is generally 
agreed that being mayor and running a joke 
shop will not be a conflict of interest , both being 
quite humourous occupations . 

* * * 
A HOOP FROM THE POOP 
DECK. . .local realtor and cable television 
czar Gary Van Normal displayed his indepth 
knowledge of the complicated T .V. game when 
asked what he thought of the new dish at the 
Blackcomb Lodge . Gary, only slightly taken 
aback, confessed that he hasn't eaten there yet 
but then he was definitely looking forward to 
it . . .speaking of high rollers , was that George 
Tidbit, the big daddy of the Keg Restaurant 
chain , sitting with Tourism Minister Gracie (the 
finger) McCarthy at lunch ih the Husky Deli? 

Consumer Report 

the Pear playing the Lemmon/ Randall role and 
Kaiser Bill giving a fine rendition of the Mat
thau/Klugman role. I think they might even 
win an Oscar. . .Also on the production phase 
is an update of the Tennessee William's classic 
about the organizational skills of the local 
business savants, called A Bus System Nam
ed Desire. Local rednecks are happy that 
Gray line won 't be servicing Alpine Meadows and 
Emerald Estates , the last bastions of the thumb . 

* * * 
TOY BOAT ... A local inventor has made his 
impact on the world of business by inventing a 
small plastic horse that rotates on a universal 
joint. Fred Skinstone is sure to make a million 
on his invention , the Rolley Horsey. · · 

' * * * 
KIND TARTS AND GENTLE PEE 
HOLES. . .Local folk singer and conceptual 
artist , Nancy Greene Raine, is slated to open 
the World Cup ceremonies at Whistler by singing 
the Canadian national anthem, followed by the 
classic rugby ditty, "Don't get fancy , Nancy , and 
put that pillow back under your head ." Which 
brings us to the question, "Why wasn't J esus 
born in Whistler?" God couldn 't find three wise 
men, let alone a virgin . 

My first reaction upon · · th 
. • Wl. a $122 ' alurninum, 

d1.scover1.ng an ad for stainless steel and nee-
to be negotiated and 
Pro Cort to re'lieve "the 
itching of the great 
outdoors" are but a few 

examples of products de
signed to make being 
"out there" j ust a lit
tle more pleasant. It's 
not surprising that the 
average knapsack has 
grown outrag eously in 
the l ast f ew years. All 

the Nomad Staff was to 
quickly check the cover 
of the magazine to rule 
out a new Harvard Lam
poon parody. But sure 
enough, i t was Backpack
er Magazine. 

I guess the view from 
the ir Park Kvenue office 
wou ld indicate a market 
fo:r this item {or at 
l ea s t a desire for their 
a dvert i s ing dol l ar) , but 
s h o r t of NASA I c a n ' t 
imag ine wh at a potential 
cu st cmer wou l d look 
like . 

I ma9ine the embarr as s 
ment ')f turni ng u p at 
the We:.q e Mountain c abin 

prene pool cue in your 
hand, only to be met by 
a Neanderthal group of 
BCMC climbers fresh from 
a day sprint up Wedge. 
I don't think the handi
ness of a Sierra Cup 
attatchment would even 
appease that lot. 

Further perusal of tlle 
small ads in Backpacker 
confirms the newly dev
eloping trendiness of 
the sport of b ackpack
ing . S ling cha i rs that 
weigh in at "no more 
t h an a can of b e er , " 
slope meter s to deter
mine the d egr ee of slope 

. these g·i .zmos have t o go 
s omewhere! 

Use d to be a f our 
t housand cubic inc h pack 
would be at h ome in the 
Himalayas but toda y t h e 
urban p a cker carries 
that much i nto Light
house Park. 

6alt0Depper 
AT BLACKCOMB LODGE 

On the<£,quare 

Breakfast 
Luhch 

Dinner 
Extensive Menu 

Wines & Spe.cialty Drinks 
Coffees & Coffee Drinks 

Daily Specials 

932·454'0 
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Local pa~tor tend~· 

t - I h moun a1n ~ eep 
In the hurly-burly labyrinth 

of the gondola base area ex
ists, against all odds , a spiri 
tual oasis in a desert of de
pravity . A gleaming beacon of 
faith in the darkness on the 
edge of town . 

It is not Westminster Abbey 
but the Whistler Skiers Cha
pel , and it sits wedged in be
tween the Okanagan Helicop
ter Pad and the Whistler 
Mountain Ski Club . The Cha
pel is the spiritual home of the 
Skiers Chapel Association 
and the Whistler Community 
Church . 

Houses of the Lord come 
in many different shapes and 
sizes and Whistler's Chapel is 
a small A-frame housing a 
dozen pews , a very lovely 
stained glass window and lots 
of space for mitts and toques. 
A thirty-five foot wooden 
cross juts out from the sur
rounding ground to an
nounce the chapel's pre-
sence . 

"This is basically a com
munity church ," says local 
Pastor Ray Wiens . "And we 
don 't push any denomina
tion ." 

Wiens leads a Sunday 
morning worship service at 
11 :00 and stresses that it is 
open to everyone . There are 
also services on Saturday, at 
4:15 for Protestants and at 

5:00 for Catholics . 
The Reverend Ray worked 

for the Forestry Department 
before coming to Whistler but 
has had an extensive educa
tion in .theological matters , 
studying for two years at the 
Columbia Bible Institute , for 
four years at the University of 
British Columbia and for a 
year and a half at Regent Col
lege . 

"It's been interesting and 
challenging because of peo
ple's different religious back
grounds ," Wiens says of 
Whistler. "It's also been excit
ing to see people put aside 
denominational lines and find 
a common ground in Christ. 
And that's what the church is 
all about." 

Wiens is a family man , his 
wife Kathryn and sons Eric 
and Derrill living with him in 
Alpine Meadows. Ray also 
works doing maintenance in 
the town centre. 

Since Ray has taken over 
the congregation has grown 
from about half a dozen 
adults to about twenty-five . 
And about sixty-five children 
are involved in bible school. 

All in all , Wiens has been 
happy with the reception the 
chapel has received in the 
valley and he hopes to see 
everyone out in the near 
future . 

Great service and great rates! 
Budget knows who counts-you. 
And tha t 's a difference you'll like . 
Get great ra tes by the day, wee kend . 
or longer on Ford a nd other fin e ca rs. 
Most major credit ·ca rds honored . 

Blackcomb Lodge 
Whistler Village 

A'Budg~t Syatem LicenM!'f' 

932-3818 

Use your Sears credit <ard at authorized distri · I ~~ 
bu~ion centers in most ~udget ofTi~e !'o . Check local Sears~ 
off1ce for rental requirements. ( all. · · 
([~ 1979 Rent a Car Corp. S IMPS~'~" ~f "'~ "' tl '-4 t T£ ('1 

lz(,w it ·mi9ht h.ttvfl {,flfln. 
The weather had been fair up until they hit wailed at 57 decibals on the tape deck. Out of 

those esses past Brohm Lake where a gusty the doors piled Nick and Serge before Graham 
cold shifting wind had piled snow quickly ag- even had time to put on the brakes. 
ainst the already groaning wipers of the V.W. "Place sure is empty." _ 
microbus. By the time they had entered the "Oui, tabernac!" replied Serge . 
canyon Nick had readied the· auxiliary motor - All three walked into the tiny daylodge and 
two pieces of s.tring tied to the wiper arms and gazed out the windows at the various rope tows 
fed through the passenger and driver's win- in operation . · 
dows to the person in the back seat who alter- "Excuse me ," enquired Nick to a young lady 
nated pulling them left and right. . serving food in the cafeteria, '"but where is the 

Up ahead, just visible through the driving rest of the mountain?" 
snow, was the familiar flashing lights of the "What?" came the puzzled answer. 
highway snowplow, and ahead of it, a bull- "Well ... the cable car. Where is it?" 
dozer working to break through a wall of snow A rather large smile ripped across her face 

· which apparently had come down from the cliff for a moment before she answered. 
lands above. "This is Ski Rainbow, not Whistler . You 

"Wow man!" exclaimed Nick . came about five miles too far. Go back the way 
"Jesus!" piped Graham between tokes. you carne and turn left at the Gulf." 
"Shit eh?" questioned Serge in his novel "Hey thanks ," sighed Nick with a look of re-

manner. lief, having conjured up images of instructing 
For three kids straight from Point Claire, stem christies all season. 

Quebec a slide of this magnitude should have Graham approached her, grinning, and 
been more alarming, especially considering placed a joint in her top pocket, then turned 
their proximity to it. However, each suppres- and joined the others in the van . 
sed his innermost feelings at their first real en- The three of them spent that winter together 
counter with the high country. After all , they as caretakers in a single's cabin in Whistler Cay. 
were mountain men, or at least they thought Not a bad deal. They had the cabin to them-
they were . selves through the week while sheer mayhem 

Once the cat had cleared a path through the reigned on weekends when they shared it with 
slide they proceeded on, past the old Welcome no less than 32 other people . But then what 
to Whistler sign , a rustic logo emblazoned on a can you expect for $150 for the season's rent. 
stylized peace insignia . Besides, it made for some wild parties and new · 

It was the winter of 1974 and a whopper at friends, albeit all considerably older. 
that. Giant pregnant clouds, backed up to That winter and the next were incredible 
Woodfibre, had seemingly run aground in the snow years . The . grey cliffs of Sproatt slowly 
valley, their upper torsos snagged bn the transformed into sheer walls of white as the 
peaks. After a few days everybody was smiling clouds got lower and the mountains became 
and commenting on the beauty of it all . topless. The valley grew tighter, as if encircled 
"Wow," they said after five continuous days , by a great petrified glacier. 
"isn't this wild." By the eighth day most of the Skiing was so spectacular that the three 

, runs were closed and even the real old locals friends found very little time to do much else . 
were wondering if it would ever stop. After the Nick was cooking till three a .m. four times a 
twelfth day nobody said anything; they just week at the Keg, while Graham pumped gas 
kept shovelling . one or two days a week at the 76 and then 

And so it was on this fifteenth day of the draft beer at the Boot by night. Serge was a 
storm that a blue and white V. W. microbus liftee and had fallen in love with a waitress in 
pass~d the massive snowbanks engulfing what L'Apres. Sleepless nights and endless days of 
the passengers believed to be the small village powder snow were the routine . 
of Gondola, B.C . The second summer saw Nick retiring from 

"Eeeeenh," grunted Serge , smoke pouring the fast food franchise to take up tbe noble art 
from both nostrils as he hung over the front of carpentry . So, as a first project he proceeded 
seat. to build himself a shack in the woods , close to 

"My broder he told me dis place here is just the mountain so he could ski home . His choice 
down da road from da lifts. We be close now." was also close to the town dump, ryot implying 

The bus puttered its way along through the a preference of environment but for its practical 
white chutes until they came to a highway sign , usefullness as an unlimited source of building 
Ski Area Turn Left. The van then erupted into material. 
a chaotic box of screams and fists beating on Alta Lake at that time was almost a company 
the roof while Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young town~ not so much as a corporate entity but as 



~ a developing industry. That of course being the 
~ ski trade. Unlike a typical ski town , Alta Lake 
Qj 

:f escaped that narrow definition by disregarding 
~ the generally mindless ski resort culture . Sum-.. 
a~ mers were very, very quiet. Social court con-
! vened outside the Gulf at around ten every 
~ morning when the indigenous population 
t would pull up the yellow milk crates and parti
~ cipate in that age old game of Bait the Bastard . 
:C Each car that pulled in would be subject to un-
3 merciful taunting, ridicule , jeers and in the end 

a plea for a free handout. This would carry on 
until someone would offer a lift up to Lost Lake 
whereupon the entire mass w.ould converge 
upon the single vehicle , whether it be a one
tonne flatdeck or an Austin Mini. Many an old 
beater, fraught in its own fragility , passed away 
under the load of an extra sixteen passengers. 

Those summer days at the lake were the 
very definition of "laid back." Sun, drugs , 
sometimes a little wine and that cool refresh
ing water. Twenty people was a busy day then, 
and even when the RCMP would drive all the 
way from Squamish to answer complaints. of 
nudity , they would be welcomed down to the 
dock where they never failed to lose an argu
ment on the question of morality . 

"Damn college kids ," they could be heard 
muttering as they left in total exasperation . 

Graham had landed "employment" with the 
Forest Service as a fire fighter and in doing so 
had fulfilled what he deemed his one time 
macho fantasto image. Anyone who has any 
romantic images of gallant forest fire fighters 
has never had to sit next to a tandem Wajax 
Mark II pump station for twelve hours. 

Serge retained his position with the liftco, fell 
more in love with his waitress girlfriend and his 
life continued to become routinely predictable, 
except to occasionally get too drunk, take off 
all his clothes, pour lighter fluid on his feet and 
dance around the bar partially in flames. 

At this time political activity centered at the 
regional district level and rumours abounded 
concerning a proposed town centre to be lo
cated at the south end of Green Lake . Every 
one was all fired up, and it was no wonder , 
considering that all commercial development 
was frozen till they sorted it out. 

The three friends decided to attend a big 
meeting down at the liftco when they were go
ing to discuss a master plan . Now there were 
only about 250 residents at the time but a more 
dissimilar crowd you could not find . They rang
ed from older straights like the town's most 
respected realtor and his wife, on down to 
some piss tank Northair miner. There we~e 
clean cut freaks to earth-mother-with-a-kid-on 
the-nipple types . And then there was the .usual 
array of skiers . It was the incongruity that made 
it interesting. 

Chairing the meeting was AI Raine, an event 
which consequently earned him the name of 
Big AI , the Man With The Plan . On they dron
ed for what seemed like hours discussing the 
formation of a municipality and assorted devel
opment schemes. 

Graham, being the more perceptive of the 
bunch , quickly realized the inherent boredom 
of the whole affair and retired to the deck to 
blow a joint. He was joined shortly by Serge , 
who commented simply that all it meant was 
more turkeys . 

By the time Nick joined the two they were 
rolling on the ground laughing and mimicking 
the people inside. 

Graham stood on the railing as if addressing 
the crowd: 

"Ladies and gentlemen, it is with the utmost 
sincereity and best regard for the community 
that I must announce firm plans to level Whist
ler Mountain and replace it with a massive con
dominium project. We here feel that in order 
to make this a destination resort we must pro
vide the newest , most modern facilities around , 
and quite frankly , this place has been around 
a long time and is getting pretty seedy. I mean 
the mountain itself is several million years old . 

Serge pipes in pretending to be a member of 
a supportive audience, "It's a simple case of av
ing do destroy hit in order to save hit. Beside, 
hit his blocking da view!" 

Whereupon the two collapsed into each 
other's arms, tears streaming down their faces. 
It was one of many such scenarios the tree 
has come to perform at the drop of a hat. Nick 
and Graham watched as Serge pulled himself 
off the ground and headed for the parking lot. 

The picture of Serge stumbling off to the old 
V. W. microbus could easily be deemed vintage 
Pro Patrol (summer) , his faded t-shirt barely 
visible through his tangled blonde hair read Life 
is Ecstacy . Inside the van sat two red setters 
eager to play. Serge had fulfilled all the patrol's 
image requirements and had just recently been 
appointed a member. 

Graham and Nick proceeded to hitchhike up 
to the Boot for a game of pool and a few fros
ties . Both had not been working for awhile , 
Graham by choice , Nick due to the construc
tion lull ; neither were too concerned about it 
though . Both were living on the periphery of a 
semi-urban society, what they called Suburban 
Squatting. They were philosophical about it , 
often joking about their pursuit of this existen
tial game. Both had given up their university 
degrees for various labour oriented jobs as if in 
an attempt to dissolve their bourgeoisie up
bringing. At the time their consciousness rested 
simply at this level. 

Still the fact remained that they had actually 
transcended to a more exalted degree of elit
ism. Unconfused by the vulgarities of life, such 
as a steady job, they had attained the highest 
plane. "Poor by choice ." 

The next winter was so incredibly bad that 
the recently formed Resort Municipality of 
Whistler was immediately dubbed the Depres
.sed Municipality of Whistler and/ or Pi§,sler 
Fountain . 

Now for a guy like Graham a winter without 
snow was too much . He packed his bag for a 
North American tour of the Big Lifts , hoping, 
he claimed , never to return to this "godfor
saken drainage ," a forest service term he cyni
cally used to describe the valle"y . 

This announcement was not taken too seri
ously by Nick and Serge , or for that matter by 
any of the other locals. After all, nearly every
. one knows someone who has 'left Whistler for 
good' every year for the past ten . It's an un
written law that when the times are good you 
don't want to leave and when the times are 
bad you can't. 

Almost paradoxically, when the weather is 
poor for skiing, investment in the area acceler
ates and thus Nick found himself much in de
mand . He revelled in his new reputation as a 
good carpenter, even though his total exper
ience in the trade ·was less than 18 months. 
Nevertheless , in a· place where job employment 
offers consist of washing dishes or banging 
nails, and where a guy who owns a nail set is 
·considered a cabinetmaker, Nick felt quite pri
vileged to let the myth flourish . 

It was on one such iob that Nick began meet
ing people , read as 'Bigshots .' Men ~hose CI

gars cost more than his days wages. 
They liked him for his simple attitudes, good 

naturedness and what they called common 
sense . It was a good deal, he would provide 
the local flair and they picked up the bar tab . 

Business was getting better and better for all 
the inhabitants, in particular the nail banging 
population . Sitting in the new J .B.'s bar one 
could often hear new faces speaking quite en
ergetically about their future plans for the area . 
According to them they were ·going to build a 
whole town , pave all the streets , double the 
highway capacity , add three hundred new bus
inesses , shut down seven , run cable cars up 
every mountain in the valley, tear everything 
down again and rebuild it on a grander scale . 
All of this between a round of drinks . 

Owside, a small group of locals would laugh 
cynically between tokes. "If this place is so 
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B. C. Powder Guides 
serve up the champagne 
of the skiing world -
untouched west coast 
powder delivered with 
style via Bell 206 Jet
ranger. 

Powder Mountain, the 
Spearhead Range ,and the 
Ipsoot area are all 
within a few minutes 
of the heli-pad but 
give the illusion of 
being on another planet. 

The higher altitudes 
offer dry untracked 
snow and the heavily 
glaciated Coastal Range 
creates an infinite 
variety of terrain_ 

All guides are cert
ified by the Associat
ion of Canadian Mount
ain Guides and are 
active in the Whistler 
Search and Rescue Unit. 

Swiss Canadian Herb 
Bleuer is head guide 
and is proud of his 
group's accident free 
record guiding skiers 
through rarely visited 
areas of this province. 

Although daily heli-

ski trips are the most 
popular, several inter
esting and exciting 
options are offered. 

A five day package to 
Bralorne, an historic 
gold mining town on the 
drier eastern slopes of 
the Coastal Range as
sures sunny days, un
limited dry fluff and 
the experience of a turn 
of the century boom 
town. 

B.C. Powder Guides 
also transports cross• 
country skiers and ski 
mountaineers to the high 
country and has landed 
in locations as diverse 
as Rainbow Lake, McGil
lvary Pass, Taseko in 
the Chilcotin region 
and Mt . Waddington_ 

Herb and his assistant 
guides 
Bernie 
Graham 

Dave Cathers, 
Protsch and 

Underhill have 
been busy scouting out 
the "hot spots" and are 
anxious to let you in 
on their secrets, not 
to mention the ultimate 
in ski experiences. 

Handpleated Draperies Roman Shades 
Skylight Coverings Venetians Verticals 
Wovenwood Blinds Quilts and Accessories 

FREE ESTIMATES IN YOUR HOME 

Mary Halliday 
932-3796 WHISTLE~ 

Vancouver 879-2703 





There is nothing in the ski 
world that is even comparable 
to a World Cup Downhill . 
Anyone who has even a 
rudimentary knowledge of 
the sport has to stand in awe 
of the downhill skier. The 
down~ill racer has to be a 
superb athlete who combines 
technique, conditioning, 
coaching and balls into a win
ning blur on cliffs called 
downhill courses. 

The Molson World Cup 
Downhill on February 28 is 
guaranteed to be the most 
significant event to ever take 
place in Whistler. For months 
before nothing else will 
dominate local sensibilities, 
reaching a crescendo during 
World Cup Week. Even the 
best local skiers will be forced, 
by comparison, to undertake 
a sober re-evaluation of their 
talent. 

Whistler's new downhill 
course promises to be a 
beaut, with the anticipated 
winning time in the two 
minute fifteen second · 
bracket, the second in length 
to only Wegen, Switzerland. 
The new course descends 
down Whistler's north side 
T okum Run , covering a 
distance of 12,500 feet with a 
vertical drop of 3,090 feet. 

The "Bob Parson's" start is 
located at the 5,505 foot level 
near the top terminus of the 
Orange and Black chairs. The 
start is named in honour of 
the late local resident Bob 
Parsons, who devoted much 
of his life to the advancement 
of amateur skiing. The Par
son's start drops quickly off, 
and racers accelerate almost 
immediately to speeds of 60 
to 70 miles per hour. 

This starting schuss is 
steep, with two major rollers 
designated "Double Trouble" . 
These transitions test the 
racer's ability to maintainthe 
aerodynamic tuck position 
while experiencing the terrain 
chlinges. The . tuck is then 
essential across "Pony Trail 
Flats", a flat stretch leading in
to the "Toilet Bowl Pitch." 
The "Toilet Bowl Pitch" or 
"Toilet Bowl 'S' Turn" is a 
high velocity right turn follow
ed by a shorter left turn flow
ing into a long right high 
speed schuss leading out of 
the "Toilet Bowl" to "Willy's 
Wall." 

Every racer will be tested to 
the limit through the transition 
at "Willy's Wall" and by the 
wall itself. After "Willy's Wall" 
the racers cross "T okum 

Flats" headed for the "Hard 
Left Turn". On "Tokum 
Flats" the first intermediate 
time will be taken, approx
imately one-third of the way 
down . 

From the "Hard Left Turn" 
it's on to the "Forest Schuss", 
an extremely fast straig):lt 
away section through the 
trees. From this schuss the 
racer emerges into the most 
exciting and technical section 
of the course. The racer drops 
down the "Elevator Shaft", 
an extremely steep section 
that hurtles the racer into the 
"Elevator Shaft 'S' Turn" 
where he reaches speeds of 
more than 75 miles an hour. 
From the 'S' turn on to the 
"Olympic Crossing" the skiers 
head for "Crabapple Pitch" 
after passing the second in
termediate time. 

From "Crabapple Pitch" 
and out across the 
"Crabapple Meadows" com
petitors will be extremely tired 
so this section will be very 
demanding as the com
petitors will slow to under 60 
miles an hour and they risk 
losing the race if any mistakes 
are made thorugh the 
meadow bump. 

" From the "Crabapple 
Meadows" the course crosses 
"Crabapple Creek" and over 
to the .. Sleeping Cloud Cross
ing" and through the "Split 
Pitch Cut-off". This cut-off 
leads to the "Village Schuss" 
and the finish area. 
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The finish is located at the 
2,415 foot elevation on the 
"Jam Tart" run . This run was 
named in honour of the late 
John "Jam Tart" Cleland, a 
young liftee who died in a 
tragic accident on the moun
tain. 

For spectators on foot , two 
good viewing areas will be on 
the "Village Schuss" or the 
"Willy's Wall" area, which is 
acce.ssible via the Whistler 
Gondola Lift. For anyone on 
skis, virtually the entire course 
is· visible. The "Tokum Run" 
section should only be con
sidered by expert skiers bet
ween "Willy's Wall" and the 
"Olympic Crossing ." This sec
tion is steep and in a heavily 
forested area and the course 
fencing will severely restrict · 
the skiable terrain. The most 
exciting section will be the 
"Elevator Shaft" and the 
"Elevator Shaft 'S"' which can 
be viewed from almost all 
locations on the lower course . 
An extremely good viewing 
area will be the top of Lift 14 
on the Whistler northside : 
Spectators viewing from this 
area are advised to consider 
binoculars as there will be 
some vey excellent long 
range viewing opportunities. 
Spectators should take along 

sufficient supplies of their 
vices, get to the course early 
for the best 'spot, and carry all 
kinds of signs u.nd flags sup
porting our National Team. 
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Creative Art Service 
CARVED WOODEN SIGNS· HAND LETTERING 

SitK SCREENING· DESIGN 
From Conc eption to Finished Product. 

CfJ:;JZSo fJJ:;J:;JZS 

At Blackcomb Mtn. Daylodge 

BREAKFAST & LUNCH 
Served Daily 

932-3141 

Banquet Facilities 



Whistler Rea1t¥ Ltd 
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A CASE HISTORY 

suicide saiD 
-----------------------CIRCA '1976 

GEORGE BENJAMIN photos 

Suicide Sam was reported 
Quadra Island, one of the 

to have come from 
Gu l f Islands off. of 

Campbell River, ' where he no doubt found life far 
too placid and safe. Like many before him his 
home was his mobile condominium, in his case a 
green 1965 Chevrolet van with rust hole v entila-
tion. 

He was eighteen when he made his appearance, a 
short-haired ·fellow reseiDbling the physics buff 
in high school, which was more than appropriate 
considering his many experiments with falling 
bodies. He wore those old fashioned glasses that 
have black rims but are nonetheless transparent, 
and that are neither round nor square, but somehow 
both. These glasses were held together at the 
hinges by liberal amounts of black electrician's 
tape and, to show the world that he had a good 
grasp of the principle of contrast, at the nose 
bridge by a large wad of white adhesive tape. 

In short, he was a nerd of the first magnitude. 
From the . start of Suicide Sam I 5 career on the 

slopes of Whistler he entertained the notion that 
he was an aerialist. And if the amount of jumps 
and time spent airborne are valid indices, he was 
indeed an aerialist. , Unfortunateiy for him, the 
old expression "what goes up must also come down" 
applied to him in a most insalubrious manner. He 
would come down squarelly on every part of · .the 
anatomy besides the ones intended: the feet . 

The re is no doubt that he lived by the motto 
"if at fir s t you··don't suceed, try, try again." 
It must be conside red the eighth wonder o f t he 
world that he didn't also die by it. 

There were two factors working against Suicide 
Sam' $ success in aerial acrobatics. The first was 
that h e had some how overlooked the fact that an. 
abili ty to s k i would be an invaluable asset. His 
f l ounde ring on s kii s was , however, achi eved at 
g r eat s p eed , muc h to the d i s may of the s k i p a trol. 
He was of tha t s peci es of s kie rs that l ooks ou t 
of c ontrol at all times, even when standing stock 
s till. 

The second obstacle h e had to overcome was a 
r e lianc e on e qui pment that was not only outdated , 
but incomprehensible as well . As h e had no visible 
means of income , coupled with t h e fact that his 
cras h es d e mol_ishe d equipme nt with gre at f e rocity 
and ' regu lar ity, h e was f o r c e d to use wha t e v e r he 

could scrounge , whic h usually changed on a dai ly 
basi s . For example , one d ay he showed up a t t h e 
gondola barn sporting one antique Ross i ngnol 
Strate 207 em. ski with a Marker Rotomat on 'i t 
and a less old Olin Mark lV 195 em . ski wi th a 
Solomoh rental binding on i t . Th e ensemble was 
accentuated by a pair of bamboo poles with baskets 
the s ize of hubcaps a n d ~ki t ogs on loan from t h e 
East Hast i n gs Ski Team. 

To my knowledge , n o one ever accused Su i c ide 
Sam of being a conformist. 

After about three weeks of this non sense, Sui
cide Sam had become the talk {some would say 
laughingstock) of the town when he s u ddenly dis
appeared . Ski patrol members proclaimed , in re

t=-·=·====~------=== sponse to many barroom enquiries , t h at no , he 

Highland 
Lodge 

BOX 70 • WHISTLER • B C • VON I BO 
PHONE \6041 932-')525 

DINING ROOM 
Breakfast 7:00AM - 10:30 AM 

Lunch 11:30 AM - 2:00PM 
Dinner 5:00PM - 10:00 PM 

LOUNGE 
Monday to Saturday 11:00 AM - 1:00AM 

Sunday 11:00 AM- 11:00 PM 

Standard and Kitchenette Units Available 

hadn't gelandeed into a neck brace or i mpaled 
himself on a tree, he h ad just v a nished, whic h 
could be nothi ng but mutually benefi c i al. 

The v a l ley was n ot to get off so e asy . He r e 
turned within a week, with an unde r study . 

Suicide's girlfriend was the antithesis of a 
ski bunny, with the same s tyle g l asses, as y e t 
untaped, and ' with ' a tragical'l y pla in f a ce with a 
perpetually running nose lodged in the middle of 
it. In lieu of a chin she had a patch of corrug
ated skin flowing down from her lower lip that 
ended abruptly at her very large and overripe 
Adam's apple . Her hair could only be des cribed as 
a shock, and it hung in clumps and was as flax en 
as a mud puddle. In some cultures, . most likely 
in the Canis Major constellation, she would be 
considered beautiful, even ravishing. Suffice to 
say that if you were stranded on a desert . island 
with her you would either blind yourse l f or take 
up long distance swimming. 

If she had ever stood on a pair of ski is before 
she hid it remarkably well. Under Suicide's tute
lage, however, she · was soon f lying off cliffs, 
moguls and kickers, with the pre dictabl e results. 
She proved an excellent student, and the master 
could only be pleased with the amount of cuts, 
bruises and tape that adorned her, the t h eory be
ing that it had to be an improvement. For all 
anyone knew she may have been led to be l ieve that 
the sole object of skiing is to maim one's self 
bey ond all recognition. 

Yes , two p eas in a pod; a duet of flailing 
limbs; the Tweedl edum and Tweedledee of the air 
were Suici de Sam and Suicide Sue. Happy? The 
questi on i s superfluous. These lemmings were in 
a perp e t u al s t ate of bliss . 

Pub l ic opinion, rarely bein g kind, had them 
both pegged as prime candidates for the l u natic 
academy , the verdict being one of non compos men
tis . 

The pair weren't content to merely leap off of 
natural objects , and a shove l became an integral 
part of the i r paraphernali a . They would construct 
jumps, s ome o f inc r edible size , all over the 
moun t a i n , u s u ally in high l y v i s i ble spots under 
chair lifts . The net effect of all this activity 
was t hat they moved enough snow to manufacture a 
mediu m sized glacier . 

The crowni n g g lory of these air-borne histrionics 
took place o n e sunny spring afternoon on the flats 
ou ts i de t h e Whistler base cafeteria . The usual 
c rowd o f b asking h eliolat e r s an d o t hers with no 
pressing e n gagements looked on in amusement as the 
pair start ed building a kick er on the flats. It 
was observed that such a flat landing was pure 
idiocy, sure s u icide. Undau nted, the Suicides 
kept .shovelling. It . got to a certain point where 
the spectators started to d 9ubt that it was a 
jump at all, such was its size . Their creation 
was beginni ng to look like a wa ll . six feet high 
and s till counting. 

Finally, Sam judged the structure in orde r and 
they bot h stepped back a few paces , lost i n admir 
ation. They then charged over to the g ondola for 
their ascen t . This is an appr opriate spot to note 
(parenthetically) that the Su icides esch e we d 
a lcohol and drugs, their slight contact with 
reality being in no position to be severed. 

Meanwhile, the mob in attendance_were in var
ious positions of posing, e ach member thereof try 
ing to hog as many of the s unrays as possible, 
whe n a vigorous d ebat e was launched on t h e feasi
bi l ity of s u ch a project , with frequent digress
ions i n to the g e neral topic of mental health. 
Various exp erts on freestyle skiing were called 
upon to evaluate the situation a n d, havin g de
clared the enterprise inoperable , the e t ern al 
question of courage versus stupidity was du s t ed 
off and tossed arou nd. A faction of cynics emerg-
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ed that proclaimed the entire proceeding a mere 
hoax:, but they were soon silenced by a group that 
maintained that the Suicides were capable of ·try
ing anything, no matter how impossible. The final 
outcome of all this discussion was that the school 
of thought that propounded madness carried the 
day, and everyone sat back and retreated behind 
a mask of indifference. 

The masks soon caught sight of our heros plung
ing down Lower Franz. The two careeners with the 
precarious style were running under full sail. 
One mask employed his ski poles in a staccato 
fashi-on on a bench, in loose imitation of a drum 
roll. 

Screaming, the duo emerged on the flats, arms 
akimbo and ski is snaking. Practitioners of the 
Malayan fertility dance would've been envious of 
all the activity. Suicide Sue was acting as the 
trailer and was no more than ten feet directly 
behind Suicide Sam. 

It was all over in a flash. The huge kicker 
grabbed the shabbily attired figures and flung 
them straight up, both in the air at the same 
time. One had to be quick to appreciate their 
flight plan. There's a cartwheel; a somersault, 
both back and front: many twists: inverted jack
knife: a mob ius or two and several monoeuvers that 
had previously only been performed by epileptics. 

The law (Newton' s) was soon enforced and they 
came down in two seperate but indistinguishable 
heaps, a result of different trajectories. They 
lay there, crushed, for about twenty seconds, like 
two squished flys on a windowsill. 

The gallery of masks followed an imaginery 
tennis ball back and forth over an equally invis
ible net, fidgeted with their limbs for a moment 
and let out a collective yawn. 

The survivors dug themselves -out and began to 
assess the damage and apply the tape. If one could 
only get inside their minds: who knows what in
sights into the human condition would be lurking 
there? 

The lift operator who loaded them back into the 
gondola reported that Suicide. Sam declared to 
Suicide Sue that, "Maybe this time we should try 
it a little faster." 

Other forces had different ideas. The packer 
driver pulled his Thiokol hydrostatic around the 
corner on to the flats and lowered his blade. If 
the· packer had been a bull and the kicker a huge 
mound of red, the charge could_n' t have been as 
fierce. 

The masks had another diversion. 

SQUAMISH PROPANE L TO. 

BILL McENERY 

BOX 529, SQUAMISH, B.C., TELEPHONE 898-3231 

• PARTY TRAYS MADE TO ORDER 
• EUROPEAN SPECIAL TV FOODS 
• OPEN FACED SANDWICHES & POOR SIJYS 

TO GO • UCENSED PREMISES 
• FEATURING DAILY LUNCHEON SPECIALS 

892-3720 
Open Mon._ - Set. 9 - 5:30 pm Frt. 9 - _7 I?"' 

Whistler's Arnold Palmer 
designed golf course is now 
near reality! 

When the course opens for 
play in September 1982 it 
should fulfill the dreams of 
even the most experienced 
golfers and at the same time 
provide a pleasant experience 
for those with higher handi
caps. 

It will be 6,218· metres 
(6,800 yards) from the open
ing tees, and 5, 761 metres 
(6,300 yards) from the back 
tees, every inch of it manicur
ed with a country club's fasti
dious attention to detail . Most 
of the grooming will be done 
when the course is not in use. 

Of the 18 holes, four will 
be par 3 , ten will be par 4 and 
four will be par 5 . The short
est hole will be 146 metres 
(160 yards) and the longest 
480 metres (525 yards). 

For a player attempting a 
birdie, four of the par 4 holes 
and two of the par 5 holes re
quire accurate shots across 
bodies of water to reach the 
greens. The number of water 
hazards on the course, to-

gether with the splendor of 
the towering _Whistler and 
Blackcomb Mountains sur
rounding it, will make it one 
of the most spectacular cour
ses in the Pacific Northwest. . 

The Arnold Palmer design 
is being directly supervised by 
Ed Seay, golf course architect 
and director of design of Ar
nold Palmer Course Design 
Company. Total construction 
cost of the Whistler Golf 
Course is $2.5 million - and it 
appears destined to look ev
ery cent of it. 

Work on a club house and 
an underpass across Highway 
99 to the practice fairway and 
Whistler Village Centre will 
begin in the early spring. The 
practice fairway is expected to 
be ready for play in June 
1982. 

All tolled, nine tonnes of 
turf grass seed are being sown 
·at Whistler. A bluegrass and 
fescue combination is being 
used on tees and fairways , 
and pencross bent on the 
greens. Fast germinating 
Manhattan type grass is being 
sown with them to promote 
soil stabilization and moisture 

by BOB WICK 

retention. 
To raise the Ph factor of the 

soil to the required level , the 
120 acre site has been pre
treated with twelve tonnes of 
fertilizer and over 100 tonnes 
of lime . Watering will be con
trolled by a completely auto
mated underground irrigation 
system. 

The course overcomes 
what had been a major ob
stacle: drainage problems 
caused by underground 
springs. Seven lakes created 
on the course solve its drain
age problem and enhance its 
beauty as well . The springs 
that were on the east side of 
the course have been control
led by the underground drain
age pipes and diverted ,into 
the lakes to keep them fresh . 

Now the 190 acres of 
drained land are no longer a 
breeding ground for mosqui
toes , Another remedy for the 
mosquito problem was the re
moval of all underbrush from 
the roughs. Also, renovation 
of the natural stream flowing 
through the course made it 
better suited as a spawning 
ground of trout and kokanee. 





As the fall issues of ski publications began filtering ot,tt from the 
presses, I noticed an increasing trend towards the more extreme 
aspects of skiing. 

Names such as Patrick Vallencant and Chris Landry are be
ginning to dominate the covers and contents of the ski maga
zines. The steeps are becoming a testing ground for an entire 
chapter in the sport of skiing. 

Deep in the heart of Colorado, near the town of Golden, 
resides a veteran of backcountry and extreme skiing. For the 
past ten years Paul Ramer has devoted his skills as a mechanical 
engineer toward the total perfection of ski touring and avalanche 
protection equipment. He has made it his life's ambition to gen
erate gear to enable us to reach those remote areas which up to 
now have been too distant, and with skiing so excellent. 

We visited Paul at his Wondervu Ranch where, comfortably at 
home, he has developed all his ingenious backcountry gear in a 
basement workshop. We shared many ideas and reminisced 
about days on 55 degree plus slopes. 

Every year Ramer plans to host one or more extreme skiing 
camps aimed at improving, teaching and sharing the techniques 
for extreme uphill and downhill touring and descending on skiis. 
In the past the camps have been held in remote regions, from 
the Colorado Rockies to the Cascades. There were no more 
than twenty participants in each camp and the clients were 
usually armed with Ramer's touring and avalanche equipment. 

This coming summer (1982) Ramer plans to host his first 
extreme camp in Canada and we discussed many possible loca
tions, finally concluding that lpsoot Mountain would be ideal. 
Ramer and lpsoot Ventures Ltd. will join efforts for the five day 
camp to be held in August . We hope to bring the best instructors 
in extreme skiing from all over the world and avalanche safety 
will be an important part of the course. 

After meeting with Ramer we continued our journey north
wards, cruising towards the Banff and Jasper areas. We discov
ered what proper t~uring equipment can do when we spotted 
Mount Athabasca, a towering peak rising 11,452 feet above the 
Columbia lcefields. Shining us in the face was ·a beautjful head
wall of steep quality that stretched for at least 1500 vertical feet, 
then mellowed into a rolling glacier for several miles. Simply 
spectacular! 

... FEELINGS OF HESITATION AND 
AWE DOMINATED MY WILL TO SKI 
THIS ENORMOUS FACE ... 

By contacting the warden's office we found that it had yet to 
be skied, the north face that is. Many climbers from Banff \lad 
recommended the peak's north face as an excellent ice climbing 
achievement &nd had encouraged us on a first ski descent. But 
the mountain had to be climbed first. 

Bart Ross, John Reed and I began our trek upwards early 
one crisp morning. We started hiking from the snowcat access 
road and reached the foot of the glacier within an hour. Here we · 
donned our new .Ramer touring gear, slapped on the skins, 
turned on the Echo avalanche beacons and started the three 
mile ascent. It took about five hours to reach the base of the 
prescouted headwall. We zigzagged the steeper rolls in the gla
cier and meandered our way through a maze of crevasses. It 
was a beautiful tour in itself. 

The glacier waS' of humongus size and dazzled our eyes con
stantly with spectacular· icefalls and towering seracs. Finally we 
crossed the snowbridge dividing the north face from the glacier 
by way of a large bergschrung. Here we b inded ourselves into 
our new footfangs, an ingenious creation developed by Lowe to 
replace the strap-on crampons with binding type contraptions. 
They have 20 ice points as opposed to a crampon's dozen, with 
very prominent front points (four of them) set out like miniature 
ice axes. 

With skiis on our packs, we began spidering up a wall with ice 
tools in each hand, our faces mere inches from ice. This took 
over one -very exhausting hour to accomplish. We climbed 

Rxt,llmfl 
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by Peter 
Chrzanowski 

through boiler plate and snow and ice with constantly changing 
conditions. · 

Bart had approached the summit rockbanc! ahead of me as 'ne 
veered to the left into a cluster of rocks in order to film us in the 
climb. Upon reaching the rocks I found myself on a narrow 
ledge. The view from here was breathtaking, with the valley 
floor far below and the lcefields Highway snaking north to Jasper 
and south to LAKE Louise. 

Initially, feelings of hesitation and awe dominated my will to 
ski this enormous face of ice and snow. It seemed like such a 
long way down - at 55 degrees all the way." However, nothing 
beats the feeling of at least 200 em. of edge biting into a steep 
wall so I sideslipped a few feet to get the feel of those brand new 
skiis. 

Oh well, I thought, there must be a first time for everything. 
I planted both poles, jetted my skiis through them, turned right 
around the pole shaft and freefell for about fifteen feet. My edges 
bit in 'upon impact with the slope and I bounced, making a light 
yet secure poleplant with my left hand. Here was another turn . 
Soon steep instinct took over with rhythm, and down I went for 
1500feet. 

The last section smoothed out to high speed GS turns over the 
snowbridge and into the wide bowl below. Every moment had 
been recorded on film and. the run was over before any of us · 
knew it. As we were retracing our routes from the bottom there 
was a feeling of conquest in the air and it sure felt great. 

Then it was back to Whistler to prepare for the upcoming ski 
season . We wish to generate more interest in the sport here at 
Whrstler and Blackcomb. I feel that backcountry access and the 
abundance of terrain should make us all more aware of these 
possibilities. 

It should be pointed out that extreme skiing is not a sport that 
could be called 'fun for the whole family.' However, extreme 
skiing is gaining popularity among upper intermediates and 
experts. Names such as Dilemma, Elevator, Friday the Thir
teenth, and Don't Miss are named because they are hot expert 
runs. 

Everyone wants to ski them eventually but there are method
ical gradual ways to work up to it. 

I wish steep and deep dreams to all . 
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NOT A 

SNOW

BA.LL1S 

CHANCE 
In .a move that was 

viewed by all parties 
as highly controversial, 
Whistler council voted 
to institute a bylaw 
prohibiting the throw
ing of snowballs. 

The debate was spark
ed following a town 
council wet t-shirt 
contest that got out 
of hand. As council 
members were leaving 
they found themselves 
under attack from the 
members of the Whistler 
press core. Council 
members put up a valiant 
struggle, and althcugh 
they had the numerical 
advantage, · t hey were 
defeated because the 
press had had the fore
sight to stockpile suf
ficient supplies of 
anuno. 

"Snowballing is not 
all that dangerous in 
itself, " said alderman 
Blue Angus. "But it can 
lead to more serious 
crimes like face wash
ing." 

Alderman Sid Young 
succinctly 
council's 
''Occasional 
snowballing 
that bad, 

sununed up 
rationale: 

weekend 
isn't all 

but 
there is 
criminal 

always 
element 

then 
the 
who 

ruin everyone ' s fun by 
putting rocks in the 
snowballs ." 

Council 's decision 
oqtraged Mick Maloney, 
columnist f o r the Marx
ist weekly, the Whistler 
Question. 

"This is not merely a 
case of petty politick
ing," he said over a 
game of darts at the 
Press Club, "but a con
certed effort to eradi
cate all level s of fun 
from the valley . " 

"Besides," he added, 
"this is probably just 
the first step in the 
formation of the Whist
ler Village Snowball Co
mpany . " 

Visitors to Whistler are much impressed with 
the many local waterfalls, such as Brandywine 
and Nairn. Pictured above is a relatively new 
addition, the. Olive Falls. Plans are current.ly 
underway to light the falls at night. 



If you thought that en
countering those characters in 
the alpaca togues who occas
sionally graced Lift 4 and Lit
tle Red last year on their skin
ny skis was just a chance 
meeting between you and a 
little bit of skiing history , 
you're right! 
· Last year , telemark skiing 
saw a re-birth across the land . 
That graceful turn is definitely 
a part of skiing history, but 
there won't be any chance 
meetings this year , because 
the sport has now achieved 

· the. status of a revolution . The 
'Colorado' influence is here to 
stay . The re-birth of the turn 
that started downhill skiing 
centuries ago has become a 
'trendy' new sport of its own. 

Sales in cross country gear 
are expected to drop this 
year, and sales in alpine to 
grow ever so slightly . The 
sales in telemark equipment 
are going to triple across the 
muntainous parts of North 
America . 

The telemark , . in case 
you're still in the dark , is a 
very ·graceful , old-fashioned 
turn . It's done on quasi
nordic ski gear , both in the 
backcountry and in the lift
serviced areas . The turn in
volves the use of extremely 
long skis to carve long radius 
turns with the rear knee near
ly on . the ski tip. Telemark 
equipment is actually nordic 
ski gear , with heavy duty 
boots and offset steel-edged 
skis. It could be confused with 
the ski equipment used 
around the turn of the century 
for backcountry skiing (once 
upon a time there were no 
lifts) , and for the free heel 
tele mark turn (no parallels 
then , Jack!) 

So what's the big deal , you 
ask? Well , nordic skiers , often 
mocked by their alpine 
counterparts for their involve
ment with the rather mun
dane procedure of kick and 
glide , are usually limited to 
fairly tedious terrain. The 
telemark opens up moun
tainous areas with generally 
more snow and longer 
seasons. Lots of downhillers , 
meanwhile , are sick and tired 
of the pricey lift tickets and 
long lift lines that go hand in 
hand with alpine skiing. As a 
result , they are looking for ac
cess to the backcountry . The 
nordic skiers , therefore , have 
turned . to heavier gear in 
order to spend more time in 
the st-eep and the deep , and 
are buying lift tickets , while 
the alpine skiers are spending 
less money and less time in 
lineups ; they're out in the 
toolies. practicing their telly's . 
It's rather paradoxical isn't it? 

What it boils down to is that 
telemark skiing is new to most 
people . It's challenging and 
hard to criticize. You have 
equipment' that gives you 
mobility in any condition, on 
any snow covered terrain, 
and in a nordic ski area , or a 
lift-services area . This sport 
can be enjoyed by anybody , 
but it's also harder work than 
downhill skiing , and a damn
sight more challenging than 
nordic skiing . That's the big 
deal! 

With thousands telemark" 
ing in the U.S. Rockies , 
Whistler and Banff are the 
new Canadian hotspots, and 
you'll see plenty of evidence 
of that this year. A large, hot
to-trot telemark club in the 
area (T elemark Association of 
B.C.) a telemark school up 
and running at Blackcomb, 
and the Pacific Telemark 
Series (pro slalom telemark 
racing with a $5,000 purse) , 
will get you involved in 
'telemalarky' quite easily. Five 
or six telemark events are 
scheduled on Blackcomb 
alone this year . Lessons are 
also . available through their 
Ski-Ed program . For more in
formation regarding all 
aspects of telemarking , please 
contact th ·e Telemark 
Association of B.C. at 
304-215 St. Andrews St . in 
North Vancouver. Better yet , 
the next time you hit the hills , 
catch up to anybody carving 
those long graceful telly's (if 
you can) and they'll fill you in . 

Skiing in 
country can be exciting, 
exhilarating and a chal
lenge, but without ob
serving some basic safe
ty rules it can also be 
a disaster. · 

Before even thinking 
of an expedition into 
wilderness areas you 
should avail yourself of 
the proper equipment. 
Items that are essential 
are a portable shovel, 
a probe, a first aid 
kit, extra clothing, map 
and compass, and a more 
than adequate stock of 
food. A rescue trans
ceiver is also recom
mended, for even if you 
use it only once it more 
than pays for itself. 

Once properly equipped 
there are several rules 
to follow when planning 
a trip and they can all 
be said to be of the 
common sense variety. 

You should first plan 
your route, making sure 
to tell someone exactly 
where yo.u' re going and 
when you' 11 be back (al
low extra time.} Groups 
of three or more are 
optimum . 

The group should start 
early, travel early, 
camp early and leave 
excess time in · esti
mates. Prior to going 
you should have some 
notion of self-rescue, 
as time delays for or
ganized rescues are 
often in the order of 
hours, even days. 

The most experienced 
member should be group 
leader or members should 
agree on route select
ion. (Although they 
are not more popular, 

1J,.fl A/flw 

. 
dictatorships are easier 
to run than democracies) 

The difficulty of the 
trip should take into 
account the . skill (or 
lack of) of the least 
experienced member of 
the party. The group 
should keep together, 
ski using the buddy sy
stem and assign a trail 
end Charlie. Frequent 
short stops and snacks 
are preferable - heavy 
meals and 1ong burnouts 
make for a less enjoy
able trip. 

When travelling in the 
back country one should 
always be aware of the · 
one greatest danger -
the avalanche. 

Avalanches can happen 
on treed slopes .as well 
as on open slopes, but 
it is still advisable 
to travel in dense timber 
it conditions are un
stable' or if you are un
sure of them. 

If you must travel in 
avalanche terrain first 
consider where you will 
go if you get caught. 
If you are caught in an 
avalanche, call out and 
try to ski towards the 
side of the avalanche. 
If that is impossible, 
try to discard your 
equipment as it will 
drag you down. Attempt 
to stay on the surface 
by using a vigorous 
swimming motion. 

As you feel the aval
anche slowing down, at
tempt to gain the sur
face, but if that fails 
bring your arms up to 
your face in an attempt 
to form an air pocket. 
If buried, try to thrust 
an arm or leg towards 

Most avalanches happen 
during· or following a 
storm, and steep slopes 
in lee of the wind are 
the most prone to aval
anche. 

Essential information 
on avalanche conditions 
can ·be obtained from 
various sources, includ
ing the Federal Park 
Service, the Provincial 
Parks; the Highways 
Department and from ski 
areas. Weather forecasts 
are issued at 5 a.m • . 
every day. 

When crossing aval
anche. terrain, undo pack 
waistband, safety straps 
and ski pole wrist 
straps. Space members 
at least SO metres a
part. 

If members of your 
party are buried in an 
avalanche, you are their 
best chance of survival. 
Keep quiet and analyze 
the victim's line of 
travel from his last 
seen point and look for 
any equipment clues that 
might be around. 

First conduct a ' sur
face search, starting 
with · likely areas of 

. . burial, followed by a 
scuff search ·of other 
areas. A transceiver 
search should be init
iated immediately if the 
victim has a transceiver 
(It takes 5 minutes to 
search with a transcei v
er what it will take 10 
men two hours to probe. ) 

Probe likely ar'eas of 
burial such as areas of 
deep deposit, behind 
rocks and trees. Victims 
caught in middle of 
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Whistler Vale Hotel 

RELAX I N LUXURY. RELAX I N COMFORT. 
LOCATED AT THE BASE OF THE GONDOLA, THE WHISTLER VALE 

OFFERS A NEW FLAIR IN CONDOMINIUM STYLE VACATIONS 
COME SEE US I N WHISTLER OR CALL 9 32 - 5521 FOR RESE~VATIONS AND INFORMATION 



a batt 
The new year will 

start off with some 
heavy duty fireworks on 
the slopes of Blackcomb 
as the short ski set 
gets down to the second 
stop on the World CUp 
Freestyle tour. 

The mogul event will 
take place up top on 
Friday, January 8, fol-

lowed by ~he graceful 
antics of the ballet 
skiers on January 9, 
with the culmination 
being on Sunday the lOth 
when the aerialists put 
on their always spect
acular exhibition. 

With Labatt's spon
soring the .. event and 
with Molson's doing the 

Backcountry ekien demand more of their 
equlpmenl than anyone eloe .... eepecially lheir 
okiol The choice of oki can make the difference 
between a lhri!Ung deocenl and a run DOl worth 
laking, or between an enjoyable day and a 
life or de&lh olruggle. 

Telemark oklo muol he olrong .. . lo oW'Vive 
any condition or a trees, yet light enough to 
~ravel freely In lhe backcounlry. TheY muol 
have offset steel edv-..- tn a.llow frequent 
oharpening and lolal control.. .. and he Iliff 
enough torsionally to maintain dominance in 
compromioi ng condiliono·. They muol he equally 
at home in deep powder or on a oleep lelemark 
olalom course ... and he evenly flexed 1o 
reaiR hooking or 'washing oUt' on hardpa.ck. 

The KAZAMA MOUNTAIN HIGH baa 
met these demands. and. ita reputation 
proveo II. \Ilk call II lhe lelemark oki. .. you 
will likely call 11 magic .. . 

just west of Burrard 
in 

~itsilano-Vancouver 

7,flfl~t.r'fl-W-his-tler A-nsw-er Pa ... ge 2-1 llllllli 

same for the World CUp 
Downhill, it appears 
that there is nothing 
left over for the Carl
ing O'Keefe crew. Per
haps they should organ
ize a world class ice
stock sliding competit
ion to take place in the 
town centre underground 
parking lot. 

Absurdity aside, there 
should be an ever in
creasing interest in 

- freestyle skiing in Can
ada. Now that free
style is sanctioned by 
the FIS and Calgary has 
been awarded the 1988 
Winter Ol~pics, there 
should be no obstacle 
preventing freestyle 
skiing from becoming an 
Olympic event. 

"With Calgary hosting 
the ' 88 games, the host 

country gets to instit
ute two sports, so it 
looks very good, • says 
Labatt director of free
style skiing, Glenn Ac
Pherson. 

"There's quite a lot 
of lo~bying going on in 
Calgary right now and 
we have the support of 
several canadian Olympic 
Development Association 
members, " continued Mc
Pherson. "My bet is on 
freestyle skiing and 
curling." 
Chris Robinson · of 

the canadian Ski Associ
ation was equa.lly opti
mistic: "I~ looks~ lilse 
nothing but red tape 
now, but then nothing 
is ever for sure.• 

With all this excite
ment concerning free
style skiing it is a 
good move for Blackcomb 
to be in there like the 
dirty shirt of the .pro
verb. 

"With Blackcomb put
ting in a permanent jump 
site there is every pos
sible chance that they 
could host an annual 
event, " said McPherson. 
"They have cooperated 
to the utmost. • 

The event at Blackcanb 
is expected to draw fran 
80-100 top ranked can
petitors and an antic-

ipated crowd of 5, 000+ 
is expected for the 
aerials, which will be 
located a brief 3 minute 
walk from Blackcomb day 
lodge. 

The Canadians to watch 
will be Greg Athans, 
1980 World Cup combined 
champ from Apex Alpiner 
Rick Bowie, from Van
couver, who was 5th 
overall laat yearr 
Peter Judge, from Can-
more, who waa aecond 
laat year in men' • Grand 
Prix and combined stand
ingsr Marie-Claude Ass
elin, of Ste. Agatha 
des Monts, Quebec, who 
finished first in wom
en's grand p.rix and com
bined standing_s last 
year: and · Renee-Lee 
SJilith, of West Vancouv
er, who finished second 
in women'• grand prix 
atandinga and aecond in 
women' • mogul a •. 

Located 1~ Km from the Town Centre 
and lifts, the INN offers 45 newly 
decorated rooms, free sauna facil
ities, ski storage room and ample 
free parking. OUr own ski bus will 

--· ~ 

provide you with free tr,ansportation 
to and from the lifts. 

You'll enjoy dining at our "Black 
Forest Steak and Schnitzel House." 
Thi·s friendly and cosy restaurant 
serves superb German style food 
which is well know thoughout B.C. 
Our chef will prepare a "Schnitzel 
Oscar" or "Carpet Bag" you'll 
never forget. 

After skiing or anytime, have a 
good time at the HOFBRAU HAUS PUB. 
This is the place to meet the 
people you'll enjoy in a relaxed 
and congenial atmosphere. 

Black Forest 
Steak and Schnitzel - Haus 

Hofbrauhaus Pub , 
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BEST Lodge 
Peter Matsan, a Swed

ish ch~f, boasts a home 
style dining room with 
a remarkable variety of 
ethnic dishes, including 
French, Hungarian, Scan
dinavian and Indian. 
They also serve the more 
~raditional steak and 

FOR 2.4 HOUR SERVICE 
12 MONTHS Of THE YEA_ 

• 9~5311• 

seafood dishes. Prices 
are inexpensive, rang
ing from $6 to $11. 

For a pleasurable, 
homelike atmosphere, 
the Highland is the 
place to be. 

Open 7 days a week, 
serving breakf<l;st, lunch 
and dinner. 

Stoney's is · o ne of 
Whistler Village's most 
popular places to go, to 
meet friends and to 
dine. 

The menu is moderately 
priced for all meals 
with a broad selection. 
Breakfast features such 
highlights as an omel
ette of the day and 
freshly squeezed orange 
juice. Hearty lunches, 
an apres ski appetizer 
and wine bar, and a full 
dinner menu round out 
the day. 

Stoney's will accept 
reservations for large 
parties or special oc
casions in the "Hunting 
Room." 
Breakfast 
Lunch 
Apres Ski 
Dinner 

11-3 
3-5 :30 
6-11 

A-LTA· 
LAKE 

INN 
~t$-~~M 

This authentic Chinese 
restaurant on Alta Lake 
serves superb Cantonese 
style food. The chef 
specializes in sea food 
and hot pots, both of 
which are second to 
none. 

The Alta Lake Inn is 
open for dinner seven 
days a week, until mid
night. _They also feat
ure a take out service. 

This 22-unit hotel 
. offers movies, a cabaret 
and a lounge. 

RENDEZVOUS 
The Rendezvous cafe

teria is located at the 
Blackcomb Mountain day 
lodge and serves food 
that is definitely above 
your average cafeteria 
fare. 

Although the primary 
aim of the Rendezvous 
is to serve the skiers 
skiing Blackcomb Mtn., 
the atmosphere and price 

appeal to everyone look
ing for a fast bite. 

The fare includes bur
gers, sandwiches ' made 
to order, homemade soup 
and chili, to daily 
sp~cials, not to ment
ion hearty breakfasts. 

The Rendezvous ·is open 
7 days a week for break
fast and lunch and is 
fully licensed. 

~alt(9 
Pepper 

Salt and Pepper is one 
of Whistler's finest 
dining out experiences, 
located right in the 
middle of the village 
square. 

Their menu has many 
cuts of steak and four 
varieties of fish, in
cluding trout, salmon, 
red snapper and dover 
sole, but the specialt-
ies of the house are 
the shish kebabs and 
the shrimp disHes. 

One deluxe feature of 
.Salt and Pepper is their 
extensive coffee select
ion. They serve ten 
different types of cof
fee, from Sanka to Moka. 
For coffed with liquers 
you can choose from no 
less than twenty-six 
varieties. 

I say there Sher
lock! There ap

pears to be 
a new rest
aurant hid

den away in 
Whistler Village. 

Correct my dear 
Watson, and I hear 
their food is sup
erb. (pastrami, 
corned beef , ham
burgers with 
mushrooms etc. & 
many, may spec
ials.) 
6:00 a.m. 

3:00 a ~ m. 



Whistler Mountain was 
once named London Moun
tain, because of the 
fog . 

Town Centre is built on 
the site of a former 
garbage dump. The bears 
are quite miffed. 

Highway 99 has been 
chosen as an alternate 
site for the Baja 500, 
against the wishes of 
the drivers, who claim 
their machines are too 
expensive to risk on 
such an open wound of a 
road. 

Whistler was once crit
icized for its lack of 
night life. This is no 
longer a y alid accusa
tion. It is the gospel 
truth. 

Readers will notice im
mediately that Blackcomb 
Mountain is not among 
our supporters. After 
three weeks of trying 
to get a hold of them, 
while they were in 
"meetings" and "out" 
and "in town" they fin
ally got around to tel
ling us that they 
"didn't have any money. " 
In light of this fact 
we are instituting a 
"Save Blackcomb Mountain 
Fund." Send all your 
empty beer bottles to 
Blackcomb Mountain, 

• Whistler, B.C. 

The Whistler Answer 
would like to extend a 
warm hello to all you 
hospital patients and 
shut-ins, those that 
can't make it out to 
the games . 

Cont from Page 20 
avalanche are often 
found in the toe of the 
deposit. 

If there are few res
~uers and outside help 
is more than a short 
distance, keep search
ing, for a victim's 
chance of survival is 
less than 5~/o after 
one-half hour. In large 
groups send two people 
out for help. 

Once you discover a 
victim, clear head and 
chest areas first. Clear 
airways and administer 
artificial respiration 
if necessary, then check 
for other injuries. Per
sons buried in an aval
anche will also suffer 
from the effects of the 
cold - be prepared to 
warm them up. 

Don't travel on glac
iers unless you are pre
pared to carry out 
crevasse rescue. Avoid 
ice falls, they are un-
predictable. Take extra 
time to go around haz-
ardous terrain. Plan 
alternative routes 
~h9~ld your initial 
choice prove to be too 
difficult or hazardous. 

Turning back can be a 
wise choice, you can 
always come back another 
day . 

ESSENTIAL PHONE NUMBERS 

Royal Ca.nadian Mounted Police . .. .... . 932-3044 
Whistler Volunteer Fire Department ... .. . 932-5111 
Whistler Ambulance ... .. ..... .' ...... . 932-4233 

Emergency ... .. .. .. ....... . .. . . .. 898-3311 
Search and Rescue .. ... ... .... ..... . 932-5111 
Towing: Ike's Towing .. .. ....... . .. . .. 932-3222 

Mons Auto Towing . . . . ....... . 932-5311 
Doctors : R. Burgess . . .. . .. . 932-5311 or 932-3033 

C. Rodgers .. .. . . . . . . .. ... . . 932-5338 
Whistler Dental Clinic ... ... ..... .. ... . 932-3677 
Blackcomb Mountain : 

Snowphone and 
Special Events .. . .. . . . . . 932-7507 or 932-4211 
Program Information and 
Administration . . .. ... . . .. 932-1032 or 932-4222 

Whistler Mountain : 
General Office . .. ...... . 932-3434 or 932-5515 
Snow Report ..... .. ... .. . . .... . . . 932-4191 

Whistler Area Info Centre .... . . . . . .. : .. 932-5528 
VD Information Line 

(Vancouver) .. .... . . . .. No Charge Zenith 2419 

ACCOMMODATIONS -----
All Seasons Resort Management 
Alta Lake Inn 
Alpinforst Condominiums 
Bavarian Inn 
Blackcomb Lodge 
Brandywine Inn 
Garo Condominium Rentals 
Highland Lodge 
Oakridge Resort Ser-vices 
Pemberton Hotel 

932-4288 
932-5558 
932-5385 

(new listing) 
932-4155 
932-5506 
932-5385 
932-5525 
932-4161 
894-6313 
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Slopeside Management 932-3913 
Tamarisk Condominiums 932-5385 
Tan talus Lodge 932-4146 
Twin Peaks Property Management 932-4184 
Valley Inns 932-3200 
Wedge Condominium Management 932-3642 
Whiscomb Tours & Accommodations 932-3269 
Whiski Jack 932-4242 
Whistler Creek Lodge 932-4111 
Whistler Inn Resort & Club 932-5156 - 4143 
Whistler Rental and Accommodations 932-4242 
Whistler Youth Hostel 932-5492 
Whistler Village Reservations 932-4222 

PLACES TO 
EAT ______ _ 

Alta Lake Inn 
Beau 's 
Black Forest 
Creekhouse 

932-5558 
932-5565 

(new listing) 
932-3000 

Creperie (new listing} 
Gourmet Bakery & Fine Food (Deli) 932-3949 
Hildas Deli 932-3652 
H.ighland Lodge 932-5525 
Husky Deli 932-5715 
Il Caminetto di Umberto Ristorante 932-4442 
JB's 932-5144 
L' A pres Dining Room 932-5543 
Madames 932-5513 
Peters Underground 
Rendezvour 
Salt & Pepper 
Stoneys 
Village Deli & Tea Room 

(new listing) 
932-3141 
932-4540 
932-2112 

Squamish 892-3720 





Lunch Pails that Never Fail 
Except for travesties 

such as the town centre, 
most of Whistler has been 
built and maintained by 
resident local business 
people, many of whom you 
will find listed here on 
this page. 

The need for reliable 
and quality help in Whis
tler is essential, part
icularly considering the 
drawbacks of geography 
and weather. The Whist
ler contractors featured 
on this page have devel
oped a reputation for 
quality work at competit
ive rates. Being local 
they know the ropes and 
are flexible enough to 
wage war against 
"Murphy's Law." 

Ski Lee offers one of 
the most varied services 
anywhere . He will land
scape for you, then take 
your ski'is in for a tune 
up before taking you up 
the mountain for a few 
lessons. 

In the general cont
racting field, we have 
some of the more respect
ed names in the field. 

amount of insulation 
work from Pierre Trudeau. 

If you just received 
a hate letter from Santa 
Claus or you live in a 
fire trap, the only sol
ution woul~ be to call 
up Clean Sweep and get 
your chimney swept by a 
professional. 

And if you have any 
unsightly snow build up 
a quick call to Coastal 
Mountain Excavations 
will rectify the sit
uation before you can 
say Robert, I mean Jack, 
Frost. 

If ~ - want to start 
up your JWn fan club, an 
energy saving ceiling fan 

straight out of Casa
blanca from Mallett En
terprises will turn your 
room into a Be-ll 206. 

And if things break 
down, as they are wont to 
do, a calltoD.L., alias 
Dave Lalik, · will solve 
everything. Anybody who 
built the Lost Lake Air 
Ramp is su:Ee to be able 
to fix those f .rozen . pipes 
and clogged drains in no · 
time flat. 

These are some of our 
more reputable contract
ors, so you need not look 
further. All the yellow 
pages have to offer are 
fly-by-night outfits and 
scam artist. 

INDOOR LANDSCAPING· ROCK FACINGS 
SKI TUNING • SKI LESSONS 

932·5080 
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ishop Welder 
Construction Co. Ltd. 

EXCAVATION 
LANDSCAPING· 
LAND CLEAR1NG 
SEWER SERVICES 
WATER SERVICES 

932-5483 ·· days 
932-3464 evenin 

CONSTRUCTION · LTD 
§ene'taL Conhadin9 

g:J'tOjec t cSupnui~ion 

932·3121 

;fl,,fl hu.rifltL 
INSULATION . 

Contractor 

Chalets - Duplexes - Condos 

General Delivery Whistler , B.C. VON 180 

932-4154 (24 Hour Answering Service) Roze·11 Construction, 
Crichton Construction, 
Crossroads Construction, 
and Clearwater Projects ----C.M.E.""'-' ----. 
Limited will erect any
thing to order. 

An? if you waqt to 
survey the situation 
first, Robert B. Brown 
and Associates will 
bring out the plumb bob 
to make sure everything 
is plumb on the level. 

If conserving energy 
is a priority, perhaps 
you should get a liberal 

I 
EIUILDING 

MAINTENANCE 
& 

REPAIR 
"One Caff 

_Q)oe~ [/t dllf" 
Electric Drain 

Cleaning 
C:We Cfh.aw 

. 'J'tozen (Pipe~ 

David Lalik 
932·5090 

"Cont'ta.ct 
O't 

Co~t (Pfu~ ''· 

ROZELL CONSTRUCTION 
(1981) LTD. 

Building Consultants Contracting 

Renovations 

Jim Rozell 
932-4046 

3333 Panorama Ridge 
Whistler, B.C. 

1 VON 180 

111 eros:;;..: 
construction Ltd. 

GENERAL CONTRACTING 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

~X308, WHISTLER, B.C. 
VON 180 CRAIG MacKENZIE 

COASTAL MOUNTAIN EXCAVATIONS 
LTD. 

' 
Comme7.ciaL & cf?e~identia[ 

cSnow cf?emouaf 

.;jQX 213, Whistler, B.C. 

Robert B. Brawn ~Associates 
R Eng., B.C.L.S. 

cSu't~veyou & En9inau 
Bax1..3, WHic;TLER 1 932·5426 

GLEAN SWEEP 
The Local Chimney Service 

JOHN ROBBINS 

WHISTLER, B.C. 

'ju[[!J ...Cicen.ud & . [/n~u'ted 
AloiTHORIZED DEALER Bus. 1132-3033 
MOUNTAIN AIR WOOn S110VES RES . 1132-31188 

CEILING FANS ·. 
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Ken Read·Steve Podborski· Dave Murray· Dave Irwin 

Whistler Salutes . 
The Canadian Do""nhill 

TeaJD 

itesuit 
" Y'like my new look? That su it l'm-wearing is fresh new snow. I feel great when I'm 

wearing white. That's when I'm at my best and that's when the skiing is faaantastic! 
Not only up on the challenging expert hills but down on the miles and miles of 
gentle easy runs, too. Guess that's why they've been calling me The Big Old Softie. " 
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THE LAST RETORT 

Ebony R.I.P. 

The Whistler Answer Guide , 
as well as being the ultimate 
source of useful information in 
the western world, is a fine ex
ample of contemporary Cana
dian literature to boot, and is 
pro.duced entirely by people 
who count themselves 
members of this sleepy little 
mountain hamlet. A more 
diverse group could not be 
found. But one common trait 
that all share is a deep feeling 
for Whistler . Leading off this 
press gang and considering age 
before beauty we present sure
ly t e most fit member of this 
fraternity , master athlete Le~ 
McDonald, who leads us not 
down the garden path but over 
the Lost Lake Ski Trail. Les 
is Secretary and unofficial bard 

of the Alta Lake Sports Club 
and represented them at the 

_ last Socialist Congress. A 
strong trade unipnist with a 
passion for Scotch, McDonald 
in this issue kicks and glides us 
through practically everything· 
you've ever wanted to know 
about cross -country ski 
ing. . .Our resident snow ex
pert , Chris Stetham, has of
fered a treatise on safety in 
the backcountry. Chris is an 
avalanche instructor and con
sultant and is a former head of 

THE LOST LAKE SKI TRAIL 
The how, the why and the when . .Les McDonald 2 

SWELL BASHING WITH HENRY GONDORFF 
On ~ the celebrity trail. . . Jim Monahan 5 

· BLACKCOMB 
New Kid in Town 6 

WHISTLER MOUNTAIN 
The Big Old Softie 7 

CONSUMER REPORT 
Products we .can do without . .. A Staff Report 8 

RIVER OF GOLDEN DREAMS 
How it might have happened. . .Professor T.A.D. Frills 10 -WORLD CUP DOWNHILL 

WHISTLER GOLF COURSE 
Soon to be a reality . . . Bob Wick 17 

SUICIDE SAM 
A Psychohistory . . . Bob Colebrook 16 

SUMMER AIR 
Freestyle takes the plunge . . . Steve Johnston 18 

AN ODYSSEY OF EXTREME SKIING 
An Autumn Adventure . . . Peter Chrzanowski 19 

BACKCOUNTRY SKI SAFETY 
Do it the safe way. . . Chris · Stetham 20 

1982: THE YEAR OF THE TELEMARK 
Randy Hooper 20 

HELl SKIING IN THE COASTAL RANGE 
11 Guiding the High Country . . . Herb Bleuer 

WORLD CUP FREESTYLE 21 

mountain safety for Whistler 
Mountain. Chris's passion for 
mountaineering finds him 
spending more time skiing the 
backcountry than the lifts , and 
his advice is to be heeded 
whether on a day hike on 
Whistler Peak or an assault on 
Mi. McKinl e y ... Jim 
(Mogul) ~onahan is our resi
dent hack and minor regional 
author. Besides turning swell 
bashing into a major local 
sport, Jim has carved himself a 

comfortable niche in the 
Whistler Mountain Empire . He 
has produced many notable 
yarns over the years and was 
once the national anthem singer 
at the hockey games in the 

·Squamish Arena . H e is 
presently writing a collection of 
haikus chronicling a journey 
from Horseshoe Say to the 
Husky Station ... Peter 
(Peru) Chrzanowski is on a 

. 
in the fanny packs of the ski 
patrol. Ian has chosen the right 
medium, the cartoon, to com
m e nt on Whist ler 
culture ... th e peak ex 
perience in cartooning is sup
plied by Roxy, who tries to be 
anonymous but should try 

permanent odessey of ex- harder ... Professor T.A.D. 
treme skiing. Peter has gain- Frills is a product of the 
ed a certain notoriety for his ex- Saskatchewan educational 
ploits on and around steep system and is Whistler's resi
mountains and although his ex- dent historian . A one-timer 
plciits have raised eyebrows in squatter, Frills likes water 

~---••••••••••••••••••• .. ~ certain circles, his enthusiasm sports and was once head 

The Whistler Answer is published 
, by High Country Communications 

Ltd. 

fo r skiing is infec - lifeguard at the Saskatchewan 
tious ... Local man Ian Ver- Wheat Pool. He has chosen 
chere, a red haired rasta and Whistler as his field of study 
punk rock afficionado is a burr owing to its relative historic 

CHARLIE DOYLE 
Associate Editor and Art Director 

MICHAEL LEIERER 
Marketing and Darkroom 

Whistler -BOB COL EBROOK 
· British Columbia, Canada · Copy Editor 

932·5332 SHELLEY GLENWRIGHT 
Promotion and Sales 
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brevity . . . Steve (Nurse) 
Johnston is a local real estate 
typhoon and athletic sup
porter. Nurse's piece on sum
mer air should have all the 
potential air puppies out there 
in printland involuntarily 
reaching for their sunscreen . 
Nurse's exploits are best not 
repeated here. . . Whistler's 
golf course promises to be no 
hole, as Bob Wick, the coor
dinator, points out in progress 
report for all the duffers. . .A 
Swiss who has lived in Canada 
13 years, Herb Bleuer, is the 
head mountain guide in the 
Whistler area and is responsible 
for most of the helicopter 
skiing in the Costal Range . 
With mountaineering ex
perience. in Europe , Alaska, 
New Zealand and the Arctic , 
Herb is more than qualified to 
guide you through a mountain 
experience , or, as indicated in 
this issue , tell you about 
them . .. The real rogues 
gallery is the staff , who are- -.::---
responsible for cajoling , 
badg~ring and generally doing 
whatever is necessary to make 
this thing happen. The latest 
victim is Shelley Glenwright 

who , besides being a much 
needed ornament around the 
office, worked her exquisitely 
formed and well rounded little 
butt off chasing down some of 
the stiffs in the advertising 
world . .. Mike (Ground 
Control) Leierer led us to 
believe that he was in charge of 
flow charts, cost overruns, cash 
flow and other assorted ob
fuscations. Mikey's creed is 
"never space tomorrow what 
you can space to 
day". . .Building demolition 
was supplied by the great and 
wonderful Bob Colebrook, a 
close personal friend of Nancy 
Greene Raine . .. And last but 
certai~ly least, the legendary 
Charles Doyle, a young lion 
in his own right who has shown 
re markable pa tie nce and 
reserve under the most trying 
conditions . G ertrude Stein 
would've approved. 
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THE HOW, THE WHY AND THE WHEN BY L ES McDONALD 

The Lost Lake cross-country ski trail begins 
and ends at the Myrtle Philip School, ' which 
squats a little to the side of the town centre . 
You can't miss either of them in the Whistler 
Valley . 

The track starts on the school soccer field . 
Make a couple of experimental loops of it to 
test the was, the legs, and the heart. Then with 
skis zinging, the wax going clickety-click, head 
for the gap in the trees on the carefully groom
ed track, set by enthusiasts of the Alta Lake 
Sports Club. But wait a minute, we are a little 
ahead of ourselves, for all good stories should 
begin at the beginning, and this one should be 
no exception. 

In relative terms, cross-country arrived only 
. yesterday at Whistler. It is undoubtably part of 
the rapid growth of the sport experienced 
everywhere where folk ski , or that snow flies. 
Sociologists will trace its growth (4 million 
cross-country - 2 million alpine in Canada) and 
note a parallel surge in jogging, in lift line-ups , 
ticket prices, stiff boots, and frozen toes. Along 
with a whiff of nostalgia for the simple 'good 
old days,' the discovery of wheat germ and 
rose hip tea , cross-country has arrived . 

But it did flit briefly here in the past. Back in 
1966 the then coach of the University of British 
Columbia ski team, AI Fisher, organized a race 
laid out at the top of Whistler. The course 
navigated its way around the lower T-bar and 
the Round House . (A race won incidentally by 
David Turner). 

This event was a last gasp from a withering 
sport , dominated bY. a hardy breed of Nordic 
types . Although they only came from Oslo and 
Helsinki, by way of Prince George and Burns 
Lake, they may as well have come from An
dromeda or the Crab Nebula, so different were 
they from anything known in this tiny corner of 
the cosmos. 

To ski cross-country ·then, and for the 
previous 500 years, probably meant your 
name was Haende Oppmekilten or Oyve 
Frossanakkeroffs, or some equally romantic 
Nordic appelation . They appeared to survive 
on a diet of raw herring or kuakke brod, wore 
the latest haute couture from Jones Tent and 
Awning, and their breath always reeked of 
Ovaltine. 

Trail grooming and track setting were simple 
delights . On Saturday morning, after the 
prim us had sputtered to a halt, after every flake 
of oatmeal porridge had been coaxed from the 
corners of the U.S . Army issue mess can, it was 
out the tent door and on with the snowshoes 
(whose sinews had been masticated and lov
ingly created by Algonquins) to pack down the 
snow for 10 kilometres , four abreast.Sunday 
morn they got to snap on the skiis , hand made , 

16 layers of hickory covered in a pine tar wax 
brew that would have turned Merlin gr~en with 
envy. 

The leader would then press out a track on 
the newly packed snowshoe trail (provided it 
hadn't snowed overnight!) , those behind 
following piously in his tracks. When this labour 
of love was complete it was usually pitch dark, 
snowing, with the wax balling up , the tent lost , 
and past time to go home . 
The New Era 

A decent period of grace followed the 
demise of this most masochistic of all sports 
(outside of bullfighting without a cape and 
skydiving without you know what.) 

Three important technological inventions 
joined together in the '70's to produce the con
temporary cross-country ski scene . (No, it 
wasn't the advent of Lifa underwear, $200 car
bon ski poles, or milti-use oral, snow and rectal 
thermometers.) 

Fischer-Rossingnol-Kneissl started to churn 
out fibreglass skinny skiis , the way they'd been 
churning out downhill skiis: unbreakable, no 
waxing, and a camber that stayed put. It end
ed , overnight, half a millenium of steam over 
ski tips and horse's hoof glue laminations of the · 
Norwegian ski cottage industry. (Not too good 
for the Oslo capitalists, but a big relief for the 
wild ponies of the Joteuheiman Fjells!) After 
300 years of mushing from Chicoutimi to Lac 
St. Jean in the dead of winter to collect 
firewood, a Quebecois invented the Bombadier 
Skidoo. The third item, a simple sled with two 
metal skiis underneath , a 'track-setter,' pulled 
behind the machine of 'Jean-Baptiste,' ac" 
complishes more in 30 minutes than what it 
took the pioneer two days. 

You will excuse this laboured introduction to 
the Lost Lake Trail , for in these unsophisticated 
times the majority of souls gliding their way 
around the trail on mechanically groomed 
tracks are completely unaware of how they 
came to be there . Most of these worthy folk in
variably hurl insults, or worse, at the innocent 
machine and its operator, as they trundle on 
their worthy way, assuming, one can only im
agine, that the perfect symetrical tracks grew, 
like. Boletus mushrooms, by magic, out of the 
ground. 
Ski Touring 

There are in fact two kinds of cross-country 
skiing, and about as akin td one another as sur
fing and water skiing. Those poets and other 
romantics seeking the solace of the wilderness 

· and the acres of untracked virgin snow can find 
plenty of it in the valley. You should avail 
yourself of the booklet Cross-country Skiing at 
Whistler, by Monique McDonald, available at 
all reliable gas stations and drug stores, and go 

• 
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WHISTLER 

ROAD 
leRace 

June 22 /82 

WHISTLER 
RENTAL 
ACCDMMDDATIDN 
CENTRE LTD 

Rental Agents ,and Property Managers 
for Luxury Chalets 

and Condominiums. 

Operated by Macwyn Realty 
P .O . Box 344 Whistler VON 1BO . 

PHONE 

932·4242 
The T elemark Association 
and Karhu-Tital Skiis 

Pacific 
Telemark 
leries 
Presents 
6 Dual Head-To-Head 
T elemark Slalom Races 

Blackcomb Mountain 
Whitewater 
Mt. Washington 
Tod Mtn . 

Jan-March 
Contact: 

T elemark Races 
#304-215 St. Andrews Ave . . 
North Van. m pnzes 

Karhu-Kazama-Coast Mountain-Sigge's 
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Lost Lake 
WHISTLER 

Cross-Country Ski Trail 
1 Complete Loop = 11 Kilometres 

1 Loop Taking Sawmill Cut-off = 8 Kilometres 
1 Loop - Sawmill Cut-off - Return Direct Crap Corner 

Fitzpatrick Bridge = 6 Kilometres 

MOUNTAIN 
ROUSE 

ea6a,.et 
Whistler Village's 

Original 
Live Entertainment Spot 

Featuring 
• Live Bands Nightly 
•Ski Movies 
•Afternoon Entertainment 
• Feature Length Movies Nightly 
•Altitude Adjustment Hour at 3 :00p.m. 

·Open 7 Days a Week at 3 :00p.m. 

(604)932-3812 

1 Lap of Lake = 2.5 Kilometres 

for it. On the other hand , ·those who seek the 
camaraderie and the pleasure of a groomed_ 
trail should go to Lost Lake. 
Lost Lake Ski Trail 

Along with the mechanical . gear and the 
flashy skiis, one also needs a trail. Since 1972 a 
group of refugees from the alpine slopes, form
ed into the Alta Lake Sports Club, have been 
hacking and hewing at the trees, and the rocks, 
around and about Lost Lake and have fashion
ed , with what existed, and latterly with the sup
port of the municipal council , about 15 
kilometres of trail. 

The trail has become a labour of love for the 
club and sections of it bear the names of people 
who worked far beyond the call of duty. Joe 
Csizmazia was one such person , and although 
a Hungarian he is no fool. By profession a 
.forester, he was always at pain to express his 
great sorrow at felling the forest giants. To him, 
and Joe's Cut-off, the A.L.S.C. offer a ditty on 
his zeal. 

I'm a certified woodman 
Said Joe with his axe 
And laid his hand to his task 
With his ears full of wax 
And his eyes brimmed with tears 
But his actions were bold 
As he hacked at the helpless 
The sick and the old. 
There we~e some who applauded 
And others who wept 
While the rest made a fumbling 
Noise as they slept. 
And a handful revolted 
By stirring their tea 
But not one was half 
As revolting as he! 
The trail is groomed and track-set by the club 

on a volunteer basis , and forcrowdsof ecology 
freaks who claim to detest the noisy foul smell
ing skidoo, strangely enough there is never a 
shortage of volunteers to drive it. They hold 
three citizens-tour races per year, run a junior 
programme and try to discourage dogs and 
people from walking on the track, the latter 
task being by far the most difficult. 

This season , given financial assistance from 
the council, it will be set all week. To . 
paraphrase Samuel Johnson, "Friendship, like 
fences and cross-country ski trails , should be 
kept in a state of constant repair ." 

The complete circuit of the trail is about 
eleven kilometres as shown on the map, 
although you may ski it in any direction you. 
wish , the path shown by the arrows is the way it 
is laid out the most natural , with no nasty cor
ners you ~an't navigate , and hills that have a 
run out, rather than hurling you into the 
bushes. After a couple of inches of fresh snow 
on a s·et of newly laid track( you should be 
able, like a fried egg gliding across a ballroom 
floor to glide around the . course in a carefree 

' I 50 minutes. 
I 

The Rotary Loop 
A pleasant 2 kilometre loop, nicely worked 

over by the local Rotary Club, a good place to 
practice on stormy days. Complete with a 
wooden bridge over a babbling brook, or the 
wild raging Blackcomb torrent depending on 
your luck. One lap of the Rotary is the usual 
race distance for the school kids . 

When we get it flood-lit , alpine skiers will be 
able to work out the aches and kinks from their 
bodies of an evening. The more fanatical of the 
skinny ski crowd will be able to log in some 
more miles before hot cocoa and beddy-byes . 
Blackcomb Bridge to Vimy Ridge 

As you emerge -from the Rotary Loop to the 
Blackcomb Road , avoid the temptation of turn
ing right for a quick access to the lake via Pea
sant's Corner. You could get creamed by so
meone coming down, and if you have to herr
ingbone to get up, you'll invariably obliterate 
the track, in which case you could get scream
ed at , so . . .turn left over the Blackcomb 

·Bridge , heading up to White Gold Estates, and 
smartly right up the hill before you get there . 
And yes I am Irish . -

After the somewhat previous cranky section 
this next kilometre is classical cross-country 
running, rounded hills , easy to diagonal stride, 
with the smoothness of the real McCoy. 

No matter how cold you thought you were 
back at the school , you should be sweating (or 
gently glowing if you're a lady) like a United 
church missionary in a cannibal's pot . 
Vimy Ridge to Student's Slot 

You can never tell with instant place names 
whether they'll survive the test of time . Mons 
down in the valley sure has . The scene of some 
desperate conflicts in 19 17 for Canadians in far 
off Belgium, some from the logging camps of 
this valley. Volunteers fbr the First World War 
(would that it had been the last) walked out of 
the woods down to the P .G. E. crossing at 
Mons leaving all behind . 

While cruising the woods for the ski trail in 
'72 members of the A.L.S .C . stumbled upon 
an ~ld logger's cabin, hidden by dense foilage , 
and inside they found a table and chair , and 
from the roof a pantry suspended by wire, safe 
from animals, lined with a copy of the Van
couver Sun , year 1914! So to keep Mons com
pany in the valley, we have Vimy Ridge, nam
ed for the long curving twisting hill which takes 
us to the high point of the trail , and for another 
of those desperate battles in Flanders . 

The view from here has to be one of the 
grandest in the Whistler valley. Those wishing 
to avoid the rigours of the climb and seeking 
the quickest route to Lost Lake should turn 
right down and over the Fitzpatrick Bridge 
(He's the man that built it) and high tail it to 
Crap Corner. 
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OK kiddies, let's get right 
after those swells . Bruno Ger
ussi , star of wonder , star of 
light, and long running Cana
dian television series The 
Beachcombers is one step 
ahead of the posse and holed 
up in the Blackcomb Lodge . 
It seems the citizens of one 
Gibson's Landing are upset 
with remarks attributed to the 
aging scion of the performing 
arts . To wit: after twelve sum
mers of location shooting in 
B.C. , Bruno had proclaimed 
the territories a cultural gulag .. 

Poor Bruno , he missed the 
Ontario Arts Centre , the 
Stratford Shakespearian bash, 
Yonge Street, Wayne · and 
Shuster, Cabbagetown , the 
warmth , excitement and 
vitality of Toronto. Bruno 
missed being "seen". 

He was ankling his way 
across the courtyard as a 
twenty tonne cement truck 
backed its way through a nar
row collage of construction 
rubble between the pub and 
an unfinished ice arena . 

"Hey Jackass!" the driver 
screamed through a spray of 
phlegm. "Hey Jackass , get 
outta the road." 

Bruno was nonplussed . 
About that time my friend 

Rafferty was in town to attend 
a fund raising dinner. Picture 
it this way: Religion had been 

·declasse for several decades . 
Culture scores a lot of points 
but is in the same division as 
the Ed Sullivan Show. The 
only truly gala moment at the 
opera or symphony is at inter
mission when they turn the 
foyer into a sa loon .Culture for 
the nouveau chic is totally 
youth oriented. Help the kids, 
2 to 20 set, Canadian Youth 
Orchestra , School of Fine 
Arts stuff. Art , well, that's 
more Rafferty's department . 
The answer is, if you will 
hand me the envelope 
please: Charity, baby! 

Here is a dinner soiree so 
grand in scale there isn't a res
taurant or dining facility in the 
valley large enough to hold it. · 
The event takes place in the 
Myrtle Phillip Elementary 
School gymnasjum , art deco , 
just add Perrier and water. 
Twelve apostate chefs from 
Vancouver's most exclusive 
restaurants are barbecueing 
lamb over charcoal braziers . 

It's three hundred a plate 
for something called the Whi
stler Hospital Society (hold 
the one-liners , you may need 
it someday) . Herb Capozzi is 
standing beneath an avant 
garde work of purple crepe 

, ribbons . He is surrounded by 
a group of lesser satellites and 
is saying: "ever tell you about 
the time at training camp with 
the Lions when we were play
ing a little late night poker in 
one of the rooms and a guy 
is trying to sneak in after cur
few through the flower beds 
and an open window when 
the coach comes round the 
corner with a pail of water 
and . .. " 

Enter the flagship , Provin
cial Minister of Tourism, the 
Honourable Grace McCarthy, 
with an entourage of short 
order cooks, head waiters , 
media stiffs · and embalming 

parlour personnel. Tom 
Jones, the Welsh warbler , 
was there in a satin jacket and 
charcoal pants. He bought 
them at a fire sale, and just 
painted them on, or so Raf
ferty says. 

Total take for the evening: 
one hundred and six thous
and dollars , baby . Rafferty 
says he only cracked for two 
grand . It cost him his mar
riage . 

...................... 
We're standing at the pub, 

as usual, on a Saturday after
noon . To our right is a swing
er whose sweetheart distracts 
him by fingering the hair at his 
neck. Her eyes are a bit wide 
set in an otherwise pretty 
face . She could be a cover girl 
for an automotive trade mag
azine, in stiletto heels , shorts 
and halter top, endorsing a 
re-adjustment valve for an 
overhead cam shaft assem
bly . 

To the far left is a sawed-off 
little man in a chequered shirt 
and glasses opening a ·set of 
architects blueprints across 
the bar. Standing beside him 
is a pipe smok,ing individual , 
wearing a multi-buttoned pea 
jacket that a sailor wouldn't be 
caught dead in . The door 
opens and a guy with two lad
ies in tow saddles up to the 
bar between the pipe holder 
and Rafferty. 

He is wearing a set of Eddie 
Bauer hand stitched mocca
sins, tan coloured wide waled 
cords with cuffs, pleats and 
slash pockets, $125 at Chap
mans and a navy, raglan 
sleeved crew sweater, $115 
at Holt Renfrew . He has a 
dark complexion , curly hair 
and a big honker of a nose . 

The first gal wears a set of 
pantaloons like Charlie Finley 
designed for the A's, silver 
buckled patent leather slip 
ons and a snow white , high 
collared puffed sleeved satin 
blouse. The Victorian school
boy look at well under $500 
from Suzannes on Broadway. 
Her pal is wearing · roller 
skates, striped wool'leggings, 
jeans and a red throw-away 
sweater. Her hair is tied at 
either side above the ears, 
and she needs only for some
one to paint the freckles . The 
rag doll look, cheap but cam
py, from Saint Vincent de
Pauls, on Hastings in Bur
naby . 

with 

ijenry 
6ondorll 

They were drinking cham
pagne, not from glasses, but 
right from the bottle, Satur
day afternoon at Whistler. 

"What do you do for a liv
ing, if you call that living," 
cracked Rafferty . 

"Tax collector," ~nswered 
the crew sweater, obviously 
lying. 

Rafferty holds tax collectors 
in the same regard as lawyers 
and child molesters but still he 
popped out his art dealers 
card . Rafferty made his mon
ey shooting snooker at Sey
mour Billiards until he mar
ried Money. He chiselled her 
out of the upper Granville St . 
location and left her a tiny 
gallerina in Gastown, full of 
trendy sort of stuff, suitable 
for a townhouse , I suppose . 
A sad affair , but there were 
no children . 

"And it's a good place to 
put your money for a while ," 
grinned Rafferty . . 

"Planned scarcity," said the 
little guy at the end of the bar 
rolling up his blueprint , "It's 
better than stealin' ... " 

How about some more 
Bruno bashing here , the old 
goat is just st<;trting to get up . 
It's an ancient Oxfam routine 
with Lotta Hitchmanova . 
"Aw, poor leetie Bruno , 
doesn't anybody care, e as to 
spen es sommers on de wes 
coas, vatching reruns o de 
beechcomber, won' sombody 
pleez ." 

We were waiting for the 
bartender to turn a cassette in 
the tape machine when the 
guy with the big honker 
yawns and says : 

"Think I'll go across to the 
Keg and have about a dozen 
escargot." 

Henry Gondorff is a lead 
character played by Paul 
Neuman in The Sting . That 
is to say a con artist, an old 
drunk sleeping in the back 
room of a brothel and repair
ing a musical ride . The que" 
tion is , will the real Henry 
Gondorff please stand up? 
What ... you kiddin me? 

"Hey Riff, y'know ... " 
Rafferty was beside him

self, the whole left side of the 
bar had emptied . He was star
ing at his card left floating in 
champagne residue . 

"The stiff," he muttered . 
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Blackcomb face with general 
improvements . There are 
new trails in Horstman drain
age , several new cuts for late 
spring skiing and improved 
signage and loading facilities . 
As of this writing (mid-Nov
ember) Blackcomb is waiting 
for the two most important 
deliveries it will receive this 
season: you and mass quanti
ties of knee-deep powder 
snow. 

Don Ross has been instal
led as Marketing Director of 
Blackcomb and brings an un
bridled enthusiasm to the 
post. It is his job to sell a . 
mountain that sells 'itself. He 
brings an upbeat and innova
ted approach to the mountain 
that is as refreshing as a dip in 
Lost Lake on a sultry August 
afternoon. 

"If you want some idea of 
what our runs are like ," says 
Ross , "just let your imagina

' tion go on their names . Gear
jammer, Choker, Gandy 
Dancer and Jersey Cream. " 

It is sweet , Don , to be sure . 
But the fertile imaginatin that 
can experience the orgasmic 
joy of wailing down Spring
board on a warm spring day 
has yet to be invented. You 
had to be there. 

Those with their heads in 
the clouds will be. ecstatic with 
the news that Blackcomb has 

constructed an FIS Freestyle 
aerial jump at the bottom of 
the hill . This permanent earth 
jump site is within 500 metres 
of the day lodge in order to 
facilitate spectators and tele
vision crews. 

Lome Borgal, Blackcomb 
Administrative Manager, stat
ed that "due to the high spec
tator appeal of the aerial com
petition, we wanted to afford 
all spectators, both those on 
and off skiis, the ability to 
watch the aerials without hav
ing to trek to the top of the 
mountain ." _ 

"The FIS representative will 
be out in the near future to 
examine our· work and , when 
it passes, we will have one of 
the finest permanent FIS
sanctioned aerial freestyle 
jumps on the circuit ," contin- · 
ued Borga!. 

It is excellent that such faci
lities are being built , consider
ing that freestyle skiing will be 
an Olympic event at Calgary 
and Canada will be expected 
to produce a good showing. 

Which brings us to the fu
ture Olympians . Blackcomb 
has an extensive program for 
the little people . The Nancy 
Greene League is an exten
sive program that will ensure 
that kids get the best coaching 
possible. Special rates for chil
dren are $4 for seven to thir-

teen year olds, $12 for four
teen to seventeen year olds , 
and children under six ski 
free. And the Skidder Chair is 
always free to any one enrol
led in Ski-ed. For those over 
65 it is free. 

So whether a toddler or an 
oldster, Blackcomb is ready 
for you this year. Just don't 
forget your smile. 

Whistler 
The "Big Old Softie" is 

what Whistler Mountain is 
now billing itself as in order to 
let people know that it isn't 
only an expert mountain. It 
has miles and miles of begin
ner and intermediate runs 
too! 

"We want to show that 
Whistler is not only for ex
perts," says Whistler's public 
relations and marketing man 
John Creelman. "Skiing is 
fun , Wistler is fun, and we're 
having fun." 

Quite simply , Whistler is 
such a . giant operation that 
there is .plenty for everyone ; 
whether powder hound, 
mogul basher, extreme artist, 
ski bunny or toddler . If you 
want it it's there in large quan
tities . 

Whistler Mountain, with a 
vertical of 1,305m (4,280ft.) 
a:nd thirteen lifts servicing 

nes 
endless alpine bowls and over 
50 runs, is the big daddy of 
Canadian skiing . It is also the 
largest employer in the valley 
with 220 winter employees . 

Particular emphasis will be 
placed this year on customer 
service and there will be no 
shortage of mountain 
hostesses to answer your 
every question . They are at
tractive girls dressed in red 
suits and their number has 
doubled to twelve this year. 

Monday to Friday they are 
available at 9:30 at the gon
dola base and in Whistler 
Village for mountain tours . In 
the afternoons the tour starts 
from the Roundhouse area at 
1:15 and weekend tours can 
be made by special arrange-
ment. · 

David O'Keefe, Whistler 
Mountain's North Side co
ordinator and head of public 
information, ski school and 
hostess. service, looks forward 
to a good year,· the highlight 
of which will be the Molson 
World Cup Downhill on 
February 27th preceeded by 
the Shell Canadian Cham
pionships. "It's a well situated 
course," says O'Keefe, referr
ing to the new downhill that is 
second in length to Wengen, 
Switzerland. 

One particular advantage 
to the new course is that it will 
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finish up near Whistler Village 
and save spectators on foot a 
substantial hike. 

The north side of Whistler 
is also an excellent beginner 
area, with increased groom
ing and widening on th Olym
pic and Village chairlifts . This 
area was designed with the ski 
school in mind and Bob 
Dufour, the handsome and 
angular jawed ski school 
director, will be running a 
school with a staff of twelve 
full-time instructors 
augmented by 10-20 part
timers . 

This year will also see the 
first organized ski school bus 
package from Vancouver. 
The Bright Crystal Ski 
School, in conjunction with 
the Whistler Mountain Ski 
School, will be runnin buses 
to Whistler from · various 
Lower Mainland locales . 

The Whistler Mountain Ski 
School is offering its widest 
curriculum ever, with 
everything from a special 
woman's package to video 
clinics, racing programs, ski 
weeks, wine parties, as well 
as the standard beginners in
struction . 

For those who desire a real
ly memorable experience, 
Jim McConkey , a legend in 
the powder skiing world, is 
available for one-half and full 
day sessions. McConkey can 
offer the best in expertise , as 
well as stories about his 
crossbow hunting expeditions 
with his good .friend Stein 
Erickson . 
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I bring terrible news. Dev
astating. 

Just when you thought that 
with the help of Procter and 
Gamble and similar multina
tionals you had conquered 
dandruff, beaten halitosis, 
smashed underarm pollution , 
squeezed acne out of the pic
ture, trodden on stinkfoot, 
shrank hemorrhoids, exting
uished heartburn , and licked i 
jock itch, along comes a mal- I 

ady that you may not have 
heard of. 

This new affliction first 
came to my notice in TO
DAY, the only rotogravure in 
the country. A quarter page 
ad announced to the world 
that the Facelle Company has 
come up with a remedy for 
this most serious medical pro
blem. 

The ad was headlined: 
"Some reassuring news about 
an age old problem." 

The ad itself was effective, 
for I had to read on to find out 
just what this "age old pro
blem" with the "reassuring 
news" was. 

The first word of the copy 
told me, sort of. Inconti
nence was the first word, in
deed the first sentence, writ
ten in English bold type . My 
first reaction was, normally 
enough, "Maybe I've got it?" 
Maybe incontinence sufferers 
are always the last to know? 
As I didn't know the differ
ence between incontinence 
and a Lincoln Continental, I 
read on. 

"Whether you look after 
someone who suffers from it, 
or, if you suffer from it your
self, you know it's a difficult 
and worrying problem," the 
ad announced. I was some

---------------------------- what relieved, for I know I Some reas. sunn· . g news don't look after someone who 
suffers from it because I don't 

ab ld 1-.1 look after anyone at all, self out an age 0.1 prou1ern... included. And it said that if I 
suffered from it myself, I 

lnoontblence.VVhether 
you look after someone who 
suffers from it or. if you 
suffer from it yourself, you 
know it's a difficult and 
worrying problem. 

That's why Facelle intro
duced ·Assurance pads and 
briefs. the new incontinence 
protection system. Quite 
simply it's designed to make 
incontinence a lot easier to 
cope with. 

Inside the 
Assurance package 
you·n find 12 incon
tinence pads and · 

· 1 pair of briefs. The 
pads are specially 
designed to absorb 
fluids away from 

( ASSURANCE ) 

the body. They are more 
absorbent than cloth. more 
comfortable than plastic 
and. best of all. disposable. 

The fully washable 
briefs are designed to keep 
the pads snug and secure. 
preventing any unsightly 
bulge. 

The Assurance incontin
ence protection system. 

A convenient solution to 
a sensitive problem. 

AVN~INDRUGSTORES 

ASSURANCE T.M., FAc:EU.E COMPANY ut.tTED 

would know what a difficult 
and worrying problem it was. 
I know no such thing, ergo I 
do not have it. I was relieved, 
for now I could devote all my 
energy toward my terminal 
jock itch . 

(It is not true, as Ann Lan
ders says, that jock itch is 
caused by congress with poi
son ivy.) 

In order to find out just 
what I didn't have, I read fur
ther. "That's why Facelle in
troduced Assurance pads and : 
briefs, the new incontinence 
protection system. Quite sim
ply it's designed to make in-

: continence a lot easier to 
. cope with ." 

Incontinence protection 
system? Could this be a strat
egy developed by NORAD? 
They'd make incontinence a 
hell of a lot easier to cope 
with if they mentioned what 
it is. 

The ad then says that the 
pads are specially designed to 
absorb fluids away from the 
body. Much too vague for my 
liking. What fluids? Gin and 
tonics? Bulk oil? Phlegm? 

-
At this point my imagina-

tion failed me. I know that a 
pad is a beatnik's abode. I 
know that cats pad about. I 
know that pad is what-you do 
to your expense account. I 
know that a pad is what I 
write my grocery list on. I 
know that the Space Shuttle 
is launched from one. I know 
not, however, what an incon
tinence pad is, and as for in
continence briefs, I can only 
assume that they are mano
evers utilized by the legal pro
fession . 

Undaunted , I finished read
ing the ad . "The fully wash
able briefs are designed to 
keep the pads snug and se
cure, preventing any insightly 
buldge." I presume that these 
wonderful contraptions don't 
prevent sightly bulges as well. 
Td like to know who the ad
vertising wizard is who de
clares things to be unsightly. 
Personally, I thought that 
panty lines were anything but 
unsightly. At least they broke 
up the monotony and estab
lished the parameters. 

Anyway, to meander back 
to the point, here I was, al
most eighteen years old with 
no idea of what incontinence 
is. I could find no explanation 
for my ignorance. In my 
youth I had clandestinely per
used the obligatory medical 
manuals, placing particular 
emphasis on orfice!? and ap
pendages and their various 
functions , including an intern
ship on Lenora, who lived 
next door and was surely a 
hypochondriac. I had once 
glanced at the JOY OF SEX, 
had seen various cinemato
graphic feasts at the SeaVue 
theatre and was a subscriber 
to Playboy magazine, but no
where had I come across in
continence. 

The only thing for me to do 
was to consult someone with 
a greater intellect to explain 
it to me, but there being a po
verty of savants in the Whist
ler area, I was forced to resort 
to FUNK AND WAGNELLS 
STANDARD COLLEGE 
DICTIONARY. 

As I was thumbing through 
the pages I thought that may
be this thing was so horrible 
and obscene that it wouldn't 
be listed . 

I was wrong. There it was: 
incontinence - the quality 

or condition of being incontin
ent. 

Who wrote this dictionary -
bureaucrats? 

Moving down the page to 
incontinent I found my an
swer. 

(Read no further if you are 
squeamish or in any way of
fended by bodily functions.) 

incontinent - unable to con
trol bodily discharges, as 
urine . 

My, my, my. I then realized 
how gross the ad was. These 
jerks are selling diapers for 
adults couched in language 
that suggests they are expect
ing a Nobel Prize for medi
cine. 

Nappies for Nana. 

I am sure that this new in
ver:.1tion is cause for much cel
ebration by incontiniacs ev
erywhere . This does to geria
trics what rota rooter did for 
plumbing. 

I am sure that the rubbies 
in the gutter of East Hastings 
will be pleased to no end . No 
more little rivers will be seen 
flowing across the · sidewalk . 
from camatose figures. Some 
brilliant marketing man might 
even come up with the brilli
ant idea of wrapping every 
bottle of Calona Red Dry in 
one incontinence pad . 

Perhaps an incontinence 
consession stand could be set 
up beside the giant roller 
coaster at the PNE. 

A law could be passed forc
ing all campers and hikers to 
wear incontinence pads and 
briefs in order to protect our 
fragile environment. 

Public swimming pools 
would make incontinence 
pads mandatory, for we all 
know everyone is an incon
tiniac in this circumstance. 

Organizations could be 
formed. lncontiniacs Anony
mous. Incontinence Libera
tion. Lobby groups could put 
pressure on the government 
to initiate a Royal Commis
sion. An incontinence week 
could be proclaimed. Annual 
outings to Niagara Falls could 
be arranged . Incontiniacs 
everywhere could come out 
of the closet, demonstrate 
and be proud of their unique
ness . The United Nations 
could proclaim an Interna
tional Year of Incontinence . 
And "We're number one" 
chanted by fans at sporting 
events would take on a new 
meaning. 

I wonder if the Facelle com
pany realized what it has un
leashed in this attempt to 
dam trouser flooding. 

Madison Avenue will go in
to a frenzy. Celebrities will be 
lined up for the television 
campaign. 

"I'm Lome Greene and I'd 
like to say 'a few words about 
Jiffy Disposable Incontinence 
Pads and new Jiffy Heavy 
Duty Beer Drinking Pads, for 
those days when 'it' goes right 
thr01:1gh you. I use Jiffys be
cause they're safe, cheap and 
ultra-absorbent. And Jiffys of
fers fourteen colours as well 
as paisley. Remember, if you 
have a problem going to the 
biffy, stock up on Jiffy." 

Fade in . Roaring surf on 
sandy beach. Violins and cel
los. Brunette on horseback 
galloping. Voice over (mel
low): "Did you know that you 
can now do all those fun 
things without worrying about 
incontinence? Yes, with new 
fully disposable Clampons 
you can once again become a 
productive member of soci
ety . The no nonsense com
puter engineered pee-pee 
protection system." Fade out. 

And while we're on fade 
outs, this column will now 
fade out, fo'r I'm completely 
pissed off with the entire topic 
of incontinence. 



A POUND of GROUND ROUND 
LOUOLV S.Q. \1\/0ULDSTIFF 

· ONE FOR THE SMUT ... Here's another 
really funny original joke that I blatantly and 
shamelessly plagerize from Gary Dunford of 
the Toronto Sun. A chap was rowing down the 
Thames one Sunday when he lost one of his 
oars and it drifted to midstream. He tried to 
paddle with the other but found ·it difficult. Just 
then, coming downstream he noticed a boat with 
a man and two women in it , all rowing . "I say ," 
he shouted across the water, "lend me one of 
your oars ." The other man looked up indignant
ly . "They're not 'ores," he protested. "They're 
me mother and sister." 

* * * 
WHISTLER'S FODDE.R ... letters are 

Yep . They were overheard to be discussing the 
possibility of legalizing gambling in Whistler . 
What odds will you give on the possibility of their 
elopement to Banff? .. . Our. highly reliable 
source in Deep Cove tipped us on a little egg on 
the face of none other than Bruno Gerussi. 
Seems the famed labotomy box star was trying 
to refuel his friend's thrity footer at the Deep 
Cove Marina . Seems that Bruno had the gas jet 
back out the spout right into his face . Marina staff 
were very entertained by his performance , which 
consisted of him running around in circles , cry
ing, ''I'm blind , I'm blind ." Eventually , they had 
to throw him to the deck and spray water on the 
face of the squirming star. 
WATERMELON . MAN .. . Everybody's best 
freind and saloon keeper, John Reynolds, had 
accepted a mission to walk his little Scottie dog 
peacefully through the. town centre. This 
meditiative process was interruped severly one 
night when the door of the Brass Rail flew open 
and out lunged one Bosco Bear. The brute 
took one look at Mr . Reynolds and the little 
pooch and yelled "fumble" and pounced on the 
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flooding into this office with suggestions on how 
best to put Whistler's almost-soon-maybe-to-be
newly-completed Recreation Centre to use. A 
wonderful $5 mrllion dollar roof is nice for sure , 
but without anything inside it resembles some of 
the people around here. Lots of beautiful win- . 
dow dressing on the outside but very little of 
substance inside . Some of the finer suggestions 
we have received are now available for public 
perusal. Remember , you read it here first. Anne 
Bright suggested that it be turned inot the 
world's largest mud wrestling arena . Kinky , 
Anne, but right on! Greg Lee, a former profes
sional ski racer and disciple of Lolita , suggested 
that it be flooded in order to stage large mock 
navy battles . You're all wet , Greg. The most 
ludicrous suggestion to come down the pike was 
from none other than the Land Company. They 
suggested that it would be ideal for a natural ice 
rink. Stupid twits should 've built the roof over 
Alta Lake . Our prize goes •to that swashbuckling : 

pooch. The dog has been mounted and hangs t'-'""-~.&...,jL....I~4f 
over the bar in Tapley's ; Bosco is serving fifteen ________ .;.. _______________ ...J 

892·3912 
days for unnecessary roughness. Pete Rozelle 
is undertaking an investigation. 

* * * 
STAR WARS ... The award winning Cana-
dian made documentary , The Man Who Skied 
Down Everest , is going it again . The sequel , cur
rently being filmed at Whistler , is entitled , sur
prise , The Man Who Skied Down Everest 2 . Ac
tion shots are now being filmed on the Green 
Chair , with Rob Webster doing the trick skiing . 
The mountain hostesses are looking particul_prly 

For Lower Prices and Friendly Faces and the Largest 
Selection of Groceries and Fresh Produce 

t) 
Overwartea 
IJI'OOD c•NT.A& 

SQUAMISH 

OVERWAITEA Harry the Pear, who suggested they used it as 
storage for all the other white elephants we've 
managed to accumulate . .. Speaking of white 
elephants , who was that that was seen dumping 
carton after carton of our competitor's the 
Whistler Magazine into the compactor? Gotta 
keep that circulation up somehow , eh Paul? 

good as Sherpas . . . Also on location is the------------------------~ 
Fellini remake of the Odd Couple, with Harry 

* * * COUNCIL BIKINI BRIEFS. . .Rumour has 
it that Whistler Mayor and Dixon coffee 
representative Pat Cartoon will be opening 
town centre's fi rst smoke and joke shop. Known 
widely for his sharp wit and his mighty hand
shake , Pat will specialize in joy buzzers and cof
fee cup tie clips that shoot water. It is generally 
agreed that being mayor and running a joke 
shop will not be a conflict of interest , both being 
quite humourous occupations . 

* * * 
A HOOP FROM THE POOP 
DECK. . .local realtor and cable television 
czar Gary Van Normal displayed his indepth 
knowledge of the complicated T .V. game when 
asked what he thought of the new dish at the 
Blackcomb Lodge . Gary, only slightly taken 
aback, confessed that he hasn't eaten there yet 
but then he was definitely looking forward to 
it . . .speaking of high rollers , was that George 
Tidbit, the big daddy of the Keg Restaurant 
chain , sitting with Tourism Minister Gracie (the 
finger) McCarthy at lunch ih the Husky Deli? 

Consumer Report 

the Pear playing the Lemmon/ Randall role and 
Kaiser Bill giving a fine rendition of the Mat
thau/Klugman role. I think they might even 
win an Oscar. . .Also on the production phase 
is an update of the Tennessee William's classic 
about the organizational skills of the local 
business savants, called A Bus System Nam
ed Desire. Local rednecks are happy that 
Gray line won 't be servicing Alpine Meadows and 
Emerald Estates , the last bastions of the thumb . 

* * * 
TOY BOAT ... A local inventor has made his 
impact on the world of business by inventing a 
small plastic horse that rotates on a universal 
joint. Fred Skinstone is sure to make a million 
on his invention , the Rolley Horsey. · · 

' * * * 
KIND TARTS AND GENTLE PEE 
HOLES. . .Local folk singer and conceptual 
artist , Nancy Greene Raine, is slated to open 
the World Cup ceremonies at Whistler by singing 
the Canadian national anthem, followed by the 
classic rugby ditty, "Don't get fancy , Nancy , and 
put that pillow back under your head ." Which 
brings us to the question, "Why wasn't J esus 
born in Whistler?" God couldn 't find three wise 
men, let alone a virgin . 

My first reaction upon · · th 
. • Wl. a $122 ' alurninum, 

d1.scover1.ng an ad for stainless steel and nee-
to be negotiated and 
Pro Cort to re'lieve "the 
itching of the great 
outdoors" are but a few 

examples of products de
signed to make being 
"out there" j ust a lit
tle more pleasant. It's 
not surprising that the 
average knapsack has 
grown outrag eously in 
the l ast f ew years. All 

the Nomad Staff was to 
quickly check the cover 
of the magazine to rule 
out a new Harvard Lam
poon parody. But sure 
enough, i t was Backpack
er Magazine. 

I guess the view from 
the ir Park Kvenue office 
wou ld indicate a market 
fo:r this item {or at 
l ea s t a desire for their 
a dvert i s ing dol l ar) , but 
s h o r t of NASA I c a n ' t 
imag ine wh at a potential 
cu st cmer wou l d look 
like . 

I ma9ine the embarr as s 
ment ')f turni ng u p at 
the We:.q e Mountain c abin 

prene pool cue in your 
hand, only to be met by 
a Neanderthal group of 
BCMC climbers fresh from 
a day sprint up Wedge. 
I don't think the handi
ness of a Sierra Cup 
attatchment would even 
appease that lot. 

Further perusal of tlle 
small ads in Backpacker 
confirms the newly dev
eloping trendiness of 
the sport of b ackpack
ing . S ling cha i rs that 
weigh in at "no more 
t h an a can of b e er , " 
slope meter s to deter
mine the d egr ee of slope 

. these g·i .zmos have t o go 
s omewhere! 

Use d to be a f our 
t housand cubic inc h pack 
would be at h ome in the 
Himalayas but toda y t h e 
urban p a cker carries 
that much i nto Light
house Park. 

6alt0Depper 
AT BLACKCOMB LODGE 

On the<£,quare 

Breakfast 
Luhch 

Dinner 
Extensive Menu 

Wines & Spe.cialty Drinks 
Coffees & Coffee Drinks 

Daily Specials 

932·454'0 
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t - I h moun a1n ~ eep 
In the hurly-burly labyrinth 

of the gondola base area ex
ists, against all odds , a spiri 
tual oasis in a desert of de
pravity . A gleaming beacon of 
faith in the darkness on the 
edge of town . 

It is not Westminster Abbey 
but the Whistler Skiers Cha
pel , and it sits wedged in be
tween the Okanagan Helicop
ter Pad and the Whistler 
Mountain Ski Club . The Cha
pel is the spiritual home of the 
Skiers Chapel Association 
and the Whistler Community 
Church . 

Houses of the Lord come 
in many different shapes and 
sizes and Whistler's Chapel is 
a small A-frame housing a 
dozen pews , a very lovely 
stained glass window and lots 
of space for mitts and toques. 
A thirty-five foot wooden 
cross juts out from the sur
rounding ground to an
nounce the chapel's pre-
sence . 

"This is basically a com
munity church ," says local 
Pastor Ray Wiens . "And we 
don 't push any denomina
tion ." 

Wiens leads a Sunday 
morning worship service at 
11 :00 and stresses that it is 
open to everyone . There are 
also services on Saturday, at 
4:15 for Protestants and at 

5:00 for Catholics . 
The Reverend Ray worked 

for the Forestry Department 
before coming to Whistler but 
has had an extensive educa
tion in .theological matters , 
studying for two years at the 
Columbia Bible Institute , for 
four years at the University of 
British Columbia and for a 
year and a half at Regent Col
lege . 

"It's been interesting and 
challenging because of peo
ple's different religious back
grounds ," Wiens says of 
Whistler. "It's also been excit
ing to see people put aside 
denominational lines and find 
a common ground in Christ. 
And that's what the church is 
all about." 

Wiens is a family man , his 
wife Kathryn and sons Eric 
and Derrill living with him in 
Alpine Meadows. Ray also 
works doing maintenance in 
the town centre. 

Since Ray has taken over 
the congregation has grown 
from about half a dozen 
adults to about twenty-five . 
And about sixty-five children 
are involved in bible school. 

All in all , Wiens has been 
happy with the reception the 
chapel has received in the 
valley and he hopes to see 
everyone out in the near 
future . 

Great service and great rates! 
Budget knows who counts-you. 
And tha t 's a difference you'll like . 
Get great ra tes by the day, wee kend . 
or longer on Ford a nd other fin e ca rs. 
Most major credit ·ca rds honored . 

Blackcomb Lodge 
Whistler Village 

A'Budg~t Syatem LicenM!'f' 

932-3818 

Use your Sears credit <ard at authorized distri · I ~~ 
bu~ion centers in most ~udget ofTi~e !'o . Check local Sears~ 
off1ce for rental requirements. ( all. · · 
([~ 1979 Rent a Car Corp. S IMPS~'~" ~f "'~ "' tl '-4 t T£ ('1 

lz(,w it ·mi9ht h.ttvfl {,flfln. 
The weather had been fair up until they hit wailed at 57 decibals on the tape deck. Out of 

those esses past Brohm Lake where a gusty the doors piled Nick and Serge before Graham 
cold shifting wind had piled snow quickly ag- even had time to put on the brakes. 
ainst the already groaning wipers of the V.W. "Place sure is empty." _ 
microbus. By the time they had entered the "Oui, tabernac!" replied Serge . 
canyon Nick had readied the· auxiliary motor - All three walked into the tiny daylodge and 
two pieces of s.tring tied to the wiper arms and gazed out the windows at the various rope tows 
fed through the passenger and driver's win- in operation . · 
dows to the person in the back seat who alter- "Excuse me ," enquired Nick to a young lady 
nated pulling them left and right. . serving food in the cafeteria, '"but where is the 

Up ahead, just visible through the driving rest of the mountain?" 
snow, was the familiar flashing lights of the "What?" came the puzzled answer. 
highway snowplow, and ahead of it, a bull- "Well ... the cable car. Where is it?" 
dozer working to break through a wall of snow A rather large smile ripped across her face 

· which apparently had come down from the cliff for a moment before she answered. 
lands above. "This is Ski Rainbow, not Whistler . You 

"Wow man!" exclaimed Nick . came about five miles too far. Go back the way 
"Jesus!" piped Graham between tokes. you carne and turn left at the Gulf." 
"Shit eh?" questioned Serge in his novel "Hey thanks ," sighed Nick with a look of re-

manner. lief, having conjured up images of instructing 
For three kids straight from Point Claire, stem christies all season. 

Quebec a slide of this magnitude should have Graham approached her, grinning, and 
been more alarming, especially considering placed a joint in her top pocket, then turned 
their proximity to it. However, each suppres- and joined the others in the van . 
sed his innermost feelings at their first real en- The three of them spent that winter together 
counter with the high country. After all , they as caretakers in a single's cabin in Whistler Cay. 
were mountain men, or at least they thought Not a bad deal. They had the cabin to them-
they were . selves through the week while sheer mayhem 

Once the cat had cleared a path through the reigned on weekends when they shared it with 
slide they proceeded on, past the old Welcome no less than 32 other people . But then what 
to Whistler sign , a rustic logo emblazoned on a can you expect for $150 for the season's rent. 
stylized peace insignia . Besides, it made for some wild parties and new · 

It was the winter of 1974 and a whopper at friends, albeit all considerably older. 
that. Giant pregnant clouds, backed up to That winter and the next were incredible 
Woodfibre, had seemingly run aground in the snow years . The . grey cliffs of Sproatt slowly 
valley, their upper torsos snagged bn the transformed into sheer walls of white as the 
peaks. After a few days everybody was smiling clouds got lower and the mountains became 
and commenting on the beauty of it all . topless. The valley grew tighter, as if encircled 
"Wow," they said after five continuous days , by a great petrified glacier. 
"isn't this wild." By the eighth day most of the Skiing was so spectacular that the three 

, runs were closed and even the real old locals friends found very little time to do much else . 
were wondering if it would ever stop. After the Nick was cooking till three a .m. four times a 
twelfth day nobody said anything; they just week at the Keg, while Graham pumped gas 
kept shovelling . one or two days a week at the 76 and then 

And so it was on this fifteenth day of the draft beer at the Boot by night. Serge was a 
storm that a blue and white V. W. microbus liftee and had fallen in love with a waitress in 
pass~d the massive snowbanks engulfing what L'Apres. Sleepless nights and endless days of 
the passengers believed to be the small village powder snow were the routine . 
of Gondola, B.C . The second summer saw Nick retiring from 

"Eeeeenh," grunted Serge , smoke pouring the fast food franchise to take up tbe noble art 
from both nostrils as he hung over the front of carpentry . So, as a first project he proceeded 
seat. to build himself a shack in the woods , close to 

"My broder he told me dis place here is just the mountain so he could ski home . His choice 
down da road from da lifts. We be close now." was also close to the town dump, ryot implying 

The bus puttered its way along through the a preference of environment but for its practical 
white chutes until they came to a highway sign , usefullness as an unlimited source of building 
Ski Area Turn Left. The van then erupted into material. 
a chaotic box of screams and fists beating on Alta Lake at that time was almost a company 
the roof while Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young town~ not so much as a corporate entity but as 



~ a developing industry. That of course being the 
~ ski trade. Unlike a typical ski town , Alta Lake 
Qj 

:f escaped that narrow definition by disregarding 
~ the generally mindless ski resort culture . Sum-.. 
a~ mers were very, very quiet. Social court con-
! vened outside the Gulf at around ten every 
~ morning when the indigenous population 
t would pull up the yellow milk crates and parti
~ cipate in that age old game of Bait the Bastard . 
:C Each car that pulled in would be subject to un-
3 merciful taunting, ridicule , jeers and in the end 

a plea for a free handout. This would carry on 
until someone would offer a lift up to Lost Lake 
whereupon the entire mass w.ould converge 
upon the single vehicle , whether it be a one
tonne flatdeck or an Austin Mini. Many an old 
beater, fraught in its own fragility , passed away 
under the load of an extra sixteen passengers. 

Those summer days at the lake were the 
very definition of "laid back." Sun, drugs , 
sometimes a little wine and that cool refresh
ing water. Twenty people was a busy day then, 
and even when the RCMP would drive all the 
way from Squamish to answer complaints. of 
nudity , they would be welcomed down to the 
dock where they never failed to lose an argu
ment on the question of morality . 

"Damn college kids ," they could be heard 
muttering as they left in total exasperation . 

Graham had landed "employment" with the 
Forest Service as a fire fighter and in doing so 
had fulfilled what he deemed his one time 
macho fantasto image. Anyone who has any 
romantic images of gallant forest fire fighters 
has never had to sit next to a tandem Wajax 
Mark II pump station for twelve hours. 

Serge retained his position with the liftco, fell 
more in love with his waitress girlfriend and his 
life continued to become routinely predictable, 
except to occasionally get too drunk, take off 
all his clothes, pour lighter fluid on his feet and 
dance around the bar partially in flames. 

At this time political activity centered at the 
regional district level and rumours abounded 
concerning a proposed town centre to be lo
cated at the south end of Green Lake . Every 
one was all fired up, and it was no wonder , 
considering that all commercial development 
was frozen till they sorted it out. 

The three friends decided to attend a big 
meeting down at the liftco when they were go
ing to discuss a master plan . Now there were 
only about 250 residents at the time but a more 
dissimilar crowd you could not find . They rang
ed from older straights like the town's most 
respected realtor and his wife, on down to 
some piss tank Northair miner. There we~e 
clean cut freaks to earth-mother-with-a-kid-on 
the-nipple types . And then there was the .usual 
array of skiers . It was the incongruity that made 
it interesting. 

Chairing the meeting was AI Raine, an event 
which consequently earned him the name of 
Big AI , the Man With The Plan . On they dron
ed for what seemed like hours discussing the 
formation of a municipality and assorted devel
opment schemes. 

Graham, being the more perceptive of the 
bunch , quickly realized the inherent boredom 
of the whole affair and retired to the deck to 
blow a joint. He was joined shortly by Serge , 
who commented simply that all it meant was 
more turkeys . 

By the time Nick joined the two they were 
rolling on the ground laughing and mimicking 
the people inside. 

Graham stood on the railing as if addressing 
the crowd: 

"Ladies and gentlemen, it is with the utmost 
sincereity and best regard for the community 
that I must announce firm plans to level Whist
ler Mountain and replace it with a massive con
dominium project. We here feel that in order 
to make this a destination resort we must pro
vide the newest , most modern facilities around , 
and quite frankly , this place has been around 
a long time and is getting pretty seedy. I mean 
the mountain itself is several million years old . 

Serge pipes in pretending to be a member of 
a supportive audience, "It's a simple case of av
ing do destroy hit in order to save hit. Beside, 
hit his blocking da view!" 

Whereupon the two collapsed into each 
other's arms, tears streaming down their faces. 
It was one of many such scenarios the tree 
has come to perform at the drop of a hat. Nick 
and Graham watched as Serge pulled himself 
off the ground and headed for the parking lot. 

The picture of Serge stumbling off to the old 
V. W. microbus could easily be deemed vintage 
Pro Patrol (summer) , his faded t-shirt barely 
visible through his tangled blonde hair read Life 
is Ecstacy . Inside the van sat two red setters 
eager to play. Serge had fulfilled all the patrol's 
image requirements and had just recently been 
appointed a member. 

Graham and Nick proceeded to hitchhike up 
to the Boot for a game of pool and a few fros
ties . Both had not been working for awhile , 
Graham by choice , Nick due to the construc
tion lull ; neither were too concerned about it 
though . Both were living on the periphery of a 
semi-urban society, what they called Suburban 
Squatting. They were philosophical about it , 
often joking about their pursuit of this existen
tial game. Both had given up their university 
degrees for various labour oriented jobs as if in 
an attempt to dissolve their bourgeoisie up
bringing. At the time their consciousness rested 
simply at this level. 

Still the fact remained that they had actually 
transcended to a more exalted degree of elit
ism. Unconfused by the vulgarities of life, such 
as a steady job, they had attained the highest 
plane. "Poor by choice ." 

The next winter was so incredibly bad that 
the recently formed Resort Municipality of 
Whistler was immediately dubbed the Depres
.sed Municipality of Whistler and/ or Pi§,sler 
Fountain . 

Now for a guy like Graham a winter without 
snow was too much . He packed his bag for a 
North American tour of the Big Lifts , hoping, 
he claimed , never to return to this "godfor
saken drainage ," a forest service term he cyni
cally used to describe the valle"y . 

This announcement was not taken too seri
ously by Nick and Serge , or for that matter by 
any of the other locals. After all, nearly every
. one knows someone who has 'left Whistler for 
good' every year for the past ten . It's an un
written law that when the times are good you 
don't want to leave and when the times are 
bad you can't. 

Almost paradoxically, when the weather is 
poor for skiing, investment in the area acceler
ates and thus Nick found himself much in de
mand . He revelled in his new reputation as a 
good carpenter, even though his total exper
ience in the trade ·was less than 18 months. 
Nevertheless , in a· place where job employment 
offers consist of washing dishes or banging 
nails, and where a guy who owns a nail set is 
·considered a cabinetmaker, Nick felt quite pri
vileged to let the myth flourish . 

It was on one such iob that Nick began meet
ing people , read as 'Bigshots .' Men ~hose CI

gars cost more than his days wages. 
They liked him for his simple attitudes, good 

naturedness and what they called common 
sense . It was a good deal, he would provide 
the local flair and they picked up the bar tab . 

Business was getting better and better for all 
the inhabitants, in particular the nail banging 
population . Sitting in the new J .B.'s bar one 
could often hear new faces speaking quite en
ergetically about their future plans for the area . 
According to them they were ·going to build a 
whole town , pave all the streets , double the 
highway capacity , add three hundred new bus
inesses , shut down seven , run cable cars up 
every mountain in the valley, tear everything 
down again and rebuild it on a grander scale . 
All of this between a round of drinks . 

Owside, a small group of locals would laugh 
cynically between tokes. "If this place is so 

~~TI 
thfl Ultima ttl 

B. C. Powder Guides 
serve up the champagne 
of the skiing world -
untouched west coast 
powder delivered with 
style via Bell 206 Jet
ranger. 

Powder Mountain, the 
Spearhead Range ,and the 
Ipsoot area are all 
within a few minutes 
of the heli-pad but 
give the illusion of 
being on another planet. 

The higher altitudes 
offer dry untracked 
snow and the heavily 
glaciated Coastal Range 
creates an infinite 
variety of terrain_ 

All guides are cert
ified by the Associat
ion of Canadian Mount
ain Guides and are 
active in the Whistler 
Search and Rescue Unit. 

Swiss Canadian Herb 
Bleuer is head guide 
and is proud of his 
group's accident free 
record guiding skiers 
through rarely visited 
areas of this province. 

Although daily heli-

ski trips are the most 
popular, several inter
esting and exciting 
options are offered. 

A five day package to 
Bralorne, an historic 
gold mining town on the 
drier eastern slopes of 
the Coastal Range as
sures sunny days, un
limited dry fluff and 
the experience of a turn 
of the century boom 
town. 

B.C. Powder Guides 
also transports cross• 
country skiers and ski 
mountaineers to the high 
country and has landed 
in locations as diverse 
as Rainbow Lake, McGil
lvary Pass, Taseko in 
the Chilcotin region 
and Mt . Waddington_ 

Herb and his assistant 
guides 
Bernie 
Graham 

Dave Cathers, 
Protsch and 

Underhill have 
been busy scouting out 
the "hot spots" and are 
anxious to let you in 
on their secrets, not 
to mention the ultimate 
in ski experiences. 

Handpleated Draperies Roman Shades 
Skylight Coverings Venetians Verticals 
Wovenwood Blinds Quilts and Accessories 

FREE ESTIMATES IN YOUR HOME 

Mary Halliday 
932-3796 WHISTLE~ 

Vancouver 879-2703 





There is nothing in the ski 
world that is even comparable 
to a World Cup Downhill . 
Anyone who has even a 
rudimentary knowledge of 
the sport has to stand in awe 
of the downhill skier. The 
down~ill racer has to be a 
superb athlete who combines 
technique, conditioning, 
coaching and balls into a win
ning blur on cliffs called 
downhill courses. 

The Molson World Cup 
Downhill on February 28 is 
guaranteed to be the most 
significant event to ever take 
place in Whistler. For months 
before nothing else will 
dominate local sensibilities, 
reaching a crescendo during 
World Cup Week. Even the 
best local skiers will be forced, 
by comparison, to undertake 
a sober re-evaluation of their 
talent. 

Whistler's new downhill 
course promises to be a 
beaut, with the anticipated 
winning time in the two 
minute fifteen second · 
bracket, the second in length 
to only Wegen, Switzerland. 
The new course descends 
down Whistler's north side 
T okum Run , covering a 
distance of 12,500 feet with a 
vertical drop of 3,090 feet. 

The "Bob Parson's" start is 
located at the 5,505 foot level 
near the top terminus of the 
Orange and Black chairs. The 
start is named in honour of 
the late local resident Bob 
Parsons, who devoted much 
of his life to the advancement 
of amateur skiing. The Par
son's start drops quickly off, 
and racers accelerate almost 
immediately to speeds of 60 
to 70 miles per hour. 

This starting schuss is 
steep, with two major rollers 
designated "Double Trouble" . 
These transitions test the 
racer's ability to maintainthe 
aerodynamic tuck position 
while experiencing the terrain 
chlinges. The . tuck is then 
essential across "Pony Trail 
Flats", a flat stretch leading in
to the "Toilet Bowl Pitch." 
The "Toilet Bowl Pitch" or 
"Toilet Bowl 'S' Turn" is a 
high velocity right turn follow
ed by a shorter left turn flow
ing into a long right high 
speed schuss leading out of 
the "Toilet Bowl" to "Willy's 
Wall." 

Every racer will be tested to 
the limit through the transition 
at "Willy's Wall" and by the 
wall itself. After "Willy's Wall" 
the racers cross "T okum 

Flats" headed for the "Hard 
Left Turn". On "Tokum 
Flats" the first intermediate 
time will be taken, approx
imately one-third of the way 
down . 

From the "Hard Left Turn" 
it's on to the "Forest Schuss", 
an extremely fast straig):lt 
away section through the 
trees. From this schuss the 
racer emerges into the most 
exciting and technical section 
of the course. The racer drops 
down the "Elevator Shaft", 
an extremely steep section 
that hurtles the racer into the 
"Elevator Shaft 'S' Turn" 
where he reaches speeds of 
more than 75 miles an hour. 
From the 'S' turn on to the 
"Olympic Crossing" the skiers 
head for "Crabapple Pitch" 
after passing the second in
termediate time. 

From "Crabapple Pitch" 
and out across the 
"Crabapple Meadows" com
petitors will be extremely tired 
so this section will be very 
demanding as the com
petitors will slow to under 60 
miles an hour and they risk 
losing the race if any mistakes 
are made thorugh the 
meadow bump. 

" From the "Crabapple 
Meadows" the course crosses 
"Crabapple Creek" and over 
to the .. Sleeping Cloud Cross
ing" and through the "Split 
Pitch Cut-off". This cut-off 
leads to the "Village Schuss" 
and the finish area. 
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The finish is located at the 
2,415 foot elevation on the 
"Jam Tart" run . This run was 
named in honour of the late 
John "Jam Tart" Cleland, a 
young liftee who died in a 
tragic accident on the moun
tain. 

For spectators on foot , two 
good viewing areas will be on 
the "Village Schuss" or the 
"Willy's Wall" area, which is 
acce.ssible via the Whistler 
Gondola Lift. For anyone on 
skis, virtually the entire course 
is· visible. The "Tokum Run" 
section should only be con
sidered by expert skiers bet
ween "Willy's Wall" and the 
"Olympic Crossing ." This sec
tion is steep and in a heavily 
forested area and the course 
fencing will severely restrict · 
the skiable terrain. The most 
exciting section will be the 
"Elevator Shaft" and the 
"Elevator Shaft 'S"' which can 
be viewed from almost all 
locations on the lower course . 
An extremely good viewing 
area will be the top of Lift 14 
on the Whistler northside : 
Spectators viewing from this 
area are advised to consider 
binoculars as there will be 
some vey excellent long 
range viewing opportunities. 
Spectators should take along 

sufficient supplies of their 
vices, get to the course early 
for the best 'spot, and carry all 
kinds of signs u.nd flags sup
porting our National Team. 
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A CASE HISTORY 

suicide saiD 
-----------------------CIRCA '1976 

GEORGE BENJAMIN photos 

Suicide Sam was reported 
Quadra Island, one of the 

to have come from 
Gu l f Islands off. of 

Campbell River, ' where he no doubt found life far 
too placid and safe. Like many before him his 
home was his mobile condominium, in his case a 
green 1965 Chevrolet van with rust hole v entila-
tion. 

He was eighteen when he made his appearance, a 
short-haired ·fellow reseiDbling the physics buff 
in high school, which was more than appropriate 
considering his many experiments with falling 
bodies. He wore those old fashioned glasses that 
have black rims but are nonetheless transparent, 
and that are neither round nor square, but somehow 
both. These glasses were held together at the 
hinges by liberal amounts of black electrician's 
tape and, to show the world that he had a good 
grasp of the principle of contrast, at the nose 
bridge by a large wad of white adhesive tape. 

In short, he was a nerd of the first magnitude. 
From the . start of Suicide Sam I 5 career on the 

slopes of Whistler he entertained the notion that 
he was an aerialist. And if the amount of jumps 
and time spent airborne are valid indices, he was 
indeed an aerialist. , Unfortunateiy for him, the 
old expression "what goes up must also come down" 
applied to him in a most insalubrious manner. He 
would come down squarelly on every part of · .the 
anatomy besides the ones intended: the feet . 

The re is no doubt that he lived by the motto 
"if at fir s t you··don't suceed, try, try again." 
It must be conside red the eighth wonder o f t he 
world that he didn't also die by it. 

There were two factors working against Suicide 
Sam' $ success in aerial acrobatics. The first was 
that h e had some how overlooked the fact that an. 
abili ty to s k i would be an invaluable asset. His 
f l ounde ring on s kii s was , however, achi eved at 
g r eat s p eed , muc h to the d i s may of the s k i p a trol. 
He was of tha t s peci es of s kie rs that l ooks ou t 
of c ontrol at all times, even when standing stock 
s till. 

The second obstacle h e had to overcome was a 
r e lianc e on e qui pment that was not only outdated , 
but incomprehensible as well . As h e had no visible 
means of income , coupled with t h e fact that his 
cras h es d e mol_ishe d equipme nt with gre at f e rocity 
and ' regu lar ity, h e was f o r c e d to use wha t e v e r he 

could scrounge , whic h usually changed on a dai ly 
basi s . For example , one d ay he showed up a t t h e 
gondola barn sporting one antique Ross i ngnol 
Strate 207 em. ski with a Marker Rotomat on 'i t 
and a less old Olin Mark lV 195 em . ski wi th a 
Solomoh rental binding on i t . Th e ensemble was 
accentuated by a pair of bamboo poles with baskets 
the s ize of hubcaps a n d ~ki t ogs on loan from t h e 
East Hast i n gs Ski Team. 

To my knowledge , n o one ever accused Su i c ide 
Sam of being a conformist. 

After about three weeks of this non sense, Sui
cide Sam had become the talk {some would say 
laughingstock) of the town when he s u ddenly dis
appeared . Ski patrol members proclaimed , in re

t=-·=·====~------=== sponse to many barroom enquiries , t h at no , he 

Highland 
Lodge 

BOX 70 • WHISTLER • B C • VON I BO 
PHONE \6041 932-')525 

DINING ROOM 
Breakfast 7:00AM - 10:30 AM 

Lunch 11:30 AM - 2:00PM 
Dinner 5:00PM - 10:00 PM 

LOUNGE 
Monday to Saturday 11:00 AM - 1:00AM 

Sunday 11:00 AM- 11:00 PM 

Standard and Kitchenette Units Available 

hadn't gelandeed into a neck brace or i mpaled 
himself on a tree, he h ad just v a nished, whic h 
could be nothi ng but mutually benefi c i al. 

The v a l ley was n ot to get off so e asy . He r e 
turned within a week, with an unde r study . 

Suicide's girlfriend was the antithesis of a 
ski bunny, with the same s tyle g l asses, as y e t 
untaped, and ' with ' a tragical'l y pla in f a ce with a 
perpetually running nose lodged in the middle of 
it. In lieu of a chin she had a patch of corrug
ated skin flowing down from her lower lip that 
ended abruptly at her very large and overripe 
Adam's apple . Her hair could only be des cribed as 
a shock, and it hung in clumps and was as flax en 
as a mud puddle. In some cultures, . most likely 
in the Canis Major constellation, she would be 
considered beautiful, even ravishing. Suffice to 
say that if you were stranded on a desert . island 
with her you would either blind yourse l f or take 
up long distance swimming. 

If she had ever stood on a pair of ski is before 
she hid it remarkably well. Under Suicide's tute
lage, however, she · was soon f lying off cliffs, 
moguls and kickers, with the pre dictabl e results. 
She proved an excellent student, and the master 
could only be pleased with the amount of cuts, 
bruises and tape that adorned her, the t h eory be
ing that it had to be an improvement. For all 
anyone knew she may have been led to be l ieve that 
the sole object of skiing is to maim one's self 
bey ond all recognition. 

Yes , two p eas in a pod; a duet of flailing 
limbs; the Tweedl edum and Tweedledee of the air 
were Suici de Sam and Suicide Sue. Happy? The 
questi on i s superfluous. These lemmings were in 
a perp e t u al s t ate of bliss . 

Pub l ic opinion, rarely bein g kind, had them 
both pegged as prime candidates for the l u natic 
academy , the verdict being one of non compos men
tis . 

The pair weren't content to merely leap off of 
natural objects , and a shove l became an integral 
part of the i r paraphernali a . They would construct 
jumps, s ome o f inc r edible size , all over the 
moun t a i n , u s u ally in high l y v i s i ble spots under 
chair lifts . The net effect of all this activity 
was t hat they moved enough snow to manufacture a 
mediu m sized glacier . 

The crowni n g g lory of these air-borne histrionics 
took place o n e sunny spring afternoon on the flats 
ou ts i de t h e Whistler base cafeteria . The usual 
c rowd o f b asking h eliolat e r s an d o t hers with no 
pressing e n gagements looked on in amusement as the 
pair start ed building a kick er on the flats. It 
was observed that such a flat landing was pure 
idiocy, sure s u icide. Undau nted, the Suicides 
kept .shovelling. It . got to a certain point where 
the spectators started to d 9ubt that it was a 
jump at all, such was its size . Their creation 
was beginni ng to look like a wa ll . six feet high 
and s till counting. 

Finally, Sam judged the structure in orde r and 
they bot h stepped back a few paces , lost i n admir 
ation. They then charged over to the g ondola for 
their ascen t . This is an appr opriate spot to note 
(parenthetically) that the Su icides esch e we d 
a lcohol and drugs, their slight contact with 
reality being in no position to be severed. 

Meanwhile, the mob in attendance_were in var
ious positions of posing, e ach member thereof try 
ing to hog as many of the s unrays as possible, 
whe n a vigorous d ebat e was launched on t h e feasi
bi l ity of s u ch a project , with frequent digress
ions i n to the g e neral topic of mental health. 
Various exp erts on freestyle skiing were called 
upon to evaluate the situation a n d, havin g de
clared the enterprise inoperable , the e t ern al 
question of courage versus stupidity was du s t ed 
off and tossed arou nd. A faction of cynics emerg-
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ed that proclaimed the entire proceeding a mere 
hoax:, but they were soon silenced by a group that 
maintained that the Suicides were capable of ·try
ing anything, no matter how impossible. The final 
outcome of all this discussion was that the school 
of thought that propounded madness carried the 
day, and everyone sat back and retreated behind 
a mask of indifference. 

The masks soon caught sight of our heros plung
ing down Lower Franz. The two careeners with the 
precarious style were running under full sail. 
One mask employed his ski poles in a staccato 
fashi-on on a bench, in loose imitation of a drum 
roll. 

Screaming, the duo emerged on the flats, arms 
akimbo and ski is snaking. Practitioners of the 
Malayan fertility dance would've been envious of 
all the activity. Suicide Sue was acting as the 
trailer and was no more than ten feet directly 
behind Suicide Sam. 

It was all over in a flash. The huge kicker 
grabbed the shabbily attired figures and flung 
them straight up, both in the air at the same 
time. One had to be quick to appreciate their 
flight plan. There's a cartwheel; a somersault, 
both back and front: many twists: inverted jack
knife: a mob ius or two and several monoeuvers that 
had previously only been performed by epileptics. 

The law (Newton' s) was soon enforced and they 
came down in two seperate but indistinguishable 
heaps, a result of different trajectories. They 
lay there, crushed, for about twenty seconds, like 
two squished flys on a windowsill. 

The gallery of masks followed an imaginery 
tennis ball back and forth over an equally invis
ible net, fidgeted with their limbs for a moment 
and let out a collective yawn. 

The survivors dug themselves -out and began to 
assess the damage and apply the tape. If one could 
only get inside their minds: who knows what in
sights into the human condition would be lurking 
there? 

The lift operator who loaded them back into the 
gondola reported that Suicide. Sam declared to 
Suicide Sue that, "Maybe this time we should try 
it a little faster." 

Other forces had different ideas. The packer 
driver pulled his Thiokol hydrostatic around the 
corner on to the flats and lowered his blade. If 
the· packer had been a bull and the kicker a huge 
mound of red, the charge could_n' t have been as 
fierce. 

The masks had another diversion. 

SQUAMISH PROPANE L TO. 

BILL McENERY 
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Whistler's Arnold Palmer 
designed golf course is now 
near reality! 

When the course opens for 
play in September 1982 it 
should fulfill the dreams of 
even the most experienced 
golfers and at the same time 
provide a pleasant experience 
for those with higher handi
caps. 

It will be 6,218· metres 
(6,800 yards) from the open
ing tees, and 5, 761 metres 
(6,300 yards) from the back 
tees, every inch of it manicur
ed with a country club's fasti
dious attention to detail . Most 
of the grooming will be done 
when the course is not in use. 

Of the 18 holes, four will 
be par 3 , ten will be par 4 and 
four will be par 5 . The short
est hole will be 146 metres 
(160 yards) and the longest 
480 metres (525 yards). 

For a player attempting a 
birdie, four of the par 4 holes 
and two of the par 5 holes re
quire accurate shots across 
bodies of water to reach the 
greens. The number of water 
hazards on the course, to-

gether with the splendor of 
the towering _Whistler and 
Blackcomb Mountains sur
rounding it, will make it one 
of the most spectacular cour
ses in the Pacific Northwest. . 

The Arnold Palmer design 
is being directly supervised by 
Ed Seay, golf course architect 
and director of design of Ar
nold Palmer Course Design 
Company. Total construction 
cost of the Whistler Golf 
Course is $2.5 million - and it 
appears destined to look ev
ery cent of it. 

Work on a club house and 
an underpass across Highway 
99 to the practice fairway and 
Whistler Village Centre will 
begin in the early spring. The 
practice fairway is expected to 
be ready for play in June 
1982. 

All tolled, nine tonnes of 
turf grass seed are being sown 
·at Whistler. A bluegrass and 
fescue combination is being 
used on tees and fairways , 
and pencross bent on the 
greens. Fast germinating 
Manhattan type grass is being 
sown with them to promote 
soil stabilization and moisture 

by BOB WICK 

retention. 
To raise the Ph factor of the 

soil to the required level , the 
120 acre site has been pre
treated with twelve tonnes of 
fertilizer and over 100 tonnes 
of lime . Watering will be con
trolled by a completely auto
mated underground irrigation 
system. 

The course overcomes 
what had been a major ob
stacle: drainage problems 
caused by underground 
springs. Seven lakes created 
on the course solve its drain
age problem and enhance its 
beauty as well . The springs 
that were on the east side of 
the course have been control
led by the underground drain
age pipes and diverted ,into 
the lakes to keep them fresh . 

Now the 190 acres of 
drained land are no longer a 
breeding ground for mosqui
toes , Another remedy for the 
mosquito problem was the re
moval of all underbrush from 
the roughs. Also, renovation 
of the natural stream flowing 
through the course made it 
better suited as a spawning 
ground of trout and kokanee. 





As the fall issues of ski publications began filtering ot,tt from the 
presses, I noticed an increasing trend towards the more extreme 
aspects of skiing. 

Names such as Patrick Vallencant and Chris Landry are be
ginning to dominate the covers and contents of the ski maga
zines. The steeps are becoming a testing ground for an entire 
chapter in the sport of skiing. 

Deep in the heart of Colorado, near the town of Golden, 
resides a veteran of backcountry and extreme skiing. For the 
past ten years Paul Ramer has devoted his skills as a mechanical 
engineer toward the total perfection of ski touring and avalanche 
protection equipment. He has made it his life's ambition to gen
erate gear to enable us to reach those remote areas which up to 
now have been too distant, and with skiing so excellent. 

We visited Paul at his Wondervu Ranch where, comfortably at 
home, he has developed all his ingenious backcountry gear in a 
basement workshop. We shared many ideas and reminisced 
about days on 55 degree plus slopes. 

Every year Ramer plans to host one or more extreme skiing 
camps aimed at improving, teaching and sharing the techniques 
for extreme uphill and downhill touring and descending on skiis. 
In the past the camps have been held in remote regions, from 
the Colorado Rockies to the Cascades. There were no more 
than twenty participants in each camp and the clients were 
usually armed with Ramer's touring and avalanche equipment. 

This coming summer (1982) Ramer plans to host his first 
extreme camp in Canada and we discussed many possible loca
tions, finally concluding that lpsoot Mountain would be ideal. 
Ramer and lpsoot Ventures Ltd. will join efforts for the five day 
camp to be held in August . We hope to bring the best instructors 
in extreme skiing from all over the world and avalanche safety 
will be an important part of the course. 

After meeting with Ramer we continued our journey north
wards, cruising towards the Banff and Jasper areas. We discov
ered what proper t~uring equipment can do when we spotted 
Mount Athabasca, a towering peak rising 11,452 feet above the 
Columbia lcefields. Shining us in the face was ·a beautjful head
wall of steep quality that stretched for at least 1500 vertical feet, 
then mellowed into a rolling glacier for several miles. Simply 
spectacular! 

... FEELINGS OF HESITATION AND 
AWE DOMINATED MY WILL TO SKI 
THIS ENORMOUS FACE ... 

By contacting the warden's office we found that it had yet to 
be skied, the north face that is. Many climbers from Banff \lad 
recommended the peak's north face as an excellent ice climbing 
achievement &nd had encouraged us on a first ski descent. But 
the mountain had to be climbed first. 

Bart Ross, John Reed and I began our trek upwards early 
one crisp morning. We started hiking from the snowcat access 
road and reached the foot of the glacier within an hour. Here we · 
donned our new .Ramer touring gear, slapped on the skins, 
turned on the Echo avalanche beacons and started the three 
mile ascent. It took about five hours to reach the base of the 
prescouted headwall. We zigzagged the steeper rolls in the gla
cier and meandered our way through a maze of crevasses. It 
was a beautiful tour in itself. 

The glacier waS' of humongus size and dazzled our eyes con
stantly with spectacular· icefalls and towering seracs. Finally we 
crossed the snowbridge dividing the north face from the glacier 
by way of a large bergschrung. Here we b inded ourselves into 
our new footfangs, an ingenious creation developed by Lowe to 
replace the strap-on crampons with binding type contraptions. 
They have 20 ice points as opposed to a crampon's dozen, with 
very prominent front points (four of them) set out like miniature 
ice axes. 

With skiis on our packs, we began spidering up a wall with ice 
tools in each hand, our faces mere inches from ice. This took 
over one -very exhausting hour to accomplish. We climbed 

Rxt,llmfl 
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by Peter 
Chrzanowski 

through boiler plate and snow and ice with constantly changing 
conditions. · 

Bart had approached the summit rockbanc! ahead of me as 'ne 
veered to the left into a cluster of rocks in order to film us in the 
climb. Upon reaching the rocks I found myself on a narrow 
ledge. The view from here was breathtaking, with the valley 
floor far below and the lcefields Highway snaking north to Jasper 
and south to LAKE Louise. 

Initially, feelings of hesitation and awe dominated my will to 
ski this enormous face of ice and snow. It seemed like such a 
long way down - at 55 degrees all the way." However, nothing 
beats the feeling of at least 200 em. of edge biting into a steep 
wall so I sideslipped a few feet to get the feel of those brand new 
skiis. 

Oh well, I thought, there must be a first time for everything. 
I planted both poles, jetted my skiis through them, turned right 
around the pole shaft and freefell for about fifteen feet. My edges 
bit in 'upon impact with the slope and I bounced, making a light 
yet secure poleplant with my left hand. Here was another turn . 
Soon steep instinct took over with rhythm, and down I went for 
1500feet. 

The last section smoothed out to high speed GS turns over the 
snowbridge and into the wide bowl below. Every moment had 
been recorded on film and. the run was over before any of us · 
knew it. As we were retracing our routes from the bottom there 
was a feeling of conquest in the air and it sure felt great. 

Then it was back to Whistler to prepare for the upcoming ski 
season . We wish to generate more interest in the sport here at 
Whrstler and Blackcomb. I feel that backcountry access and the 
abundance of terrain should make us all more aware of these 
possibilities. 

It should be pointed out that extreme skiing is not a sport that 
could be called 'fun for the whole family.' However, extreme 
skiing is gaining popularity among upper intermediates and 
experts. Names such as Dilemma, Elevator, Friday the Thir
teenth, and Don't Miss are named because they are hot expert 
runs. 

Everyone wants to ski them eventually but there are method
ical gradual ways to work up to it. 

I wish steep and deep dreams to all . 
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NOT A 

SNOW

BA.LL1S 

CHANCE 
In .a move that was 

viewed by all parties 
as highly controversial, 
Whistler council voted 
to institute a bylaw 
prohibiting the throw
ing of snowballs. 

The debate was spark
ed following a town 
council wet t-shirt 
contest that got out 
of hand. As council 
members were leaving 
they found themselves 
under attack from the 
members of the Whistler 
press core. Council 
members put up a valiant 
struggle, and althcugh 
they had the numerical 
advantage, · t hey were 
defeated because the 
press had had the fore
sight to stockpile suf
ficient supplies of 
anuno. 

"Snowballing is not 
all that dangerous in 
itself, " said alderman 
Blue Angus. "But it can 
lead to more serious 
crimes like face wash
ing." 

Alderman Sid Young 
succinctly 
council's 
''Occasional 
snowballing 
that bad, 

sununed up 
rationale: 

weekend 
isn't all 

but 
there is 
criminal 

always 
element 

then 
the 
who 

ruin everyone ' s fun by 
putting rocks in the 
snowballs ." 

Council 's decision 
oqtraged Mick Maloney, 
columnist f o r the Marx
ist weekly, the Whistler 
Question. 

"This is not merely a 
case of petty politick
ing," he said over a 
game of darts at the 
Press Club, "but a con
certed effort to eradi
cate all level s of fun 
from the valley . " 

"Besides," he added, 
"this is probably just 
the first step in the 
formation of the Whist
ler Village Snowball Co
mpany . " 

Visitors to Whistler are much impressed with 
the many local waterfalls, such as Brandywine 
and Nairn. Pictured above is a relatively new 
addition, the. Olive Falls. Plans are current.ly 
underway to light the falls at night. 



If you thought that en
countering those characters in 
the alpaca togues who occas
sionally graced Lift 4 and Lit
tle Red last year on their skin
ny skis was just a chance 
meeting between you and a 
little bit of skiing history , 
you're right! 
· Last year , telemark skiing 
saw a re-birth across the land . 
That graceful turn is definitely 
a part of skiing history, but 
there won't be any chance 
meetings this year , because 
the sport has now achieved 

· the. status of a revolution . The 
'Colorado' influence is here to 
stay . The re-birth of the turn 
that started downhill skiing 
centuries ago has become a 
'trendy' new sport of its own. 

Sales in cross country gear 
are expected to drop this 
year, and sales in alpine to 
grow ever so slightly . The 
sales in telemark equipment 
are going to triple across the 
muntainous parts of North 
America . 

The telemark , . in case 
you're still in the dark , is a 
very ·graceful , old-fashioned 
turn . It's done on quasi
nordic ski gear , both in the 
backcountry and in the lift
serviced areas . The turn in
volves the use of extremely 
long skis to carve long radius 
turns with the rear knee near
ly on . the ski tip. Telemark 
equipment is actually nordic 
ski gear , with heavy duty 
boots and offset steel-edged 
skis. It could be confused with 
the ski equipment used 
around the turn of the century 
for backcountry skiing (once 
upon a time there were no 
lifts) , and for the free heel 
tele mark turn (no parallels 
then , Jack!) 

So what's the big deal , you 
ask? Well , nordic skiers , often 
mocked by their alpine 
counterparts for their involve
ment with the rather mun
dane procedure of kick and 
glide , are usually limited to 
fairly tedious terrain. The 
telemark opens up moun
tainous areas with generally 
more snow and longer 
seasons. Lots of downhillers , 
meanwhile , are sick and tired 
of the pricey lift tickets and 
long lift lines that go hand in 
hand with alpine skiing. As a 
result , they are looking for ac
cess to the backcountry . The 
nordic skiers , therefore , have 
turned . to heavier gear in 
order to spend more time in 
the st-eep and the deep , and 
are buying lift tickets , while 
the alpine skiers are spending 
less money and less time in 
lineups ; they're out in the 
toolies. practicing their telly's . 
It's rather paradoxical isn't it? 

What it boils down to is that 
telemark skiing is new to most 
people . It's challenging and 
hard to criticize. You have 
equipment' that gives you 
mobility in any condition, on 
any snow covered terrain, 
and in a nordic ski area , or a 
lift-services area . This sport 
can be enjoyed by anybody , 
but it's also harder work than 
downhill skiing , and a damn
sight more challenging than 
nordic skiing . That's the big 
deal! 

With thousands telemark" 
ing in the U.S. Rockies , 
Whistler and Banff are the 
new Canadian hotspots, and 
you'll see plenty of evidence 
of that this year. A large, hot
to-trot telemark club in the 
area (T elemark Association of 
B.C.) a telemark school up 
and running at Blackcomb, 
and the Pacific Telemark 
Series (pro slalom telemark 
racing with a $5,000 purse) , 
will get you involved in 
'telemalarky' quite easily. Five 
or six telemark events are 
scheduled on Blackcomb 
alone this year . Lessons are 
also . available through their 
Ski-Ed program . For more in
formation regarding all 
aspects of telemarking , please 
contact th ·e Telemark 
Association of B.C. at 
304-215 St. Andrews St . in 
North Vancouver. Better yet , 
the next time you hit the hills , 
catch up to anybody carving 
those long graceful telly's (if 
you can) and they'll fill you in . 

Skiing in 
country can be exciting, 
exhilarating and a chal
lenge, but without ob
serving some basic safe
ty rules it can also be 
a disaster. · 

Before even thinking 
of an expedition into 
wilderness areas you 
should avail yourself of 
the proper equipment. 
Items that are essential 
are a portable shovel, 
a probe, a first aid 
kit, extra clothing, map 
and compass, and a more 
than adequate stock of 
food. A rescue trans
ceiver is also recom
mended, for even if you 
use it only once it more 
than pays for itself. 

Once properly equipped 
there are several rules 
to follow when planning 
a trip and they can all 
be said to be of the 
common sense variety. 

You should first plan 
your route, making sure 
to tell someone exactly 
where yo.u' re going and 
when you' 11 be back (al
low extra time.} Groups 
of three or more are 
optimum . 

The group should start 
early, travel early, 
camp early and leave 
excess time in · esti
mates. Prior to going 
you should have some 
notion of self-rescue, 
as time delays for or
ganized rescues are 
often in the order of 
hours, even days. 

The most experienced 
member should be group 
leader or members should 
agree on route select
ion. (Although they 
are not more popular, 

1J,.fl A/flw 

. 
dictatorships are easier 
to run than democracies) 

The difficulty of the 
trip should take into 
account the . skill (or 
lack of) of the least 
experienced member of 
the party. The group 
should keep together, 
ski using the buddy sy
stem and assign a trail 
end Charlie. Frequent 
short stops and snacks 
are preferable - heavy 
meals and 1ong burnouts 
make for a less enjoy
able trip. 

When travelling in the 
back country one should 
always be aware of the · 
one greatest danger -
the avalanche. 

Avalanches can happen 
on treed slopes .as well 
as on open slopes, but 
it is still advisable 
to travel in dense timber 
it conditions are un
stable' or if you are un
sure of them. 

If you must travel in 
avalanche terrain first 
consider where you will 
go if you get caught. 
If you are caught in an 
avalanche, call out and 
try to ski towards the 
side of the avalanche. 
If that is impossible, 
try to discard your 
equipment as it will 
drag you down. Attempt 
to stay on the surface 
by using a vigorous 
swimming motion. 

As you feel the aval
anche slowing down, at
tempt to gain the sur
face, but if that fails 
bring your arms up to 
your face in an attempt 
to form an air pocket. 
If buried, try to thrust 
an arm or leg towards 

Most avalanches happen 
during· or following a 
storm, and steep slopes 
in lee of the wind are 
the most prone to aval
anche. 

Essential information 
on avalanche conditions 
can ·be obtained from 
various sources, includ
ing the Federal Park 
Service, the Provincial 
Parks; the Highways 
Department and from ski 
areas. Weather forecasts 
are issued at 5 a.m • . 
every day. 

When crossing aval
anche. terrain, undo pack 
waistband, safety straps 
and ski pole wrist 
straps. Space members 
at least SO metres a
part. 

If members of your 
party are buried in an 
avalanche, you are their 
best chance of survival. 
Keep quiet and analyze 
the victim's line of 
travel from his last 
seen point and look for 
any equipment clues that 
might be around. 

First conduct a ' sur
face search, starting 
with · likely areas of 

. . burial, followed by a 
scuff search ·of other 
areas. A transceiver 
search should be init
iated immediately if the 
victim has a transceiver 
(It takes 5 minutes to 
search with a transcei v
er what it will take 10 
men two hours to probe. ) 

Probe likely ar'eas of 
burial such as areas of 
deep deposit, behind 
rocks and trees. Victims 
caught in middle of 
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Whistler Vale Hotel 

RELAX I N LUXURY. RELAX I N COMFORT. 
LOCATED AT THE BASE OF THE GONDOLA, THE WHISTLER VALE 

OFFERS A NEW FLAIR IN CONDOMINIUM STYLE VACATIONS 
COME SEE US I N WHISTLER OR CALL 9 32 - 5521 FOR RESE~VATIONS AND INFORMATION 



a batt 
The new year will 

start off with some 
heavy duty fireworks on 
the slopes of Blackcomb 
as the short ski set 
gets down to the second 
stop on the World CUp 
Freestyle tour. 

The mogul event will 
take place up top on 
Friday, January 8, fol-

lowed by ~he graceful 
antics of the ballet 
skiers on January 9, 
with the culmination 
being on Sunday the lOth 
when the aerialists put 
on their always spect
acular exhibition. 

With Labatt's spon
soring the .. event and 
with Molson's doing the 

Backcountry ekien demand more of their 
equlpmenl than anyone eloe .... eepecially lheir 
okiol The choice of oki can make the difference 
between a lhri!Ung deocenl and a run DOl worth 
laking, or between an enjoyable day and a 
life or de&lh olruggle. 

Telemark oklo muol he olrong .. . lo oW'Vive 
any condition or a trees, yet light enough to 
~ravel freely In lhe backcounlry. TheY muol 
have offset steel edv-..- tn a.llow frequent 
oharpening and lolal control.. .. and he Iliff 
enough torsionally to maintain dominance in 
compromioi ng condiliono·. They muol he equally 
at home in deep powder or on a oleep lelemark 
olalom course ... and he evenly flexed 1o 
reaiR hooking or 'washing oUt' on hardpa.ck. 

The KAZAMA MOUNTAIN HIGH baa 
met these demands. and. ita reputation 
proveo II. \Ilk call II lhe lelemark oki. .. you 
will likely call 11 magic .. . 

just west of Burrard 
in 

~itsilano-Vancouver 

7,flfl~t.r'fl-W-his-tler A-nsw-er Pa ... ge 2-1 llllllli 

same for the World CUp 
Downhill, it appears 
that there is nothing 
left over for the Carl
ing O'Keefe crew. Per
haps they should organ
ize a world class ice
stock sliding competit
ion to take place in the 
town centre underground 
parking lot. 

Absurdity aside, there 
should be an ever in
creasing interest in 

- freestyle skiing in Can
ada. Now that free
style is sanctioned by 
the FIS and Calgary has 
been awarded the 1988 
Winter Ol~pics, there 
should be no obstacle 
preventing freestyle 
skiing from becoming an 
Olympic event. 

"With Calgary hosting 
the ' 88 games, the host 

country gets to instit
ute two sports, so it 
looks very good, • says 
Labatt director of free
style skiing, Glenn Ac
Pherson. 

"There's quite a lot 
of lo~bying going on in 
Calgary right now and 
we have the support of 
several canadian Olympic 
Development Association 
members, " continued Mc
Pherson. "My bet is on 
freestyle skiing and 
curling." 
Chris Robinson · of 

the canadian Ski Associ
ation was equa.lly opti
mistic: "I~ looks~ lilse 
nothing but red tape 
now, but then nothing 
is ever for sure.• 

With all this excite
ment concerning free
style skiing it is a 
good move for Blackcomb 
to be in there like the 
dirty shirt of the .pro
verb. 

"With Blackcomb put
ting in a permanent jump 
site there is every pos
sible chance that they 
could host an annual 
event, " said McPherson. 
"They have cooperated 
to the utmost. • 

The event at Blackcanb 
is expected to draw fran 
80-100 top ranked can
petitors and an antic-

ipated crowd of 5, 000+ 
is expected for the 
aerials, which will be 
located a brief 3 minute 
walk from Blackcomb day 
lodge. 

The Canadians to watch 
will be Greg Athans, 
1980 World Cup combined 
champ from Apex Alpiner 
Rick Bowie, from Van
couver, who was 5th 
overall laat yearr 
Peter Judge, from Can-
more, who waa aecond 
laat year in men' • Grand 
Prix and combined stand
ingsr Marie-Claude Ass
elin, of Ste. Agatha 
des Monts, Quebec, who 
finished first in wom
en's grand p.rix and com
bined standing_s last 
year: and · Renee-Lee 
SJilith, of West Vancouv
er, who finished second 
in women'• grand prix 
atandinga and aecond in 
women' • mogul a •. 

Located 1~ Km from the Town Centre 
and lifts, the INN offers 45 newly 
decorated rooms, free sauna facil
ities, ski storage room and ample 
free parking. OUr own ski bus will 

--· ~ 

provide you with free tr,ansportation 
to and from the lifts. 

You'll enjoy dining at our "Black 
Forest Steak and Schnitzel House." 
Thi·s friendly and cosy restaurant 
serves superb German style food 
which is well know thoughout B.C. 
Our chef will prepare a "Schnitzel 
Oscar" or "Carpet Bag" you'll 
never forget. 

After skiing or anytime, have a 
good time at the HOFBRAU HAUS PUB. 
This is the place to meet the 
people you'll enjoy in a relaxed 
and congenial atmosphere. 

Black Forest 
Steak and Schnitzel - Haus 

Hofbrauhaus Pub , 
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BEST Lodge 
Peter Matsan, a Swed

ish ch~f, boasts a home 
style dining room with 
a remarkable variety of 
ethnic dishes, including 
French, Hungarian, Scan
dinavian and Indian. 
They also serve the more 
~raditional steak and 

FOR 2.4 HOUR SERVICE 
12 MONTHS Of THE YEA_ 

• 9~5311• 

seafood dishes. Prices 
are inexpensive, rang
ing from $6 to $11. 

For a pleasurable, 
homelike atmosphere, 
the Highland is the 
place to be. 

Open 7 days a week, 
serving breakf<l;st, lunch 
and dinner. 

Stoney's is · o ne of 
Whistler Village's most 
popular places to go, to 
meet friends and to 
dine. 

The menu is moderately 
priced for all meals 
with a broad selection. 
Breakfast features such 
highlights as an omel
ette of the day and 
freshly squeezed orange 
juice. Hearty lunches, 
an apres ski appetizer 
and wine bar, and a full 
dinner menu round out 
the day. 

Stoney's will accept 
reservations for large 
parties or special oc
casions in the "Hunting 
Room." 
Breakfast 
Lunch 
Apres Ski 
Dinner 

11-3 
3-5 :30 
6-11 

A-LTA· 
LAKE 

INN 
~t$-~~M 

This authentic Chinese 
restaurant on Alta Lake 
serves superb Cantonese 
style food. The chef 
specializes in sea food 
and hot pots, both of 
which are second to 
none. 

The Alta Lake Inn is 
open for dinner seven 
days a week, until mid
night. _They also feat
ure a take out service. 

This 22-unit hotel 
. offers movies, a cabaret 
and a lounge. 

RENDEZVOUS 
The Rendezvous cafe

teria is located at the 
Blackcomb Mountain day 
lodge and serves food 
that is definitely above 
your average cafeteria 
fare. 

Although the primary 
aim of the Rendezvous 
is to serve the skiers 
skiing Blackcomb Mtn., 
the atmosphere and price 

appeal to everyone look
ing for a fast bite. 

The fare includes bur
gers, sandwiches ' made 
to order, homemade soup 
and chili, to daily 
sp~cials, not to ment
ion hearty breakfasts. 

The Rendezvous ·is open 
7 days a week for break
fast and lunch and is 
fully licensed. 

~alt(9 
Pepper 

Salt and Pepper is one 
of Whistler's finest 
dining out experiences, 
located right in the 
middle of the village 
square. 

Their menu has many 
cuts of steak and four 
varieties of fish, in
cluding trout, salmon, 
red snapper and dover 
sole, but the specialt-
ies of the house are 
the shish kebabs and 
the shrimp disHes. 

One deluxe feature of 
.Salt and Pepper is their 
extensive coffee select
ion. They serve ten 
different types of cof
fee, from Sanka to Moka. 
For coffed with liquers 
you can choose from no 
less than twenty-six 
varieties. 

I say there Sher
lock! There ap

pears to be 
a new rest
aurant hid

den away in 
Whistler Village. 

Correct my dear 
Watson, and I hear 
their food is sup
erb. (pastrami, 
corned beef , ham
burgers with 
mushrooms etc. & 
many, may spec
ials.) 
6:00 a.m. 

3:00 a ~ m. 



Whistler Mountain was 
once named London Moun
tain, because of the 
fog . 

Town Centre is built on 
the site of a former 
garbage dump. The bears 
are quite miffed. 

Highway 99 has been 
chosen as an alternate 
site for the Baja 500, 
against the wishes of 
the drivers, who claim 
their machines are too 
expensive to risk on 
such an open wound of a 
road. 

Whistler was once crit
icized for its lack of 
night life. This is no 
longer a y alid accusa
tion. It is the gospel 
truth. 

Readers will notice im
mediately that Blackcomb 
Mountain is not among 
our supporters. After 
three weeks of trying 
to get a hold of them, 
while they were in 
"meetings" and "out" 
and "in town" they fin
ally got around to tel
ling us that they 
"didn't have any money. " 
In light of this fact 
we are instituting a 
"Save Blackcomb Mountain 
Fund." Send all your 
empty beer bottles to 
Blackcomb Mountain, 

• Whistler, B.C. 

The Whistler Answer 
would like to extend a 
warm hello to all you 
hospital patients and 
shut-ins, those that 
can't make it out to 
the games . 

Cont from Page 20 
avalanche are often 
found in the toe of the 
deposit. 

If there are few res
~uers and outside help 
is more than a short 
distance, keep search
ing, for a victim's 
chance of survival is 
less than 5~/o after 
one-half hour. In large 
groups send two people 
out for help. 

Once you discover a 
victim, clear head and 
chest areas first. Clear 
airways and administer 
artificial respiration 
if necessary, then check 
for other injuries. Per
sons buried in an aval
anche will also suffer 
from the effects of the 
cold - be prepared to 
warm them up. 

Don't travel on glac
iers unless you are pre
pared to carry out 
crevasse rescue. Avoid 
ice falls, they are un-
predictable. Take extra 
time to go around haz-
ardous terrain. Plan 
alternative routes 
~h9~ld your initial 
choice prove to be too 
difficult or hazardous. 

Turning back can be a 
wise choice, you can 
always come back another 
day . 

ESSENTIAL PHONE NUMBERS 

Royal Ca.nadian Mounted Police . .. .... . 932-3044 
Whistler Volunteer Fire Department ... .. . 932-5111 
Whistler Ambulance ... .. ..... .' ...... . 932-4233 

Emergency ... .. .. .. ....... . .. . . .. 898-3311 
Search and Rescue .. ... ... .... ..... . 932-5111 
Towing: Ike's Towing .. .. ....... . .. . .. 932-3222 

Mons Auto Towing . . . . ....... . 932-5311 
Doctors : R. Burgess . . .. . .. . 932-5311 or 932-3033 

C. Rodgers .. .. . . . . . . .. ... . . 932-5338 
Whistler Dental Clinic ... ... ..... .. ... . 932-3677 
Blackcomb Mountain : 

Snowphone and 
Special Events .. . .. . . . . . 932-7507 or 932-4211 
Program Information and 
Administration . . .. ... . . .. 932-1032 or 932-4222 

Whistler Mountain : 
General Office . .. ...... . 932-3434 or 932-5515 
Snow Report ..... .. ... .. . . .... . . . 932-4191 

Whistler Area Info Centre .... . . . . . .. : .. 932-5528 
VD Information Line 

(Vancouver) .. .... . . . .. No Charge Zenith 2419 

ACCOMMODATIONS -----
All Seasons Resort Management 
Alta Lake Inn 
Alpinforst Condominiums 
Bavarian Inn 
Blackcomb Lodge 
Brandywine Inn 
Garo Condominium Rentals 
Highland Lodge 
Oakridge Resort Ser-vices 
Pemberton Hotel 

932-4288 
932-5558 
932-5385 

(new listing) 
932-4155 
932-5506 
932-5385 
932-5525 
932-4161 
894-6313 
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Slopeside Management 932-3913 
Tamarisk Condominiums 932-5385 
Tan talus Lodge 932-4146 
Twin Peaks Property Management 932-4184 
Valley Inns 932-3200 
Wedge Condominium Management 932-3642 
Whiscomb Tours & Accommodations 932-3269 
Whiski Jack 932-4242 
Whistler Creek Lodge 932-4111 
Whistler Inn Resort & Club 932-5156 - 4143 
Whistler Rental and Accommodations 932-4242 
Whistler Youth Hostel 932-5492 
Whistler Village Reservations 932-4222 

PLACES TO 
EAT ______ _ 

Alta Lake Inn 
Beau 's 
Black Forest 
Creekhouse 

932-5558 
932-5565 

(new listing) 
932-3000 

Creperie (new listing} 
Gourmet Bakery & Fine Food (Deli) 932-3949 
Hildas Deli 932-3652 
H.ighland Lodge 932-5525 
Husky Deli 932-5715 
Il Caminetto di Umberto Ristorante 932-4442 
JB's 932-5144 
L' A pres Dining Room 932-5543 
Madames 932-5513 
Peters Underground 
Rendezvour 
Salt & Pepper 
Stoneys 
Village Deli & Tea Room 

(new listing) 
932-3141 
932-4540 
932-2112 

Squamish 892-3720 





Lunch Pails that Never Fail 
Except for travesties 

such as the town centre, 
most of Whistler has been 
built and maintained by 
resident local business 
people, many of whom you 
will find listed here on 
this page. 

The need for reliable 
and quality help in Whis
tler is essential, part
icularly considering the 
drawbacks of geography 
and weather. The Whist
ler contractors featured 
on this page have devel
oped a reputation for 
quality work at competit
ive rates. Being local 
they know the ropes and 
are flexible enough to 
wage war against 
"Murphy's Law." 

Ski Lee offers one of 
the most varied services 
anywhere . He will land
scape for you, then take 
your ski'is in for a tune 
up before taking you up 
the mountain for a few 
lessons. 

In the general cont
racting field, we have 
some of the more respect
ed names in the field. 

amount of insulation 
work from Pierre Trudeau. 

If you just received 
a hate letter from Santa 
Claus or you live in a 
fire trap, the only sol
ution woul~ be to call 
up Clean Sweep and get 
your chimney swept by a 
professional. 

And if you have any 
unsightly snow build up 
a quick call to Coastal 
Mountain Excavations 
will rectify the sit
uation before you can 
say Robert, I mean Jack, 
Frost. 

If ~ - want to start 
up your JWn fan club, an 
energy saving ceiling fan 

straight out of Casa
blanca from Mallett En
terprises will turn your 
room into a Be-ll 206. 

And if things break 
down, as they are wont to 
do, a calltoD.L., alias 
Dave Lalik, · will solve 
everything. Anybody who 
built the Lost Lake Air 
Ramp is su:Ee to be able 
to fix those f .rozen . pipes 
and clogged drains in no · 
time flat. 

These are some of our 
more reputable contract
ors, so you need not look 
further. All the yellow 
pages have to offer are 
fly-by-night outfits and 
scam artist. 

INDOOR LANDSCAPING· ROCK FACINGS 
SKI TUNING • SKI LESSONS 

932·5080 
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ishop Welder 
Construction Co. Ltd. 

EXCAVATION 
LANDSCAPING· 
LAND CLEAR1NG 
SEWER SERVICES 
WATER SERVICES 

932-5483 ·· days 
932-3464 evenin 

CONSTRUCTION · LTD 
§ene'taL Conhadin9 

g:J'tOjec t cSupnui~ion 

932·3121 

;fl,,fl hu.rifltL 
INSULATION . 

Contractor 

Chalets - Duplexes - Condos 

General Delivery Whistler , B.C. VON 180 

932-4154 (24 Hour Answering Service) Roze·11 Construction, 
Crichton Construction, 
Crossroads Construction, 
and Clearwater Projects ----C.M.E.""'-' ----. 
Limited will erect any
thing to order. 

An? if you waqt to 
survey the situation 
first, Robert B. Brown 
and Associates will 
bring out the plumb bob 
to make sure everything 
is plumb on the level. 

If conserving energy 
is a priority, perhaps 
you should get a liberal 

I 
EIUILDING 

MAINTENANCE 
& 

REPAIR 
"One Caff 

_Q)oe~ [/t dllf" 
Electric Drain 

Cleaning 
C:We Cfh.aw 

. 'J'tozen (Pipe~ 

David Lalik 
932·5090 

"Cont'ta.ct 
O't 

Co~t (Pfu~ ''· 

ROZELL CONSTRUCTION 
(1981) LTD. 

Building Consultants Contracting 

Renovations 

Jim Rozell 
932-4046 

3333 Panorama Ridge 
Whistler, B.C. 

1 VON 180 

111 eros:;;..: 
construction Ltd. 

GENERAL CONTRACTING 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

~X308, WHISTLER, B.C. 
VON 180 CRAIG MacKENZIE 

COASTAL MOUNTAIN EXCAVATIONS 
LTD. 

' 
Comme7.ciaL & cf?e~identia[ 

cSnow cf?emouaf 

.;jQX 213, Whistler, B.C. 

Robert B. Brawn ~Associates 
R Eng., B.C.L.S. 

cSu't~veyou & En9inau 
Bax1..3, WHic;TLER 1 932·5426 

GLEAN SWEEP 
The Local Chimney Service 

JOHN ROBBINS 

WHISTLER, B.C. 

'ju[[!J ...Cicen.ud & . [/n~u'ted 
AloiTHORIZED DEALER Bus. 1132-3033 
MOUNTAIN AIR WOOn S110VES RES . 1132-31188 

CEILING FANS ·. 
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; A !tTOP TO FAST 
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A FREE OINNE~), 
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X~t BATTLE IS ON. 'SURVIVAL ;:.,~:E~::s~;·LIN~ 
PRIZEww"H'sErNlER,r~ss .ne: c r ·TmnE 1511 CPJftE AGAINST THE STAT£. 
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Ken Read·Steve Podborski· Dave Murray· Dave Irwin 

Whistler Salutes . 
The Canadian Do""nhill 
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" Y'like my new look? That su it l'm-wearing is fresh new snow. I feel great when I'm 

wearing white. That's when I'm at my best and that's when the skiing is faaantastic! 
Not only up on the challenging expert hills but down on the miles and miles of 
gentle easy runs, too. Guess that's why they've been calling me The Big Old Softie. " 
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